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JFD UHF log-periodic TV antennas?

why

Because our engineers realize that no single antenna
design is the answer to all UHF reception conditions.

JFD

where the "ultimate" in UHF color, and black
and white reception is required.

UHF frequencies are more adversely affected by surroundings. Degradation due to receiver noise is greater
on UHF. Also, UHF signal losses are greater than VHF.

model LPV-ZU10

0
40"

x

1

'rovides

-Bay Zig -A -Log $17.95, list

rotator-less

Consequently, our R & D Laboratories in Champaign,
Illinois, have developed two new UHF antenna concepts
based on the acclaimed patented Log -Periodic formula
of the Antenna Research Laboratories of the University
of Illinois:

JFD

UHF ZIG -A -LOG LOG -PERIODIC UHF ANTENNAS

31"

H. x

6"

LPV-U LOG -PERIODIC UHF ANTENNAS

for reception of UHF Channels 14 to 83 and
VHF 7 to 13 in cluttered city or hillyareaswhere
high gain and sharp directivity is needed for
crisp ghost -free UHF reception in B/W or
COLOR!

31"

reception of
stations as far
as 48' apart
up to 60 miles
distant. (If the LPVZU10 receives 707
micro -volts or more
signal voltage when
pointed directly at each
of the stations, then it will
receive all stations clearly
when pointed toward the center of the group of stations desired. The -angle between stations on extreme left and right,
however, should not exceed 48'.)
Gain: 13.5 to 14 db. VSWR; under
1.8:1. 300 ohm impedance.
Outperforms 8 -Bay bowtie-screen
reflector antenna.
Ultimate in corrosion -protection: Gold
Rohm &
alodized aluminum elements
stainless
Haas Implex & square crossarm
steel take-off terminals.

W. x

43"

D.

-

.

31"

model

H. x

29"

W. x

-

LPV-U15

43"

...
.

.

D.

E
KEEP TV FREE

*Q

For Fringe Areas up to 50 miles
$18.95, list
model LPV-ZU20

"E" plane stacked Zig -A-Log array
$31.50, list

26' to 29' narrow "E" plane (horizontal) beamwidths eliminate ghosts resulting from horizontal reflections-and com-

bine with .. .
"H" plane (vertical) beamwidth, as low as 40; to gibe over-all
high gain.
Exclusive new UHF Log -Periodic frequency independent design provides flat, high gain across the band-excellent 300
ohm match gives below 2:1 VSWR.
30% to 50% more effective gain and directivity than corner
reflectors and stacked bowtie-screens on UHF channels 14
to 83-plus a bonus VHF gain of up to 6 db on chancels 7-13.
Inline solid aluminum rod construction for least wind and ice
loading area.
Beautifully gold alodized for lasting eye -appeal.
100% pre-assembled-nothing to swing out or tighten-no

movable joints.
Stainless steel take-off terminals.

Range

Outperforms

...

...

...

or FM ..
or UHF
Whether the location calls for VHF
or VHF/UHF/FM-there is a JFD Log Periodic antenna to suit
your installation needs-perfectly.
.

WRITE FOR BROCHURES 624 & 711 FOR FULL DATA.

FOUR JFD LPV-U LOG-PERIODICS TO CHOOSE FROM:
Model

Narrow 25° "E" (horizontal) and 30° "H" (vertical) plane patterns minimize ghosts caused by horizontal and vertical reflections in flat fringe terrain up to 90 miles from transmitters.
Gain: 16-17 db, VSWR: under 2:1. 300 ohm impedance.
Today's most powerful UHF array-matches effective gain of
large parabolics-with much less wind, snow and ice -loading
area.
Locks on transmitter signal-no need to re -orient.
Ultimate in corrosion -protection: Gold alodized aluminum elements
Rohm & Haas Implex & square crossarm . . .
stainless steel take-off terminals.

List

BETTER YET, GET THEM FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR TODAY!

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

V

bowtie-screen

15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219

$27.95

LPV-U21

up to 80 miles

12 -bay

LPV-U15

up to 60 miles

8 -bay

bowtie screen

18.95

LPV-U9

up to 40 miles

4 -bay

bowtie-screen

12.50

JFD

JFD Electronics -Southern Inc., Oxford, North Carolina
JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside 77, N. Y.
JFD Canada, Ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ontario,
LICENSED UNDER ONE

LPV-U5

up to 25 miles

corner reflector

2,985,879;

OR

3,011,168;

MORE OF U.S. PATENTS

3,108,280

AND

2,958,081;

ADDITIONAL

PATENTS PENDING IN U. S. A. AND CANADA. PRODUCED
BY JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION UNDER EXCLUSIVE
LICENSE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION.

6.95
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MOTOROLA

SECONDARY

SIZE ADJUST
BLUE LATERAL

MAGNET

STATIC

DYNAMIC

CONVERGENCE

BLUE LATERAL

DISC MAGNETS

SIZE ADJUST

Motorola
Model Y23CK38M-2
Chassis TS908Y

VERTICAL DYNAMIC
PINCUSHION BOTOM
TILT (SEE TEXT1

VERTICAL DYNAMIC
PINCUSHION TOP
TILT (SEE TEXT)

SET-UP
SWITCH

SILICON

FOCUS

H

V ADJ

LOW -POWER

-D

RECTIFIER

ODE

REAR VIEW OF CONVERGENCE PANEL

"i /-rte..,

1144.

rfie

-®

'o-4/4 ,+'
_
.0.

I

Allbo_e_419

CONVERGENCE
SOCKET

3DQ6

6EZ5

HORIZ OUTPUT

VERTICAL OUTPUT

B+ RECTIFIERS

The consolette color receiver pictured
above uses a 23EGP22 picture tube. Design of both monochrome and chroma
circuits is much the same as that found
in 21" sets; however, some additional
adjustments are provided for convergence
of this 23" rectangular tube. An assembly located to the rear of the convergence yoke has a dynamic blue lateral
size adjustment for converging the blue
vertical line with the red and green lines
near the left and right edge of the
screen. Some models also have a secondary size adjustment in case additional
movement of the blue vertical line is required.
Static convergence is accomplished in
the usual manner, except that disc magnets are rotated for center-dot convergence and two pincushion tilt adjustments
are provided on the chassis. The "vertical dynamic pincushion bottom tilt" control straightens the horizontal line at the
bottom of the screen; the top tilt has
the same effect at the top of the screen.
Convergence controls are located on
a hand -wired assembly behind a removable speaker panel on the front of the
receiver. The two latches that hold the
panel may be reached from underneath.
Most of the tubes used in this chassis
are familiar types; an exception is the
6EZ5 vertical output. The horizontal output circuit uses two 6DQ6's in parallel.
B+ is developed by two silicon rectifiers wired as a voltage doubler and protected by a circuit breaker. The parallel
filament circuits are fused with #24 wire,
except for the picture tube and high voltage regulator which operate from a
separate winding and are not protected.
Recent productions of the chassis use
a low -power diode (shown in photo) to
correct for a shift in DC convergence.
The silicon rectifier shown in these convergence circuits is a departure from the
usual selenium.
The small-neck CRT has its own
basing configuration and a special -type
socket is required when making tester
connections to this tube.

PF REPORTER, for September, 1964. Vol 14, No. 9. PF REPORTER is published monthly by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd
St., Indianapolis B, Indiana. Second-class postage paid at Indianapolis. Indiana. 1, 2 & 8 year subscription prices; U.S.A., its possessions,
and Canada: $5.00, $8.00, $10.00. Other countries:
$6.00, $10.00, $13.00. Current single issues 500 each; back issues 650 each.
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Setchell
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Carlson
ON-OFF VOLUME

N

CG -1

TONE

CC -1

BRIGHTNESS

DETAIL

TINT

CD -1

¡/

/CY-1
CE -1

Setchell Carlson
Model 3C64
Chassis U800
This unitized chassis is used in all
1964 color television receivers produced
by Setchell Carlson. This company has
offered a chassis design of this type in
black -and-white sets in the past, but this
is a first in color television. Nine individual plug-in units, including the RF
tuner assembly, are used in this 21"
receiver. Stages contained in the individual units are: unit CB-1-first, second, and third video -IF amplifiers, and
video and 4.5 -mc detectors; unit CC-1first and second sound -IF amplifiers, ratio
detector, audio amplifier and phase inverter, and push-pull audio output; unit
CD-1-three stages of video amplification, AGC keyer, and sync separator;
unit CE-1-vertical sweep; unit CF-1horizontal AFC, oscillator, and output,
plus high voltage; unit CG-1-low-voltage power supply; unit CY-1-all chroma
circuitry.
Any of the above sections may be replaced by a substitute unit in a matter
of minutes, thereby in most cases eliminating the need for taking the entire
chassis to the shop for service. Also, the
chassis is designed so that a monochrome
picture can be obtained even though the
CY-1 section is removed.
Setup and service controls, along with
the convergence panel, are located beneath and to the left of the picture tube
and are accessible from the front by
opening the hinged panel. The bottom of
the chassis is covered by a screen which
can be removed for minor servicing and
checks without disassembling the chassis.
B+ for this transformer-powered set
is developed by two silicon rectifiers connected as a full -wave voltage doubler.
Protection is provided by a circuit breaker in series with the secondary winding
of the power transformer. A separate
8.3 -volt winding on the transformer furnishes heater voltage to the picture tube
and the 6BK4 high -voltage regulator; this
winding is protected by a wire-link fuse.
An additional filament winding-12.6 volt, center-tapped-supplies the remaining filaments, and both legs are protected
by wire link fuses. A fourth such fuse
is found in series with the primary
winding.
2
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CF -1

COLOR

SERVICE SWITCH

.,.t..
u

CONVERGENCE

CRT GRID

SOCKET

TEST POINTS

,
b

B+ RECTIFIERS

CIRCUIT

HORIZ

BREAKER

CENTERING

DELAY LINE

(,

BOTTOM VIEW OF ENTIRE UNITIZED CHASSIS

CONVERGENCE PANEL USES PRINTED CIRCUITRY
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SONORA

ISOLATION CAPACITOR

HEIGHT

VERT LIN

BRIGHTNESS

HORIZ HOLD

Sonora
Model S64K236W

10CW5 VERTICAL KULT -OUTPUT

10GK6

HORIZ

VIDEO

AFC

OUTPUT

VIDEO
DETECTOR

/

(INSIDE CAN)

HORIZ
C

l

FOCUS TERM INA...3

I

LLATOR

COIL

f

11)
CIRCU

BREAKER

,

SURGE 1s,NIITER

4.5 OHM, 10 WATT
B+ RECTIFIER

i
FILTER CAPACITOR

YOKE TERMINAL BOARD

HORIZ OUTPUT

/

FILTER CHOKE

DAMPER
17 BE 3

21GY.5

A new physical chassis, with both
common and newly introduced tubes, is
the highlight of this 23" console. The
lightweight horizontal chassis has only
one printed -circuit board with the majority of components mounted on top. Circuits in this receiver aren't changed
drastically from those previously used.
However, slight changes in connections
and component values have been necessitated by the low -B+ tube lineup.

Tubes worth mentioning are the
23FWP4 picture tube, 3HQ5 RF amplifier, 6HB7 mixer -oscillator, 4EH7 first
video-IF amplifier, 4EJ7 second video-IF
amplifier, lOGK6 video output, 10CW5
vertical multivibrator-output, 21GY5 horizontal output, and 17BE3 damper. The
remaining tubes are conventional types
that should cause no replacement
problems.
This transformerless chassis has no
protection for the series filament string.
However, a 4.5 -ohm, 10 -watt surge -limiting resistor and a circuit breaker protect the single silicon rectifier that develops the 130 volts of B+. Most circuits
are supplied directly from the 130 -volt
line, with these exceptions: The sound
detector plate is fed from boost, as is
the CRT focus anode (in one position
of the focus jumper); a 125 -ohm, 4 -watt
resistor lowers the tuner B+ voltage
somewhat.
A 1N295 crystal diode, located under
a shield covering the final IF transformer, is used as the video detector. A
common -cathode dual selenium diode
is utilized in the horizontal AFC section.
This diode plugs in and may be replaced
without dismantling the chassis.
Operating controls are located on the
tuner -mounting bracket and are accessible from the front; these include on -off volume, contrast, and vertical hold.
Adjustable from the rear of the chassis
are the height, vertical linearity, brightness, and horizontal hold. The width
may be varied by a plastic sleeve located
between the yoke and the picture -tube
neck; slide the sleeve in or out of the
yoke to obtain correct width.
September, 1964/PF REPORTER
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ZENITH

....... ....... .. . .. PREVIEWS

of new sets

PHONO

AM -FM

POWER

RADIO
QUADRATURE COIL

CRASSI S

( 4
r

Zenith
Model ML2784W3

u

11

1

d

4
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6AY3 DAMPER

RI GHT-CHANNEL
AUDIO OUTPUT
IRAN SFORMER

Chassis 16L24
The combination model shown here
contains a 23" television, AM -FM -FM
MPX radio, and four -speed automatic
phonograph. The TV chassis is similar
to last year's model both physically and
electrically.
The VHF tuner uses a 6HA5 RF amplifier and 6GJ7 mixer -oscillator. Tubes
in the three -stage video -IF strip include
6EH7's for the first and second amplifiers, and a 6EJ7/EF184 for the third.
The video output section uses the pentode portion of a 6JT8, with the triode
half of this tube as a sound -IF amplifier.
A 6BN6 works as a sound discriminator,
and its output is fed through an interconnecting plug and socket to the radio
chassis for amplification by the triode
section of a 12AX7A in both the left
and right channel. A pair of 6BQ5's,
located on the TV chassis, operate as a
push-pull audio output stage for TV,
radio, or phono operation. A 6HS8 performs the functions of sync separator,
AGC keyer, and noise limiter, while a
6FM7 operates as vertical multivibratoroutput. The tube complement of the horizontal circuit includes a 6KD8 (6GH8
alternate) AFC -oscillator, 6GE5 output,
6AY3 damper, and 2AS2 high -voltage
rectifier. The picture tube is a bonded
92° 23ECP4.
B+ is derived from two silicon rectifiers within the voltage doubler network.
Silicon protection is afforded by a circuit
breaker in series with the primary winding of the power transformer; a 11/2"
length of #24 wire serves as a fuse link
for the parallel filament circuit.
The quadrature coil, buzz control, and
AGC control are located on the rear
apron of the chassis, while the remaining
controls and the horizontal oscillator coil
(used for hold control) are on the front
of the chassis and are accessible by
opening the panel door beneath the picture tube face.
Radio, phono, or TV operation may
be selected by a function switch on the
radio chassis; the loudness, bass, and
treble controls are also on the radio
chassis.

i...1(

SOCKET

6FM7 VERT
MULI -OUTPUT

6GE5
HORIZ OUTPUT

\EFT -CHANNEL
AUDIO OUTPUT
VIDEO DETECTOR

TRANSFORMER

VERTICAL

HORIZ OSC COIL.
(HORIZ HOLD}

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

2AS2
HV RECTIFIER

FILAMENT
FUSE LINK

CIRCUIT BREAKER

VIDEO

ZPEE D SERVICING

See PHOTOFACT Set 505, Folder
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80UV

1815

Mfr: Admiral

Chassis No. 18137

470m

Asa

I00K

CD
SYNC SEP NOISE LIMITER

Card No: AD 18B7-1

AGC KEYING

3300mm7

6BU8

Section Affected: Pix and sync.

90V
140V

Symptoms: Video overload; poor sync; low
voltage on screen grid (pin 2) of V5

%Many

ee

20000mm1

47K

12

T

GS

(6BU8).

18
18

Cause: Sync separator screen grid resistor
overheated.

What

To

Do: Replace R57

(8200 ohms

1W); also V5 (6BU8).

Mfr: Admiral

I80K

200V

-

255V

140V
820pn

255V

1W

18

Chassis No. I8137

Card No: AD 18B7-2
Section Affected: Horizontal sync.

Symptoms: Horizontal frequency drifts out of
range. Reduced voltage at plate (pin 1) of

V9 (6CG7).
Cause: Leaky bypass capacitor in horizontal

multivibrator.
What To Do: Replace C64 (33mmf-NPO,

10%).

Mfr: Admiral

Chassis No. 18137

Card No: AD 18B7-3
Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: No raster; boost voltage is low.
Cause: Shorted boost circuit filter capacitor.

What To Do: Replace C70 (.015
1600V, 5%).

mfd-

September,

1964/PF

REPORTER
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SPIEID SERVICING

VIDEO

idideúzae

See

PHOTOFACT Set 505, Folder

Mfr: Admiral
SYNC SEP NOISE LIMITER
AGC KEYING

6BU8

Card No:

1

Chassis No. 14l37

AD 18B7-4

Section Affected: Pix and sync.

MN

Symptoms: Picture bends; sync unstable.
Cause: AGC filter capacitor open.
1000mmI

What To Do: Replace C12 (1 mfd).

140V

AGC
100K

155V

MULI

VERT

VERT OUTPUT

Mfr: Admiral

®R6DE7

Chassis No. 18B7

CO NOT MEASURE

Card No: AD 18B7-5
Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: Vertical sweep collapses.
Cause: B+ resistor in vertical output circuit
overheated.

VERT

LINEARITY
1000.

What

To

Do: Replace

Mfr: Admiral
Card No:

2ND VIDEO IF

6BZ6

/5.3mc

pq

P

5

130V

=

7

/1.Smc

250V

®

ó

4700.

470.

II
/

2200mmf

VJ.

L.19Z
16

T820mmt

220K

2AK

/70.

1:1
255V

6
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Chassis No. 18B7

AD 18B7-6

A

15tt1

150V
6

I130V

(R74-400 ohms).

Section Affected: Pix.

Symptoms: Weak and washed out pix.
Cause: Poor connections to transformer in
grid circuit of second video IF; no voltage
on grid (pin 1) of V2 (6BZ6).

What To Do: Resolder all connections on L5.
(Poor connections on L6 cause same
symptoms, but grid voltage on V3 is unaffected.)

VIDEO SPEED SERVICING
See PHOTOFACT

egezai
5eectzcc

Set 628, Folder 2

Mfr: General Electric
Chassis No. MW Compactron
Card No: GE MW -1
Section Affected: Raster.

120 cps modulation in raster;
sound and pix okay. Bridging CIA and
C1B improves but does not correct condi-

Symptoms:

tion.

CIA and C1B power
supply filters effectively shorts filter choke
L20.

Cause: Leakage between

To Do: Replace Cl (60-100-100-5 mfd
-350-350-150-200V)

What

.

Mfr: General Electric
Chassis No. MW Compactron

Card No: GE MW -2
Section Affected: Sound.

Symptoms: Buzz in sound; adjusting fine tuning control varies amount of buzz. Buzz
cannot be eliminated by normal procedure.
Cause: Secondary winding of sound takeoff

coil open.

What

To Do: Replace

L12.

Mfr: General Electric
Chassis No. MW Compactron

Card No: GE MW -3
Section Affected: Pix and Raster.

Symptoms: Vertical foldover. Insufficient width

and height; low high voltage; raster blooms.
Cause: Leakage develops in vertical compo-

nent pack. Bias on grid (pin 3) of V8
(6FJ7) may be low.
What

To Do:

Replace vertical component pack

K3.

September, 1964/PF REPORTER
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SERVICING

See PHOTOFACT Set 628, Folder 2

Mfr: General Electric
Chassis No. MW Compactron

Card No: GE MW -4

CONTRAST
25K
LI

Section Affected: Pix.

TAP@I3K
WITH

140 2200°STOP

Symptoms: Washed out pix after
rotation of contrast control.

1/3

or more

Cause: Open tap on contrast control.

What To Do: Replace R3 (25K, tap at 13K,
with stop at 2200 ohms).

Mfr: General Electric

Chassis No. MW Compactron
Card No: GE MW -5
Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: Vertical sweep collapses. R50 over-

heats and burns.
BLUE

Cause: Shorted capacitor in vertical feedback

22910

circuit.

YEL

To Do: Replace C47 (.018 mfd) and
R50 (56K -1W).

What

50v

10%

220V
ton,

7973

Mfr: General Electric
Chassis No. MW Compactron
Card No: GE MW -6
Section Affected: Raster.

SPARK
A GAP
TO
OF

PICTURE TUBE

TERMINAL]
14 I NOR Z.

OUTPUT

e

Im

I4

23NP4

FOCUS TERMINALS

i
.001
1600V

135V

270V

270V

PF
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1964

Cause: Defective spark gap.

CONNECT FOCUS ANODE TO TERMINAL

WHICH PROVIDES REST FOCUS.

660v
BOOST

10%

8

I

Symptoms: Insufficient brightness.

What To Do: Replace M6, or check for dirt or
sediment and clean area around device with

carbon tetrachloride.

TUNER REPAIRS
$

9

FOR COMPLETE OVERHAUL

Includes ALL parts (except tubes)
ALL labor on ALL makes

24 -HOUR SERVICE with
FULL YEAR WARRANTY
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., largest manufacturer of Td and FM
tuners, maintains two completely -equipped Service Centers
to serve YOU. Both centers are staffed by well -trained
technicians in this specialized field and are assisted by
engineering personnel to assure you of FAST, DEPENDABLE service.
®Tarzian-made tuners-identified by this stampingreceived one day will be repaired and shipped out
the next. A little more time may be required on other makes.
Every channel is checked and re -aligned per manufacturer's
specifications, not just the channels which might exist in
any given area.
You get a 12 -month guarantee against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usuage. Cost to
you is only $9.50 and $15 for UV combinations, including
all labor and parts except tubes. No additional costs. No
hidden charges. All tuners repaired on approved, open accounts. You pay shipping. Replacements on tuners beyond
practical repair are available at low cost.

Manufacturers of Tuners ...Semiconductors

...

Air Trimmers ...

Circle

2

When inquiringabout service on other than Tarzian-made
tuners, always send TV make, chassis and Model number.
Check with your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, parts, or repair service. Or, use the address
nearest you for fast factory repair service.

T SARKES TARZIAN,

INC.

TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
See your distributor, or use the address nearest you

South Walnut St.,
Bloomington, Indiana

10654

Tel: 332-6055

Tel: 769-2720

537

FM Radios

... AM -FM

Radios

... Audio

Magnolia Blvd.,

North Hollywood, Calif.

Tape

...

Broadcast Equipment

on literature card
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QUESTION:

When it comes to electrolytic capacitors, why do more

than half of the nation's Radio-TV Service Technicians

A

prefer to do business with Sprague Distributors?

NSWER:

Because they don't want makeshift substitutions or

multi -rating "fits -all" capacitors. They insist on exact
replacements, which are always available through
Sprague Distributors everywhere.

SPRAGUE TWIST -LOK® CAPACITORS...

1863 different ratings and sizes...
the world's most complete selection
of EXACT replacements!
We don't have to tell you that it's easier to service with exact
replacements. And we don't have to tell you that it's better, too.

When sets are designed, specific capacitance values are used for
peak operation, so it takes exact replacements to restore original
set performance.

Wouldn't you really rather have what the
set manufacturer recommends? An exact
replacement in capacitance, voltage, and
size is easier to install and less expensive,
in most cases, than substitutes!

And who better than Sprague knows which values and sizes are
needed in the replacement market? Sprague, the world's largest
component manufacturer, has the most complete specification file
on original set requirements. That's why you're always right
when you service with Sprague TWIST -LOK exact replacements!

GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's comprehensive Electrolytic

Capacitor Replacement Manual K-107 from your Sprague
Distributor, or write Sprague Products Company, 105
Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
Circle
10
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Letters to
the Editor

FOR THE

MAN

X1O

KNOWS

.

THE

NOW.,.
THE FABULOUS

PLAYS ANYWHERE
ON 110 AC OR 12V DC
BATTERY CURRENT

Dear Editor:
Your June "Guide to Importers"
should aid technicians greatly. However,
I've found that many of the importers
listed will not provide any information;
indeed, some of them will not even reply
to a letter sent to them.

For

Auto

Boat

WAYNE BLACKWELL

Plane

Camps.PicnicTrailer
.. $3995

ATR MODEL 12T-RME-1 INVERTER

G.E. MODEL M110Y 11" PORTABLE TV 59995
*Available at G.E. TV Dealers

$1,398

Both Only
THE

ATR

it

MODEL 12T-RME-1 ONLY ONE

OF FAMOUS DCIAC

INVERTERS

Also NOW.,.
HAND WIREDNO PRINTED
CIRCUITRY

ALL -TRANSISTOR
ULTRA COMPACT
UNIVERSAL MODEL 707

Ariz

IN

DASH...

UNDER DASH

...

Complete with variable tone control
. R. F. stage
Built-in speaker
and External speaker jack.

...

...

$2995

ATR MODEL 707

Retail

ALL -TRANSISTOR
ROOF -MOUNT and

IN -DASH MODELS

TRUCK

`

.1

MODEL TR -720

FITS ALL TRUCKS
BOATS
STATION WAGONS
INSTANT PLAY
POWERFUL

...

Complete with patented antenna -yoke assembly.
(U.S. Patent No. 3,087,118. Canadian Reg. 575.567)

$4495 Retail

ATR MODEL TR -720

Amarillo, Tex.
Many other readers have voiced this
conclusion, too, Wayne. Watch for a
future listing, similar in format, but
showing which importers and manufacturers will supply service information
and parts for their transistor sets.

Ed.

Dear Editor:
On page 34 of the May issue, I noticed especially the article "TV Waveforms Save Analysis Time." This is the
first time I have noticed this feature in
PF REPORTER. I think you should put
these enlarged waveforms in the magazine every month, showing those in different parts of the television set like you
do SYMFACT. With a better understanding
of waveforms, we wouldn't keep our
scopes sitting at the back of the bench
as an ornament. SYMFACT has been a
great help, and this feature could, too.
How about it?
H. RUTHERFORD
Brooklyn, N.Y.
We're preparing a series of these articles, showing servicemen how to analyze the various portions of waveform
traces seen on their scopes. Do any other
readers have suggestions for information
they'd like to see included in this type

of feature?-Ed.
Dear Editor:
Your June article "Scoping in Transistor Radios" was very interesting, but
I just can't buy the solution to the formula on page 71. Maybe I missed something, but I'd like to know for sure.
JIM PRINDELL

ATR

"A" Battery

ELIMINATOR
For Demonstrating and

Testing Auto RadiosTRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR
OPERATED!
Designed for testing D.C.
Electrical Apparatus on Regular A.C. Lines.
MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
MODEL 610C-ELIF
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.
$5500
USER NET PRICE

...

AIR

AUTO RADIO and

COMMUNICATION
LONGER -LIFE

VIBRATORS
"The Best by Test!"

SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR OR
WRITE FACTORY FOR LITERATURE & DEALER PRICES

ATR ELECTRONICS, INC.
QQuality Products Since 1931
St. Paul, Minnesota

55101-U.S.A.
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Circle, Mont.
The formula is solved
but the 1 -to-.1 ratio still
solution is as follows:
Formula:
Substituting:
Multiply both
sides by 3.2:

Combine terms:

Solving:
Solution:

incorrectly, Jim,
holds true. The

THE BUTE

10.10 OUNCE M G
1

ET

CE COIL

Ya" ALUMINUM V

20 WATT CAPA

T

NICKLED SOLDEI

E

TERMINALS

MATCHED TWIN C
EXCELLENT

WO(

NES

FE

FLAT MID -RANG

W =E2 /R

SUPERB HIGH

.35=E2/3.2
3 2

f

EI

AVAILABLE IN 8

X 35-E2

A CLASSIC

1.12=EE

.12-E

1.058=E (rms)

the scope reads peak -to -peak
voltage instead of rms values, multiply
E by 2.8, equalling 2.96 volts. Thus,
getting back to our reason for working
the formula in the first place, we can
use the rule -of-thumb that approximately
3 volts on the scope, measured across a
3.2 -ohm voice coil, will indicate approximately 300 mw of power being delivered.
By corollary, then, each peak -to -peak
volt on the scope equals .1 watt or

FOR

D

O'

iI

12 INCH
FI

ECONOMICALLY

ICED

SEND FOR FREE

TALOG

Because

100

mw.-Ed.
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SILVER

5ÇR4N

value of a name

The
Dealers have long found that SILVER SCREEN® 85 picture
tubes move off the shelves fast. Why? One big reason is the tube's precision -engineered
features. Another is that through the years these same features have created the guaranteed
acceptance of a name-SILVER SCREEN 85. In picture tubes no brand name approaches the
assured recognition of SILVER SCREEN 85 tubes. To your customers, the name means built-in
quality and long life dependability. To you, SILVER SCREEN 85 picture tubes mean sales, profits,
fewer callbacks, better satisfied customers. Sylvania values that acceptance and safeguards
it by applying every new research and development technique for product improvement. That's
why the newest SILVER SCREEN 85 picture tubes have longer life and greater product uniformity.
Stay with the quality name in TV picture tubes-SILVER SCREEN 85. See your Sylvania Distributor.

picture tubes are
made only from new parts and
materials except for the envelopes
which, prior to reuse, are
inspected and tested to the same
standards as new envelopes.
SILVER SCREEN 85

A
;YLVAN IGTE

SVB5,DI4RY

OF

GENERALTELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
NEW CAPABILITIES IN: ELECTRONIC TUBES

SEMICONDUCTORS

MICROWAVE DEVICES

SPECIAL COMPONENTS

DISPLAY DEVICES

Circle 6 on literature card
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Now, JERROLD's
great new line of

12 POWERMATES
gives you a transistor amplifier
for every job
CUT OUT THIS CHART AND SAVE FOR
Leave it to Jerrold! We've expanded our
fast -selling Powermate line of transistorized
antenna amplifiers and indoor amplified
couplers to give you a Powermate tailored
to every VHF, UHF, and FM stereo reception
problem you're likely to run into.

INDOOR POWERMATES
NEW!
For four -set (VHF) indoor couplirg
in suburban to fringe areas-new
economical one -transistor Indoor
Powermate supplies up to four TV
and FM sets from a single antenna.

Now, from deepest fringe to suburban and
metropolitan reception areas, you can offer
TV viewers and FM listeners the perfect
Powermate amplifier or coupler for their
needs and their budgets. The chart here,
designed to be hung on your wall, tells you
which Powermate to recommend for each
customer.

Ask your Jerrold distributor for complete
information, or write Jerrold Electronics, Distributor Sales Division, Philadelphia, Pa. 19132.

Model TA -24

For maximum indoor amplification of up to four
VHF TV sets and FM receivers-indoor version of

the twin -transistor Super
Powermate SPM-102, featuring the industry's best
gain -overload characteristics and low noise figure.

Model TA -66
List price $34.95

List price $24.95

NEW!

NEW!

NEW !

For two -set (VHF) indoor coupling in suburban to fringe

For FM stereo indoor amplification
-new Stereo Range Extender is the
Indoor Powermate for the FM band.
Extends FM broadcast range and
splits FM from TV signals to permit
use of single broadband TV antenna
for both.

For UHF set coupling indoors
-new UHF Indoor Powermate
Special supplies clean signals
to two UHF sets from a single
UHF antenna. High isolation

areas-new Indoor Powermate
Special supplies two VHF TV
sets or a TV and an FM set
from a single antenna.

Model TA -12

List price $17.95
Available November.

between outputs minimizes
interference between sets.

Model SRX

Model TAU -12

List price $29.95

List price $29.95
Available October.

HANDY REFERENCE, OR HANG ON THE WALL OF YOUR SERVICE SHOP.

OUTDOOR POWERMATES
For bringing in weak VHF signals without overloading from strong local signals-the famous twin -transistor Super
Powermate introduced last year. Exceptional gain -overload capabilities permit
it to deliver signals from far -distant
stations bright and clear, without
overloading from strong signals
"in your back yard."

Model SPM-102

List price $44.95

For best color and b&w reception in
weak -signal areas-new Super Powermate Coaxial is the coax-downlead version of the famous twin -transistor Super

For snow -free VHF TV and noise -free FM where overload is no
problem-the original Powermate has been improved with
new power -supply circuitry. Unparalleled gain throughout
hi and to VHF bands, coupled with exceptionally low noise
figure. Dual outputs.

Model APM-102

Powermate Model SPM-102 described
above. Coax downlead assures superb
color and b&w reception by prevention
of interference from auto generators
and other transients ... also is not affected by corrosion and bad weather.

NEW!

List price $39.95

List price $47.95

Model SPC-103-

For deepest fringe areas-Transistor successor to the famous
"De-Snower" model DSA-132,

For low-cost VHF TV and FM reception in no -overload areas-the new
Powermate Special delivers plenty
of crisp, bright pictures and sound
throughout the VHF and FM bandeven from distant stations.

Model LPM-102
List price $29.95

NEW!

NEW!
Model SPC-] 32

For UHF reception in
fringe to deep -fringe
areas-new super-gain
antenna -mounting UHF
Powermate. Twin tran-

this is the mightiest Powermate
of them all. Works where all other
units fail. Ideal for small public
buildings as well as homes.
Coax downlead assures excellent impedance match
and minimum interference
pick-up. Available October.

List price $97.75
For low-cost UHF antenna pream-

plification-antenna-mountingU H F
Powermate Special with single transistor provides enough gain to bring
poor UHF signals in out of the snow.

sistors bring in excellent

clearpictureseveninthe""-`--

Model ULP-104

List price $49.95

List price $34.95

most difficult UHF reception areas.

Model UPM-104

JERROLD
ELECTRONICS

DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION, Philadelphia, Pa. 19132
A subsidiary

of THE JERROLD CORPORATION
7 on literature card
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NOW, MORE THAN EVER

, .

FINEST SERVICE IN
TV TUNER OVERHAULING

THE

CASTLE TV TUNER -EAST HAS

The Electronic Scanner
news of the servicing industry

MOVED TO NEW LOCATION
WITH IMPROVED FACILITIES
Long Island City near Postal Concentration
Center to provide faster service by mail.
In

All other U.S. and Canadian Servicemen will get
the same fast service
from CASTLE -CHICAGO
and CASTLE -CANADA.

ouT
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0
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ALA.

.
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iIX

ALL MAKES
ALL LABOR
AND PARTS

(EXCEPT TUBES)*

995

ONE PRICE
THIS ONE LOW PRICE INCLUDES ALL UHF
AND UV COMBINATION' TUNERS

,

VHF

Simply send us your defective tuner complete; include
tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts with model
number and complaint. 90 Day Warranty.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for
overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements
are new or rebuilt.)
*UV combination tuner must be of one piece construction. Separate UHF and VHF tuners must be dismantled
and the defective unit only sent in.
Pioneers in TV

Tuner Overhauling

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
CANADA: 136 Main Street, Toronto 13, Ontario

*Major Parts are additional in Canada
Circle 8 on literature card

Makes Move
The Parts ana Accessories
facility of Radio Corporation
of America has been moved
from its former location in
Camden to a new building at
2000 Clements Bridge Road,
Deptford, New Jersey 08096.
Telephone numbers remain the
same, except that extension
numbers now begin with a PT
prefix; the teletype number is 609-845-4962. A new RCA 301
computer is to be installed in the building to provide improvement in service to customers.

Education at the World's Fair
Local and foreign educators participated in the somewhat
belated dedication of the Communications Demonstration Center in the Hall of Education at the New York World's Fair.
Programs of an educational nature will originate from the
fully equipped Center daily throughout the two years of the
Fair. The integrated facility consists of an auditorium area for
groups of up to 400, an area for demonstrating classroom or
seminar instructional programs, individual student study stations, a backstage area from which rear-screen projection of
film, slides, and television can be presented on multiple screens,
a studio facility where television programs and demonstrations
can be produced for recording on video tape or for direct
live broadcast, and a master control room which is the nerve
center for all audio-visual and broadcasting equipment. The
demonstration stresses that, although the latest technological
equipment for education is being shown, the role of the equipment is not to replace teachers; instead, it is to provide aid
in presenting diverse materials, measuring student response,
and performing routine, monotonous tasks which would become impossible to do with the vastly increased number of
students anticipated in future classrooms.

Tuner Replacement Program
A new parts -distributor merchandising program to replace
tuners needing repair has been
started by Standard Kollsman
Industries, Inc., Melrose Park,
Ill. The program is being
started with RCA tuners because of their wide usage. The
new SKRCA mounting bracket, included in the replacement
tuner kit, facilitates replacement of tuners in most RCA receivers. The kit allows substituting SKI tuners for 68 different
RCA tuner models of the KRK series. The dealer or service
technician will be offered a $6.00 trade-in on the old RCA
tuner when he purchases an SKI replacement kit.

New Acquisition
KTV Tower and Communications Co., of Sullivan, Ill.,
has been acquired by Rohn Manufacturing Co. The KTV company, formerly known as Kuehne Tower Company, manufactured home -television and amateur towers. The line will now
be available from Rohn representatives.

f
r.ii

¿!OLORTV?
WHY WAIT?
YOU CAN MAKE
MONEY NOW!
...IF YOU'RE EQUIPPED - AND

1,000,000 SETS IN 1964
65%

OF NBC PROGRAMMING -

IN COLOR
NEW

25"

SETS COMING

THIS FALL

2,000,000 ALREADY IN

A WIDE BAND SCOPE IS A MUST

USE
'PRIME TIME

This Hickok -quality, full 5",
scope factory assembled,
and calibrated can put you
TV service ... for less than

-

wide -band
wired
in color
$200.00.

Rise time-less than 0.08/sec.
AC response -5 cycles to 4.5 MC within 3 db
Vertical sensitivity -40 MV RMS/inch
5 times horizontal sweep expansion
Sharp, bright (1600 volts anode potential)

MODEL 677

Trace with full astigmatic correction
and, of course, it's...

THE COMPLETE COLOR LINE

s`
....
Ui+;
MODEL 615

HE

MODEL 656XC

MODEL 660

MODEL 6750

MODEL 661

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMEN

Circle
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The antenna that challenges

NEW i,UeG

"COLOR- VE
Br

P71VG
Finco's Color Ve -Log challenges all competition on color or black and white reception and
stands behind this challenge with a "Guarantee of Supremacy".
The swept element
design assures the finest in brilliant color and sharply defined black and white television
reception
as well as superb FM monaural and stereo quality.
FINCO precision
engineered features make these advanced -design antennas indispensable to good home
sight -and -sound systems. And, of course, they carry the famous unconditional guarantee
from the leading manufacturer in the field
FINCO.
Promote the Color Ve -Log
Antennas with pride, sell them with confidence, and profit handsomely.

-

-

-

One-piece cross -over drive line assembly has no joints between adja
cent driven elements. Eliminates
loose connections, shorts, broken

drive line sections. Polystyrene
snap -lock spacers, with center 'air
insulator' space.

Elements are made of triple thick
aluminum to stand up in severe
weather. Die stamped bracket fastened with tough, thick -gauge rivet
holds proportional length sleeve
reinforcing shell into which element fits.

-

First from Finco and exclusive
double contact between drive line
and driven element bracket assembly for perfect drive -line support
and electrical continuity. Positive,
vibration -free, non -corrosive con-

tact.

Boom reinforcing back up brackets
at elements add triple strength to
the riveted assembly, mounted on

rigid, non -crushable I" heavy
duty square boom. Boom rolled
a

square from 11/4" diameter round
aluminum for increased strength.

Write for color brochure #20-307, Dept. 310
18
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all competition!

VL-10
driven elements
parasitic element
List price $34.95
9
1

Featuring Finco's Exclusive Gold Corodizing

VL-5
element VHF -FM
5 dr ven elements
List price $16.95
5

Finco's boom -mast bracket, rust proofed by zinc plate -gold di -chromate dip process, is the finest
available. It has positioned cleats
to assure sag -free positive direction of the antenna. Locks tight.
Can't tilt. Antenna stays in proper
position at all times.

High impact polystyrene insulators
are reinforced with strong aluminum shields. This gives quadruple
strength in supporting triple -thick
snap -in elements. Lifetime assembly with fitted aluminum cup to
hold oversize aluminum rivet.

VL-7
element VHF-FM
driven elements
List price $23.95
7
7

VL-15

VL-18

15 element VHF-FM
9 driven elements
6 parasitic elements

18 element VHF -FM
9 driven elements

List price $46.95

List price $54.50

9

parasitic elements

The FINNEY Company 34 Interstate Street Bedford, Ohio
Circle 10 on literature card
September,

1964/PF REPORTER
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R54 (820K resistor) had increased in value. The voltage on
the cathode (pin 8) remains normal even though the resistor
is defective.
THURMAN E. WILKES

Goldenrod, Florida
This time we've shown the schematic of the complete vertical multivibrator section of the receiver. To understand how
a defective R54 can cause vertical roll but no apparent change
in cathode voltage, note that R3A, R53 and R54 form a
cathode voltage -divider network. Adjusting the vertical hold
control changes the cathode voltage. As the set warms up and
R54 changes value, the cathode voltage also changes slightly;
the grid bias is thus affected, the tube conduction is changed,
and the picture rolls. Once the set is warmed up and R54
settles to a certain value, the cathode voltage may be restored
to normal with the hold control. If any of you have trouble
of this nature, thank reader Wilkes for this tip.

Distorted Stereo

quick -acting Fuses

I am having trouble with a General Electric Model RC1710
multiplex adapter. When I adjust the stereo balance control
for proper separation, the output becomes distorted. The distortion can be eliminated by resetting the balance control, but
at this point there is no separation between channels. I have

"Fast Acting" fuses for protection of sensitive
instruments or delicate apparatus;-or normal
acting fuses for protection where circuit is not
subject to starting currents or surges.

aligned and realigned this set but have been unable to correct
the trouble.
PAUL M. SELL
Media, Pa.
This multiplex receiver is covered in PHOTOFACT Folder
620-9. The symptoms seem to indicate either incorrect adjustments or defective components in the L+R channels.
Since you have already tried alignment, it would be wise to
check capacitor C35 by substitution if necessary. Make sure
that the components in printed-circuit unit K3 are okay and
that X5 and X6 have precisely the same front -to-back char -

Write for BUSS

Bulletin SFB

BUSS: 1914-1964, Fifty years of
The Troubleshooter

Pioneering....

BUSS MBO
1/4 x 1-1/4

BUSS ABC
1/4 x 1-1/4

inch

inch

answers your servicing problems
Cure for Hot and Cold
With reference to Mr. Meyer's vertical roll problem in a
Philco Model G4242M (Troubleshooter, May, 1964, PF REPORTER, page 20), I have had this same problem in several
sets of this particular model and found in most cases that

BUSS
high interrupting capacity

r

Fuses

VERT MULM/
VERT OUTPUT

VERT MOLT

33K

OA 10DE7

FROM

e

0015
11000V

100E7

1500mm1

BLUE

SYNC SEP

-75v

4

e®

2200
mmi

34ma

VERT

LINS RITY

3.4meg

30

435V
BOOST

BLit

For the protection of circuits capable of

delivering currents as high as 25,000 amps. at
125 volts or 10,000 amps. at 250 volts.

27003W

HEIGHT
VERT HOLD

..

;w

WH

.0017 10%
2meg 1W

280V

1

2-3

200V

JELVIZss

Write for BUSS

Bulletin 5FB

FROM

HORIZ

BUSSRABUN MFG. DI
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63107

DRIVER

1.4V

TRANSFORMER

1.50

12V
4

mfd

12.2V
4111.

SPEAKER

470
FUSIBLE
.

INDICATING FUSES
AND FUSEHOLDERS
HAVE MANY USES

1052

12.4 V

BIAS
17552

Unusual fuseholders and fuses perform
complex functions in addition to providing

STOP AT 650

safeguards for circuitry and components.
They can provide quick, positive identification of faulted circuits ... by visual signal,
by activating an alarm, or both.

Installation of this radio requires the use of a 10 -ohm
rear -seat speaker to properly match the output impedance of
the audio power transistor. Using a speaker with lower impedance would cause excessive current to be drawn by the
output stage, thus burning out the bias control and/or the
output transistor. The .47 -ohm fusible resistor in the emitter
circait may also open.
Extension speakers of the proper impedance are readily
available; use of a 10-ohm speaker would be much wiser than
attempting to modify the output circuit of the radio.

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison

Co.. St. Laois, Mo.

631

....New Developments

in Electrical Protection
y

l'/

For
inch fuses
x
Series Hi, HK, and HLD

Fort

x11/2 inch

fuses

Series HPC
18

36

acteristics. (K3 is a most likely suspect.) If trouble still exists,
very carefully adjust A19 and R26. Also make sure AIS is
correctly adjusted. In some cases, the proper alignment of this
coil can be most easily determined by connecting a scope to
point D and adjusting A15 and A16 for maximum indication
on the scope.
Rear -Seat Speaker Problems

Can a speaker with an impedance of 3 to 4 ohms be used with
a Delco car radio, Model 982136, as a rear -seat extension?
The information I have calls for a 10 -ohm speaker. Would

Save Assembly Time with

Quick -Connect Terminals on
BUSS Fuseholders
Eliminates soldering. Permits use of pre -assembled harness. Reduces assembly time.
Write for BUSS

Bulletin SFB

impedance mismatch be harmful to the transistor output
stage? If so what would happen? Would the output -stage bias
resistor open from the higher current drain?
DEAN SOMERVILLE

Rhinelander, Wis.

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison

Co.. St. Louis
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MALLORY
Tips for Technicians
Mallory Distributor Products Company
P.O. Box 1558, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206
a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.

Why Mallory Mercury Batteries
work better in transistor radios
There are a lot of good reasons why more and more
people are using mercury batteries in their transistor
radios. And the reasons boil down to this-they're a
better value, and they give better performance.

LISTENING HOURS PER PENNY

with Mallory Mercury Battery
with zinc -carbon battery

2 /z

2

SERVICE LIFE:

l'h

VOLT PENLIGHT CELLS

ERC4 RY
CA RBC N

ZI

Had enough ? There's one more important point. Suppose you put the batteries in the radio and use it only
slightly. Those 200 zinc -carbon batteries go "dead"
in a few months whether you use them or not. But the
mercury batteries can be stored 2 to 3 years and still
deliver dependable power. Plus the fact that Mallory
Mercury Batteries are guaranteed* against leakage in
your transistor radio.

HOURS OF SERVICE

Mercury

III

Zinc carbon

2

3

4

5

Here's where the fun begins. The ZM9 will operate the
radio for 165 hours versus only 35 hours for the zinc carbon battery. This means that for one penny you'll
get 2.2 hours of listening pleasure using the ZM9 versus
1.75 hours for the zinc -carbon battery. In other words,
it costs you 0.57 cents per hour to use the zinc -carbon
compared to only 0.45 cents for the mercury battery.
We're not through yet. Let's get back to listening
pleasure. The mercury battery has essentially a flat discharge curve. This means that it presents a more constant voltage to the transistors. Result : you don't have
to keep turning the volume control up while you're listening AND the radio sounds better because there's
far less distortion.

y
ZN,1

To get a comparison between mercury batteries and
ordinary zinc -carbon batteries, let's look at a typical
transistor radio. This radio uses size "AA" penlight
batteries and has a current drain of 15 milliamperes.
The Mallory Mercury Battery is the ZM9 and the zinc carbon type would be the NEDA type 815. The ZM9
retails for 75¢ versus 200 for the 815. Got the picture?

6

7

8

We've used this "Tip" to illustrate the superiority of
Mallory Mercury Batteries in transistor radios. But
this superiority extends to thousands of other applications. So whether you're building test equipment, heart pacers, or satellites, see your Mallory Distributor. He
has a Mallory Mercury Battery that will do exactly the
job you want done.

STORAGE: YEARS
*We guarantee to repair the radio and replace the batteries, free of charge, if
Mallory Mercury Batteries should ever leak and damage a radio set. Send radio
with batteries to Mallory Battery Company, Tarrytown, New York.
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Transistor Horizontal
I

Oscillator
Blocking Oscillator With Diode AFC
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-171,

BAOR

-12V
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COLD

DC VOLTAGES taken with VTVM, on inactive channel;
antenna terminals shorted. *Indicates voltages taken with signal present-see "Operating Variations."

WAVEFORMS taken with wideband scope; TV controls set for normal contrast (50 volts p -p at CRT).
Low -cap probe (LC) used to obtain all waveforms.

Normal Operation

Operating Variations

AFC -oscillator circuit shown here (from Panasonic
Model Mitey 5) is typical of imported transistor TV's.
Sync pulses are coupled from both emitter and collector
of sync phase splitter to balanced diode AFC arrangement. Sample pulses from collector of driver arrive via
L2 -C1 for comparison with incoming sync. Average
conduction (without signal) of Ml -M2 and therefore
base bias of X1 depends on content of W1 and setting
of AFC and horizontal hold controls (voltage -divider
networks across power supply) . M2 conducts only on
positive -going pulses of W 1; less negative voltage appears at C than at B. Incoming sync (W2, W3)
combines with sample W1 and causes diode conduction
to change from average value. Resulting positive or
negative shift at point D keeps oscillator in sync via
path through R11, L1, and Tl. C5, C6, C7, C8, R10,
and Rl i serve as AFC filter (anti -hunt) network. Ll
and C9 form parallel -resonant tank to improve oscillator
stability and noise immunity. Regenerative feedback
(collector to base) via blocking-oscillator transformer
Ti sustains oscillation. M3 limits overshoot on trailing
edge of feedback pulse. X1 appears reverse -biased,
but only because meter reads average DC voltage;
reverse bias actually exists only during cutoff, but "this
is major portion of waveform W4. R12, R13, R14,
R15, and C10 form voltage divider and decoupling
network for X1 collector. Thermistor R14 holds collector voltage fairly constant during operation. T2 is
collector load for X2, R19 is supply resistor.

DC voltage varies from -1 to -7.5 volts
(with or without signal) depending on
setting of AFC control. Horizontal hold
control produces approximate 2 -volt swing at this point.
A

DC voltage, with or without signal,
changes from -1 to -6 volts with adjustment of AFC control; bias at minimum
setting (least negative voltage at A) may be sufficient
to kill oscillator. With AFC set at center of range, adjustment of hold control swings voltage from -3.8 to
-4.8 volts. Voltage at C follows variations at B-goes
positive at minimum setting of AFC control.
B

Horizontal hold control shifts voltage
from -.2 to -.7 volts. As AFC control is
rotated toward minimum, voltage swings
through zero to about .2 volts positive.
X1 B

Emitter voltage changes from -1.3 to -1.8
volts with full rotation of hold control.
X1 collector voltage will vary slightly,
from normal are not very noticeable.
deviations
but
X1E

Horizontal phasing coil (L2) shifts phase
of sample pulse slightly, but change is
FORMS
almost unnoticeable with scope; affects
picture very little. Ll should be adjusted for equal
peaks of W4 in same manner as for tube sets.

WAVE-

SYMPTOM

Horizontal Sync Unstable

No Raster

Phasing Bar in Picture

Sound Not Affected

1

Cl Open
(AFC Feedback Capacitor

SYMPTOM 2

R15 Increased in Value

-1

mfd)

(X

I

Collector Load Resistor

-1 80

ohms)

Symptom

Symptom
Analysis

Analysis

Bars may be sloping in either direction, depending on
setting of horizontal hold control; at one setting, stable
picture can be obtained, but phasing bar still appears
in right side of picture. Adjusting L1 or L2 has little
effect on symptom; defect on screen remains.
WZ

WI

SV 7875

OV

7875

No raster appears on screen; neon lamp held next to
HV anode doesn't glow, indicating loss of high voltage.
Lack of change when brightness control is rotated
proves picture is not blooming out due to overloading
of high -voltage section at high brightness setting.

-LC

W6 QV 7875

-LC

Simple Pulse

13V

JunClÍOn Cl -

l2

7873-

Waveform Analysis

Waveform Analysis

W2 (shown) and W3 (not
shown) contain normal sync, but
both are without sample feedback
pulse. Abnormal W1 confirms
loss of sample pulse. This indicates trouble must be in feedback
path. Presence of raster proves
driver output pulse is present.
Scoping at junction of Cl and L2
indicates pulse is present there.
Since signal path is okay through
L2, Cl must be open. Scope is
necessary instrument here.

Absence of pulse in W6 hints
strongly at trouble in oscillator
circuit; eliminates need for further troubleshooting in driver or
output stages. W4 offers more
evidence of oscillator trouble.
Normal p -p signal at this point is
8 volts. Collector -to -base feedback is necessary for oscillation.
R17 and interstage winding of
T1 can be disregarded. Possible
faults are R16, X1 collector bias
network, or winding of T1.

O
Xl

*

Voltage and
Component Analysis

*-6.8V

.S6V

O*

* -1.6V
-

-1.2V

7.6V

-4.7V
-4.7V

O* -4.6V
-4.4 V
O* -1.5V
- 1.9V

Voltage clues at points A, B, and C are of little help
because all vary quite extensively with setting of AFC
or horizontal hold control. Voltages on X1 are no help,
because oscillator is working (even though off frequency) ; voltages are thus within tolerance. X2 seems
okay, since its voltages are normal. Circuit must have
sample pulse for comparison with sync pulses to control
frequency of oscillator; this is true of any AFC circuit.
Open L2 or broken printed-circuit board could cause
symptom that is similar on the screen.
Best Bet: Scope

will pinpoint trouble.

7875-1_7

*-12V

®*-1.2V

-6.7V

WV GV

-LC

X2

1.3V

*OV

-1.3V

OV

*-1.1 V

*0V

-7.7V

OV

-72V

Voltage and
Component Analysis

Full supply voltage at X2 collector, and absence of
voltage at X2 base and emitter, indicate transistor is cut
off. Wrong voltage at X1 collector (-1.2 volt) points
to oscillator trouble. Emitter voltage (-1.1 volt) proves
X1 is not overconducting-excessive collector current
would increase negative emitter voltage. Higher value
of R12 would make collector voltage more negative;
increased R15, less negative. If R13 or R14 increased
in value, parallel resistor would limit combined resistance; voltage change would be slight.
Best Bet:

Scope; then VTVM.

SYMPTOM 3

Horizontal Frequency Off

No Raster

When Synced With AFC
Control, Still Unstable

Sound Normal

C9 Open

R19 Increased in Value

(Stabilizing Capacitor-.06 mfd)

(Driver Collector Supply Resistor -100 ohms)

SYMPTOM 4

Symptom
Analysis

Symptom
Analysis

Three images-resembling Christmas -tree effect-can
be seen, indicating extreme shift in oscillator frequency.
AFC control straightens picture, but instability is still

apparent. Drift over extended period requires continued readjustment of AFC.
2

1.5V

Screen is blank; raster may appear intermittently as set
is turned on and off. Symptoms indicate trouble in
horizontal -deflection or high -voltage section of receiver,
but they give no good clue to help pinpoint trouble to
one specific stage. More analysis is needed.
HORIZ OUTPUT BASE

7875-LC

Waveform Analysis

With picture in sync, normal
waveforms W2 and W3 indicate
sync stages and feedback path are
okay. Excessive, slowly damped
ringing in W4 shows oscillator is
being upset between incoming
sync pulses. L1 and C9 form
tank circuit producing sine wave
that reduces effect of noise pulses
on oscillator. Normally, sine
wave combines with feedback
pulse to supply oscillator base
with correct signal.

Waveform to output stage has
nearly correct shape, but amplitude is low (1 volt) ; normal
level is 3.5 volts. Output and
flyback thus probably aren't in
trouble. Driver collector pulse,
normally 10 volts, is greatly reduced (2.5 volts), narrowing
search to oscillator or driver
stage. Reduced W6 isn't enough
to account for weak collector
pulse; driver stage is probably
cause of trouble.

O
Xl

*-6.6V
-6.6V

*-.54V

Voltage and
Component Analysis

-.44V

0
* 0v
OV

more negative than normal due to irregular waveform
at base. With C9 open and no signal applied, oscillator
is operating off frequency, causing X1 base voltage to
go less negative. Best clue to actual fault is that adjustment of stabilizer coil has little effect on picturequite unusual; this coil should shift oscillator frequency
considerably. Any component that affects free -running
frequency of blocking oscillator stage could cause similar symptom on the screen.
Scope and careful analysis.

2.5V 7875 -LC

Wd

.8V 7875-LC

*-2.2V

-2.2V

Voltage and
Component Analysis

.1V

-7.8V

is

DRIVER COLLECTOR

* .7V

*-1.9V

X1 base voltage is normal (with signal) ; emitter voltage

Best Bet:

1V 7875 -LC

Waveform Analysis

Scope indications suggest voltage checks in driver stage.
X2 emitter and base voltages-normally very smalloffer little help in locating trouble spot. X2 collector
voltage is greatly reduced, leads to suspicion of supply
network in collector circuit. Leaky C13, leaky Cl, or
increased R19 could lower voltage. Also checlç X2 for
possible shorts. Driver and output circuits in transistor
sets are easier to troubleshoot than in tube receivers.
No boost voltage is involved; simple networks develop
voltage for all transistor elements.
Best Bel: Scope; then VTVM.

Oscillator Off Frequency

Intermittent Raster

High Voltage Low

Critical Horizontal Sync
(When Raster Is Present)

SYMPTOM S
R1

Wiper Arm Open
(AFC Control

-5000

X1

SYMPTOM 6

Leaky

(Oscillator Transistor-2SB1 76)

ohms)

Symptom

Symptom
Analysis

Analysis

No raster when set is first turned on. Rotation of hold
control produces dim raster; two pictures are obtained.
Further adjustment of hold control gives sloping bars.
Oscillator is running at approximately 1/2 normal frequency; loud whine can be heard. AFC is ineffective.

When set is first turned on, raster isn't visible. Adjusting AFC and hold controls to near end of range causes
raster to appear, but horizontal sync is unstable. Constant readjustment of AFC and hold controls is required
as set warms up or as channels are changed.

W5

W2 6V 7875 -LC

OSCILLATOR OPERATING OFF FR

W2 NORMAL
5V 7875 -LC

Waveform Analysis

Waveform Analysis

Presetting scope to exactly 7875
cps is valuable aid in troubleshooting oscillator suspected to
be at wrong frequency. W5 looks
almost normal, but single pulse
means oscillator is at 1/2 correct
frequency. W2 sync looks normal, but sample pulse occurs
only with every other sync pulse
(see accompanying normal W2)
Waveforms show sync stages are
okay and trouble is in either AFC
or oscillator circuit.

With raster absent, W2 shows
only sync pulses (no sample
pulse) ; this indicates trouble isn't
likely in output or high -voltage
section. W5 (with no raster)
further isolates trouble to AFC
or oscillator by excluding possible defect in driver. W5 (even
with raster) has proper amplitude, but duration of pulse is
much too short, indicating greatly
reduced conduction time of X1.
Scope eliminates certain stages.

.

Xl

Voltage and
Component Analysis

.22V
25V

*-5.9V
-5.9V

Xl

O* -1.5V
-1.6V

0*
0*

.2V
.06V

Change of voltage at X1 base from normal -.5 volt to
positive .22 volt explains why oscillator is running off
frequency; also directs suspicion toward AFC circuitry.
Readings at points A, B, and C are significantly smaller
than normally; this explains why oscillator base is
positive and confirms suspicion of AFC defect. Voltage
at arm of AFC control is -1.5 volts and does not change
with rotation. Arm must be open; otherwise voltage
variation would be noted. Faulty R3 or R5 could show
similar symptom.
Best Bet: Scope isolates stage; VTVM pinpoints trouble.

AS

7V

DV

75':

'VS

LC

WITH RASTER - DIACONAL BARS

-7.4V

*1.5V
1.34V

2.1V
- 1.9V

W5

Voltage and
Component Analysis

*-.25V

-.35V

Logical point for voltage measurements, considering
information gained from scope, is oscillator transistor.
Collector voltage, though slightly increased, gives no
definite clue. Base voltage (positive 1.5 volts) explains
why no raster is present; transistor ceases to conduct at
all if base voltage rises above about 1.4 volts positive;
even a small amount of positive base voltage causes
oscillator instability. Extent of leakage in X1 determines actual voltage at base; consequently raster may
or may not be present.
Best Bet: Voltage analysis

followed by component tests.

post -injected markers

-do not distort response
-are not diminished by traps

EICO

369 tv -fm

sweep & post injection marker generator

With the 369, circuit response is not affected by markers and markers are not
affected by circuit response. The 369 feeds only the required sweep signal to
the input of the circuit being aligned or tested. At the output end, a demodulator cable picks off the signal and feeds it to a mixer stage inside the generator,
where the markers are added. The combined signal is fed to the oscilloscope.
This means that circuitry under test or alignment is not affected by the marker
signal, and that traps in the circuitry will not reduce or eliminate the marker.
The EICO 369 has a controllable inductor sweep circuit-all electronic, with no
mechanical parts to wear and give trouble later. The sweep generator is independent of the marker generator. It has five ranges: 3.5-9 mc; 7.5-19 mc;
16-40 mc; 32-85 mc and 75-216 mc. All five ranges are fundamentals; tuning
to the desired center frequency is simplified by a 6:1 vernier dial and a 330°
scale. Output impedance is 50 ohms. Retrace blanking is obtained by both direct grid cut-off and indirect B+ cut-off (via the AGC chain) of the oscillator
with a blanking tube that conducts during the negative excursion of the 60 cps
sine sweep. A three -stage AGC circuit keeps the level of the swept signal constant over its entire frequency range, even when the widest sweep width of 20
mc is being used. A phasing control at the rear of the EICO 369 adjusts permanently the horizontal sweep signal fed to the scope.
The marker generator in the EICO 369 has 4 ranges covering 2-225 mc. The
highest range, 60-225 mc, is the third harmonic of the next lower range. All
other ranges are fundamentals. Frequency setting is simplified by a 6:1 vernier
dial and a 330° scale. As a rapid check of marker generator alignment a 4.5 mc
crystal is supplied with each generator. When plugged into a front panel
socket it automatically turns on a fixed frequency marker oscillator. The 4.5
mc signal produced by this oscillator is mixed with the variable frequency
marker. The 4.5 mc crystal is used also for alignment of sound circuitry in
TV Receivers.
The demodulated wave form with the post injected marker is fed to the
vertical input of the "scope", and the horizontal sweep to the horizontal
input of the "scope" through one shielded two -conductor cable. Separate
level controls for trace size and marker size on the
Wfront panel can be used independently. Kit $89.95;
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PUT THE BEST

ON

YOUR BENCH

EICO 667 dynamic conductance tube and

transistor tester will earn money for you

by catchmg the bad tubes an emission tester would miss.
fhe EICO 667 combines a mutual conductance test
with a peak emission test to give a single reading of
tube quality. Bad transistors can be spotted easily.
Gain and leakage tests will find the defective ones.
.

1

TESTS ALMOST EVERY DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN RECEIVING

TUBE MADE. The EICO
5 and 7-pin Nuvistors; 9-pin Novars; 12-pin Compactrons; 7, 9
and the new 10-pin miniatures; 5, 6, 7 and 8 -pin subminiatures; octals and
loctals. It will also check many low -power transmitting and special purpose
tubes, voltage regulators, cold -cathode regulators, electron ray indicators, and
ballast tubes. And by inserting pilot lamps into the special output in the center
of the Novar socket you get an instant good-bad test of these lamps.
TESTS MADE UNDER ACTUAL TUBE OPERATING CONDITIONS. When one section of
a multi -purpose tube is being tested, all sections are drawing their full rated
current. Pentodes are tested as pentodes rather than combining all the elements
for a simple emission check. Leakage between tube elements is read directly
on a 41/2 -inch meter in ohms.
TRANSISTORS CHECKED IN TWO STEPS. First for leakage, then for beta or current
amplification factor. Both are read directly off the meter dial and both n -p -n
and p -n -p transistors can be checked. Price, $79.95, kit; ;129.95. wired.

667 checks

Tests all Color, B & W CRT's -70, 90 and 1109
EICO CRU universal ert test adapter-New CRT adapter for models 667
and 628 has 12 -pin socket for 70° and early 90° deflection black and white
tubes. Three additional back-to-back plug -socket adapters for 7- and 8 -pin
90 and 110° and color CRT's. Adaptable to many other tube testers. Wired $9.95

ired $139.95
Write for Free catalog to Dept. pF-7
EICO ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC., 131-01 39th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11352
EXPOR, ROSURN AGENCIES
INC., 431 GREENWICH STREET, N.

Y.

13, N.

Y.

Add 5% in West.
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vindicated by extensive and timeconsuming tests. Even more confusion results from those cases in
which a slight AGC defect combines
with a mild defect in another section
to produce symptoms that neither
defect by itself would cause.
AGC-System Limitations

Voltage drop across video -amplifier
load resistor controls AGC tube conduction.
Fig. 1.

Quick and accurate decisions, indicating which section or circuit is
responsible for receiver troubles, invariably reduce troubleshooting and
repair time. But troubles arising
from AGC-circuit defects are not
subject to quick and accurate judgment, because the symptoms are
often identical to those produced by
defects in other circuits. Sync instability often results from distortion
of the composite signal by an AGC
defect. Weak or excessive contrast
can result from excessive or insufficient AGC voltage. Contrast distortion, in which either the black or
white picture contents are compressed, is sometimes caused by
abnormal AGC voltages. In some
cases, raster shading or unwanted
signals of various forms results from
AGC defects. Even sync buzz in
the sound can sometimes be attributed to an AGC abnormality.
Since most of these conditions
tend to indicate trouble in other circuits, AGC troubleshooting is often
delayed until these other circuits are

Sometimes inherent limitations of
the AGC system are not entirely
compatible with reception conditions at the receiver location. Such
incompatibility can be better understood if the limitations of various
AGC systems are recognized. Simple AGC cannot prevent extremely
strong inputs from overloading the
video amplifier. This system also
develops a small potential (called
residual voltage) with weak signals
and thus tends to attenuate such
signals.
Supplemented AGC can handle
stronger signals, but residual voltage
is still a problem on very weak
signals. Tie-in of the AGC with
sync circuits may result in sync
instability in some cases of very
minor AGC faults.
In noise locations, peak AGC
develops excessive control voltages,
which in turn lowers contrast. This
type provides control of very strong
signals, but on weak signals the residual voltage still reduces receiver
sensitivity.
Nonkeyed tube -conduction AGC

(amplified AGC) responds poorly
to weak signals because of noise in
the AGC tubes, but it provides good
control of strong signals. It is also
sensitive to minor current -drain
variations throughout the receiver.
Keyed, or gated, AGC shows
good sensitivity in low -signal areas
and good control in strong -signal
areas-it works well almost anywhere.
Servicing

Fig. 2. White compression from reduced AGC.

Fig. 3. Overdriving of video amplifier results
in compressing white portion of video signal.
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Because of the many variables involved, many different troubleshooting techniques are used for AGC
defects. One of the most common
starts with the use of a voltage
source to override the AGC voltage
(if any). However, after the nicture
has been returned to normal by this
method (called clamping), a number of voltages may have to be read
to find the defective component.
Actually, the defective component
or abnormal condition can often be

detected by carefully analyzing voltages before resorting to overriding
the bias. When keyed or nonkeyed
AGC is used, the bias voltage of the
AGC tube should be critically examined. The following cases concerning AGC systems of all types

illustrate troubleshooting procedures.
Keyed AGC

A Hoffman receiver using a Model
187 chassis was brought into the
shop. The complaint was of an extremely weak picture. Tube substitution in the picture -signal stages
didn't help, so a scope check was
made at the video -amplifier grid.
A composite signal amplitude of
less than 1 volt indicated trouble in
either the IF or RF stages, most
likely the former because of the
absence of snow. Checking these
stages revealed that the plate and
screen voltages were slightly high,
caused by excessive bias on the

AGC-controlled tubes.
The circuit (Fig. 1) is such that
the amount of AGC voltage depends on conduction of the AGC
tube; this conduction is controlled
by the voltage drop across plate load
resistor R46 in the video amplifier.
With no signal applied to the video amplifier grid, V6 draws a large
amount of plate current, and a voltage drop of about 40 volts is developed across R46. The AGC tube is
biased beyond cutoff, and no AGC
voltage is produced. With a signal
applied to the video -amplifier grid,
the average plate current of V6 decreases because of the negative DC
component of the signal. A smaller
voltage across R46 leads to increased conduction of the AGC tube
and development of AGC voltage.
In the receiver under discussion,
even though the DC signal component was only a fraction of a volt,
the drop across R46 was less than
20 volts. A video -amplifier defect

was thus indicated, but tube substi-

tution produced no change, and
checks of the screen and cathode
circuits revealed nothing wrong.
These tests left only one possibility
-decreased resistance of R46. An
ohmmeter check showed that this
5100 -ohm 2 -watt resistor had reduced in value to a mere 2000
ohms. Replacing it with a 5 -watt
wirewound unit restored normal
operation.
Problems With Simple AGC

An RCA set being serviced for a
variety of complaints was found to
have white compression (Fig. 2) on
one of the three stations available.
Waveforms observed at the grid of
the first video amplifier were normal,
except that the amplitude for the
offending station was about 5 volts
compared to 4 volts for other stations. Moving the scope to the output of the first video amplifier gave
a trace (Fig. 3) which clearly

overloading and poor sync at moderate settings of the contrast control.
The chief cause of the condition is
slight grid emission or gas in tubes
controlled by the AGC. These tubes
often require heating in a tube
checker for as much as an hour
before the gassy condition is indicated, yet these very same tubes will
cause trouble in a receiver in less
than ten minutes.
For example, consider an AGC
circuit similar to the one shown in
Fig. 5. When the range switch is in
the "Strong" position, any voltage
drop across R33 indicates one or
more gassy IF, mixer, or RF tubes.
With the range switch in the "Normal" (center) setting, AGC is applied only to the IF tubes, and a
voltage drop across R33 indicates
a gassy IF tube. When the range
switch is in the "Weak" setting,
however, one end of R33 returns to
ground through R34, and a voltage
difference is normal.

1M111111Z1

TROUBLES AND
SOLUTIONS
by Allan

showed white compression; note the
compression along the bottom edge
of the video. Substitution of several
5AN8 video amplifier tubes produced no improvement.
Finally the technician observed
another factor-the offending station was transmitting a signal in
which the sync pulses formed a
higher percentage of the composite
signal than in the signals from the
other stations. Since simple AGC,
as used in this set, normally develops a voltage somewhere between
the picture -signal level and the sync pulse level, the offending signal
generated a slightly lower AGC
voltage than the others. A cure was
achieved merely by adding 4.7 meg
resistor R1 (Fig. 4). Several early
RCA chassis (KCS87, 93, etc.) use
this or a similar circuit, so make a
note of this cure for white compression.
One of the most common problems in sets using simple AGC is

F.

Kinckiner

In circuits with a voltage divider
network, and in circuits where one
end of the filter resistor is connected
to a slight positive AGC delay voltage, determining gas quality of the
controlled tubes is not so simple. It
is still possible however: Replace
the tubes in controlled stages, tune
in the strongest station, and read
the voltage drop across the AGC
filter resistor. Use this voltage drop
as a standard for comparison with
that using the original tubes. It's a
good idea to mark the schematic
with this voltage value.
An excellent example of the results of gassy IF tubes occurred in
a Motorola TS -410 (Fig. 6). This
set played acceptably for about ten
minutes after being turned on. Then
excessive contrast developed and
gradually became more severe until
the picture started to bend and slip
vertically. The signal at the video amplifier grid (Fig. 7A) was perfectly
normal in shape and sync -to -picture

Fig. 4. Adding resistor in circuit helps pre

vent video overloading from strong signals.

ratio, but the overall amplitude was
about twelve volts, more than twice
normal. Severely compressed sync
was observed at the video output
(Fig. 7B) The AGC voltage measured -9 volts at the source and only
-3 volts at the terminal end of the
AGC filter resistor. Replacing one
of the IF tubes decreased the voltage
difference to about 3 volts, but it
didn't noticeably improve the sync
compression of the video output
signal. Replacing the mixer tube
reduced the DC drop across the
AGC filter resistor to less than ih
volt and also restored the video
output signal to normal (Fig. 7D).
Fig. 7C shows the much cleaner
waveform at the video -amplifier grid
after replacing the two tubes.
Controlled tubes having gas or
grid emission produce excessive amplification; this results in excessive
.

Please turn to page 90

drop across R33 can give
info concerning RF, IF, mixer tubes.

Fig. 5. Voltage

useful

Fig. 6. Example of excessive contrast resulting from loading of AGC line by gassy IF.
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SYNC SYMPL I IED

Here's an easily understood version of control circuits

Troubleshooting in sync circuits
becoming simpler all the time.
Most of the late -model sets have just
one sync stage, so there is not much
circuitry to check, and faults show
up quite definitely. But there are
still plenty of older sets that have
complicated sync circuits, of unique
design, and it's a problem to figure
out how they should normally work
alone troubleshoot them.
(They must be at least No. 4 on the
"headache list" of most technicians
-outranked only by horizontal
sweep, AGC, and vertical sweep.)
is

-let

The secret of minimizing such sync
problems lies in analyzing the essential points of the circuit's operation,
and checking the actual signals in
the set to see if the sync circuit
seems to be carrying out these essential functions.
We can show you what we mean,
by describing a recent problem in a
10 -year old DuMont Chassis RA 170 (PHOTOFACT Folder 216-2)
This set has a total of five sync
stages, with four of them tied together by a common cathode network (see Fig. 1). The set on our
.

W4

.

.

.

by Thomas A. Lesh

bench had a wild horizontal jitter
and vertical jumping of the picture
-quite plainly a sync fault. In the
preliminary test, waveforms throughout the sync and video stages were
all so jumpy and confused (like
Fig. 2, which represents W6) that
we knew we wouldn't get far by
using conventional test techniques.
So, we eased back from the lab
bench to do a little pondering.
We decided to see what we could
do with DC voltage clues. This isn't
our usual way of going at a sync
problem. because DC voltages can
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vary tremendously in sync circuits
without causing really significant
distortion of the signals. In our experience, trying to find the cause of
moderate voltage "discrepancies"
usually winds up in a wild goose
chase. Nevertheless, there was a
chance we might find some really
outrageous reading that would clue
us in to a dead -shorted capacitor,
open resistor, or other clear-cut
fault.
But such was not to be. There
were only a few voltage readings
that aroused any real suspicion, and
a few quick resistance checks removed all question of significant
voltage errors due to component
faults.
What next? Well, after some
thought, we decided to consider the
AGC system as a possible part of
the problem. True, the picture
didn't seem overloaded, and there
were no other indications of actual
trouble in the AGC circuit. But the
set had keyed AGC leaving room
for a "vicious circle" of feedback
that could aggravate any existing
sync faults. Jittery horizontal sync
would cause wild variations in timing of the AGC keying pulses from
the horizontal sweep circuits, and
erratic conduction of the AGC tube
would develop fluctuating bias on
the RF -IF stages. This would make
hash of the video signal, further aggravating the sync trouble, and so
on into desperation.
As an attempt to tie down the
feedback loop, we clamped the
AGC line, using a variable bias
supply. We found that the picture
would settle down a great deal if
enough AGC bias were applied to
reduce the contrast slightly below
the normal viewing level. But there
was still a definite tendency toward
horizontal jitter, even though the
vertical hold now seemed quite
good; so, some sort of trouble was
still present. The signal fed from
the video output stage to the keying
tube was in good shape now, though
a little weak because of the reduced
contrast. Also, video waveforms
W6 and W10, the inputs to the sync
section, now looked normal-again
allowing for a little less than ordinary amplitude.
To begin to "box in" the trouble,
we followed our usual technique of
inspecting the final output of the
sync section-W1 at the plate of

Fig. 2. Sad results of first attempts at scoping signals in sync section to find trouble.

V17B, the sync phase inverter.
When we scoped it (Fig. 3A), the
vertical sync pulses looked just fine
-but that's just about all we could
find in the waveform. It showed
only an occasional flicker along the
base line to suggest that horizontal
pulses might be trying to come
through, too.
Okay, then: the horizontal pulses
were being lost somewhere in that
maze of sync circuitry, without great
effect on the vertical pulses. This
sort of selective distortion happens
a lot-quite a bit oftener than you'd
think! Our next phase of the job
was to make a stab at further localizing the trouble. We weren't even
sure, as yet, how to trace the signal
path; but we decided to start scoping and taking notes on the waveforms. (At that time, we didn't have
the full set of normal waveforms
shown in Fig. 1 available for reference.) After accumulating a good

(A) W1

-

12V p -p
f

.010,/
(B) W3

(C) W4
3.

could contain horizontal pulsesbut only the last ones in each group
were at a high enough voltage level
to get through V17B.
Well, back to the plate of V17A.
Same thing here as at the following
grid-so the interstage coupling circuit must be okay. At the cathode
of V17A, there wasn't much but
vertical spikes (Fig. 3C). This waveform must be abnormal, since it's
so empty of horizontal pulses.
Rather puzzled by the peculiar
coupling circuit that goes back to
the cathodes of both V16A and
V16B from the cathode of V17A,
we proceeded to find out what was
going on in both sections of V16.
On the cathode of the "A" side,
labeled "Sync Sep," there was a
video waveform (Fig. 4A) almost
as large as W6. That didn't seem
right; the stage seemed to be operating like an ordinary cathode follower. No sync separation here!
Now, on V16B's cathode, there
was another oddball signal (Fig.
4B) It included prominent vertical
pulses, like the output waveform; it
also had a sawtooth slope, but in a
direction opposite from W3. This
waveshape was hard to figure out
in light of the label "1st sync clipper" for V16B on the schematic.
But things cleared up just a bit
when we checked the grid waveform,
shown in Fig. 5. This had big,
strong vertical pulses, and a very
low-level video signal in the spaces
between. Apparently V16B was
being driven into conduction on just
the vertical pulses. The sawtooth
slope between pulses in W8 must
be just a result of the discharge of
the big .25 mfd capacitor at the
cathode.
A quick check of V 11 B didn't
reveal much-just normal video at
Please turn to page 87
.

1

Fig.

set of findings, we'd review them
and try to draw clues from them.
(For instance, we'd ask ourselves:
Should the signal at this point really
look the way it does?)
Going back to W3 at the grid of
V17B, we found a wild -looking
sawtooth wave (Fig. 3B). It included good, strong vertical sync
pulses, which were being inverted by
the stage in normal fashion. (They
were not being amplified, but maybe
they were not supposed to be.)
That ragged mess between the vertical pulses, on the sloping base line,

50V p-p

-

3V p -p

Abnormal signals found

on

V17.
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Radio communication plays a vital part in modern aviation. At large
airports, airplanes are controlled
prior to flight by special ground

communication channels. Airport
towers control takeoff and landing
by radio, and other special channels are used to maintain contact
during the flight.
In the early days, aviation radio
communication was carried out in
the band from about 180 kc to 450
kc. Sections of this band are still
reserved for aviation and marine
radio and are classified as low frequencies. Emissions at these frequencies are characterized by strong
ground waves which are best suited
for radio direction finding. These
low frequencies are not limited to
line -of -sight communication; in fact,
powerful very -low -frequency stations are used to transmit ground wave signals around the world.
Some airport towers still transmit
at low power in the LF band for
traffic control in emergencies or for
aircraft equipped only with an LF
receiver.
"Radio range" and so-called
"beacons" are an important part of
aircraft navigation, and these devices account for most of the use
of the LF aviation frequencies.
Beacons are low -powered omnidirectional transmitters which continuously transmit an identification
code and which are accurately located on the pilot's aeronautical
chart. The directional loop of the
plane's navigational system locates
this radio-signal beacon.

curing

aircraft
radio

troubles
Part

HF

1

Communication

High -frequency sky waves read-

It should be noted that LF transmitters are no longer used aboard
aircraft. One obvious reason for this
is that it would be impossible to
devise an antenna long enough to be
efficient at low frequencies. At 3
me and above, however, antenna dimensions come within the range
useable for airborne transmitters.
Several years ago, a wire was trailed
behind an airplane for communication in the high -frequency band (the
frequencies from 2 to 30 mc) This
method is now seldom used, and ingenious antenna systems are required
in order to provide HF communication aboard highly -streamlined aircraft which can no longer tolerate
external wires.
.

ily reflect from ionospheric layers.

Radio amateurs pioneered longdistance HF communication by
means of "skip" in the years between World War I and World War
II when the HF bands were referred
to as "short waves." During the thirties, HF was the primary means of
both airport-tower and long-distance
communication. Today, HF is used
primarily for long-distance communication either for over -water routes
or as a means of company communication between an airplane and its
home base.
There is one important exception
to the preceding statement. After
World War II, and before the development of suitable VHF equipment, many private airplanes were
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Block diagram of a continuously tuned VHF -AM superheterodyne aircraft receiver.

NAVIGATION
DATA

Introduction to
equipment used in
airborne communications.
by Keith Bose

equipped with low -power HF transmitters for tower communication.
The FCC now sets aside 3023.5
kc to provide contact with airport
towers for landing and other instructions using transmitters developing a fraction of a watt. Reception
in the airplane is usually on the LF
band on frequencies around 270 kc.
Although transistors now make possible very inexpensive LF-HF transceivers, there is little interest in such
equipment at the present time.
In order to provide continuous
long-distance HF communication
utilizing the skip effects of the ionosphere, it is necessary to change
frequencies as changes occur in the
ionosphere. Correct frequencies can
be predicted and assigned in advance, but this means that HF
equipment must be designed to operate at several different frequencies.
Several years ago, trained radio operators were carried aboard most
long flights, and these crew members were responsible for tuning and
operating HF equipment which
greatly resembled the designs used
on the ham bands. Today, however,
equipment is tuned by the pilots.
Efficient antenna loading is obtained
by a servo loop which automatically obtains an optimum standingwave ratio. Combinations of crystals
are switched to derive desired frequencies, and servo loops are employed to tune the various resonant
elements.

could conceivably contribute to dangerous situations. Moreover, high
frequencies require long antennas,
and crowded bands necessitate the
best possible receiver selectivity.
For air-ground work, a radiation
pattern which affords positive reception at all points except those beyond a certain radius of interest
would be ideal; this would allow operation on the same frequency at
distant, unrelated points. The behavior of radiations at Very High
Frequencies meets these requirements. Since power to VHF is more
efficiently propagated from aircraft
antennas to the ground station, less
power is required. Also, more channels are available in the VHF
range. Because VHF is limited to
horizon -distance transmission, there
is little interference, although an
airplane at 20,000 feet has a VHF
range of 200 miles if sufficient power is used. By the use of remote,
centrally controlled VHF ground
stations along airways, it is possible
for airplanes to remain in constant
touch with Air Traffic Control by

VHF.
By the end of World War II lightweight VHF equipment became
commercially available. The VHF
band now set aside for aviation use
extends from 108 mc to as high as
152 mc. The area between 108 mc
and 118 mc is used for VOR, or

omnirange, navigational ground stations. Most aircraft transmitters
operate between 118 and 135 mc.
Localizers (ILS) and low -powered terminal VHF omni stations
(TVOR) are assigned frequencies
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between 108 and 112 mc. The more
powerful enroute VOR stations operate from 112 to 118 mc. VHF

communication frequencies run
from 118 to 135 mc and are now
assigned in increments of .05 mc.
Frequencies from 118 to 121.4 mc
include towers, departure control,
etc. The frequency 121.5 mc is the
universal emergency frequency isolated on either side by a 100-kc
"guard band." 121.7, 121.8, and
121.9 mc are used for airport
ground control. FCC assignments
are tabulated in Table 1.
VHF Receivers

Receiving equipment for VHF
may be classified as either continuously tuned or crystal -tuned. Continuously tuned equipment is capable
of receiving any frequency within
its range, and it is usually the least
expensive. Crystal -tuned receivers
allow quick, positive tuning which
is worth a lot in many flight situations.
Circuits of continuously tuned rePlcn.cc turn to puce 96
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a crystal -tuned VHF
receiver in which frequency synthesis is used.
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VHF Systems

The use of HF for routine air ground communication in the face
of unusual ionospheric reflections
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power supply are required.
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Servicing

Industrial
Electronics
by
Forest H. Belt

JUL.11,

come of age
For many years, radio and television servicemen have been accustomed to servicing receivers that use
selenium rectifiers to change AC
power -line voltages to DC potentials.
Technicians working on heavy-duty
electronic equipment are also familiar with copper oxide rectifiers used
to rectify heavy currents. These devices have been commonly referred
to as metallic rectifiers, because one
side of each rectifying junction consists of a metal disc or plate.
More recently, it has been discovered that devices made of other elements, such as the semiconductors
silicon and germanium, also display
the ability to conduct in only one
direction-if the elements are mixed
with slight amounts of impurities.
And along with these developments
has come a new terminology; metallic and semiconductor rectifiers are
called solid-state devices, to distinguish them from those rectifiers of
open -element construction-such as
vacuum and gaseous tube rectifiers.
There are a large number of solid

Fig. 1.
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state devices-including transistors,
tiny signal diodes, bulky silicon rectifiers for heavy duty, and other
special devices such as thermistors,
thyrectors, Varicap diodes, and silicon controlled rectifiers. There are
even solid state relays to replace
electromechanical types. For the
present, we're most interested in
rectifiers, those solid state devices
that possess the characteristic ability
to change AC to pulsating DC.
The Power Race

Always, design engineers have
been looking for ways to increase the
efficiency of rectifiers. The discovery
of new techniques for creating semiconductor junctions, and new materials to use, has triggered significant
advances in this area. The use of
silicon has permitted manufacture of
rectifiers that match selenium units
for power -handling capability, but
are only a fraction of the physical
size. Even the cost has been reduced
considerably.

Large bulky seleniums have been displaced by smaller -size silicon rectifiers like these.
REPORTER/September, 1964

For extremely heavy-duty rectifier
systems, such as industrial battery
chargers, copper -oxide rectifiers are
still being used. To date, they are
less expensive than other units; one
serious limitation, however, is that
they can economically be used only
with low voltages. Consequently,
solid state rectifier packs are becoming preferred, and will probably
replace metallic units completely.
Selenium units, too, are still being
used in many rectifier systems. Where
high current is not a requirement,
and operating temperature is not important, seleniums are generally less
expensive. Low -current silicon rectifiers are not common, for other
materials lend themselves better to
low -current applications. For cur-

rent requirements above 200 ma,
silicons are rapidly replacing seleniums, for two reasons: Silicon
rectifiers often achieve operating efficiencies approaching 98%, while
equivalent selenium units are only
65% to 75% efficient; besides
this, the characeristics of seleniums
change during an extended period of
operation, while those of silicons are
comparatively constant throughout
their life.
There are disadvantages to sili cons that partially account for the
fact that seleniums are still in extensive use. Silicon units are not as
capable of withstanding temporary
overloads as are seleniums. Power
line surges, transient load changes,
and spurious voltage "spikes" that
have little effect on a selenium may
destroy a silicon junction. Thus,
some equipment manufacturers use
the less sensitive selenium unit in
preference to building surge protection into the circuit for silicons.

More and more, however, the advantages of silicon rectifiers are outweighing those of seleniums, and set
builders are switching to silicon
power supplies.
Silicon Devices

A significant number of different
solid state units use silicon as the

primary material. These include
plain silicon rectifiers of many styles,
shapes, sizes, and ratings; silicon
controlled rectifiers; silicon planar
diodes; and silicon zener diodes. Silicon junctions have the advantage of
being able to withstand greater voltage surges than those of germanium,
notwithstanding their susceptibility
to damage from voltage extremes.
The low junction temperatures in
silicon units (compared with selenium) permit higher current ratings
and lesser cooling requirements.
Thus, devices made of silicon are
"middle class" in the society of solid
state devices. And they have extreme versatility.
Silicon Rectifiers

As mentioned above, many styles,
shapes, and sizes of silicon rectifiers
are available. These characteristics
are determined largely by the power
ratings-current capability versus
operating voltage. Some units are
stud -mounted in heat sinks; others
mount simply by axial leads; still
others are press -fitted into heat
sinks. In some small units, the heat
sink is merely a single fin around
one end of the unit-giving the
familiar "top hat" appearance. Other
types, without built-in heat sinks, are
fuse -clip types, epoxy -impregnated
types, and cylinder types (singleended or axial) See Fig. 1.
In ratings, silicon rectifiers range
from tiny encapsulated units, capable of handling currents between
5 ma and 750 ma, to large stud mounted ones that can handle up to
250 amps. Voltage ratings usually
begin around 5 or 6 volts (although
.5 volt is about the minimum practical voltage for a silicon unit) and
range as high as 1000 volts rms.
The actual current that can be expected from a silicon rectifier supply
depends on the type of load placed
on the supply. An inductive or resistive load can demand almost 50%
more current from a silicon unit
than can a capacitive load. Thus, a
unit rated at 750 ma for an inductive
or choke -input filter system can sup.

ply only 500 ma into a capacitor input filter network.
This brings up the matter of protection for silicon rectifiers. There
are three major areas of common
failure in these units: voltage overload, too -high operating tempera-

ture, and too much current. The
first can be, and usually is, eliminated by proper circuit design; a
circuit that is too inductive often
creates this problem by forming
transient pulses that overload the
forward or reverse rating of the
unit. The second is the result of
poor cooling, and is a factor that can
be eliminated by careful selection of
case style for each application; if
heat sinks are needed, they must
be provided.
The third problem is of much
more importance to you, particularly when you replace silicon units
or substitute them in place of selenium rectifiers. This problem is a
result of initial surge current. For
comparison purposes, solid state
rectifiers in the silicon class are rated
at an operating potential of 1 volt
forward bias.
Semiconductor junctions will conduct only after a certain minimum
forward bias voltage is exceeded; for
most, this point is just above .5 volt.
Above this point, junction resistance
may be only 2 or 3 ohms; at 150
volts, the resistance is only a few
thousandths of an ohm. Consequently, series resistance is needed
to limit the current to a reasonable
value during the peak excursion of
each forward cycle. Why doesn't the
load resistance prevent overcurrent?
Because we are talking about a
capacitor -input filter. Until the capacitor accumulates a charge, it acts
as a short across the output of the
rectifier-during the first cycle after
power is applied.
Let's compute the size of the limGATE (PI
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iting resistor. The instantaneous
voltage at the peak excursion of a
130 volt AC power line (the maximum likely to be encountered) is
almost 184 volts. As an example,
consider a silicon rectifier that has a
capacitor-input current rating of 500
ma. A typical unit might be rated to
withstand a surge current of 25 amps
for 1/120 second-one half -cycle at
power line frequency. The protective resistor for this rectifier would
have to drop the 184 volts to no
more than 1 volt, for that instant, if
it is to protect the rectifier. Using
Ohm's law, divide 184 by 25; the
result is 7.5 ohms-the value of the
surge resistor.
Another common rectifier has a
surge rating of 35 amps for one half cycle at 60 cps. Ohm's law would
indicate a need for a surge resistor
of 5.25 ohms.
Since the surge across the resistor
takes place during only 1/120th of
a second, at the instant when power
is first applied, the wattage requirement is much less than you might
suppose. To compute the wattage
dissipated during the surge, you
would multiply the voltage by the
current, and then multiply the resultant by the duty -cycle factor of
1/120. In our first example, this
would indicate an instantaneous dissipation of 40 watts. But remember
that it is instantaneous. The actual
wattage of the resistor should be
chosen according to the constant
demand of the power supply, in this
case not to exceed 500 ma (the
rectifier rating). Computing power,
we find a constant dissipation of
about 2 watts. Allowing a safety
margin, you'll find a 5 watt resistor
sufficient.
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers

You've seen how silicon rectifiers
are used and protected from overload; now, let's look at a close
cousin-the silicon controlled rectifier. This rectifier is a multijunction
device that is actually a triggered
rectifier. If you're familiar with
thyratron tubes, you can compare
the action of the SCR to that of the
thyratron.
The junction primary in the SCR
is very similar to that of the ordinary
silicon rectifier. However, the SCR
contains another junction designated
as the gate. The unit cannot function as a rectifier until this gate is
Please turn to page 93

Fig. 2. SCR gate junction is control element.
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QUICKER SERVICING
by Lorry Alien

TECHNIQUES OF

Fig. 1.

Methods of measuring transistor bias.

It can be generalized that distortion in transistor receivers and audio
amplifiers is the result of some defect that upsets bias in an audio
stage. It naturally follows, then,
that distortion in these units can be
cured by correcting the bias problem. Carrying this logic a step further, we can assume that if altering
the bias on an audio stage clears up
any distortion we hear (or see, with
a scope) the fault must lie within
that stage. It matters not from a

standpoint of troubleshooting,
whether we clear up the distortion
artificially-by supplying the correct
bias from some external source or

Fig. 2.
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in the usual manner by replacing the
defective component. Naturally, the
latter is too time-consuming and
parts -wasting to be practical as a
troubleshooting procedure.
Let's examine this idea from another viewpoint. We can consider
two methods of finding in which
stage distortion originates: by measuring voltages on each transistor or
by artificially altering the bias in
each stage until one of them clears
up the faulty sound emanating from
the speaker. The first methodmeasuring voltages-makes it necessary for the service technician to
know in advance the correct bias for

Here is how bias is derived for base.

REPORTER/September, 1964

each particular transistor; one pitfall
of this system is that not all transistors of a particular type operate
the same, even with the same bias.
The second method-substituting an
adjustable bias voltage and setting
it for linear operation-has the advantage of showing an immediate
and definite result; besides, only a
general knowledge of bias values is
needed.
Measuring Bias
To set the stage for our dynamic
techniques of troubleshooting distortion problems, let's first take a
look at the two ways bias is measured.
Fig. 1 shows an audio stage using
a PNP transistor. Bias can be measured by a sensitive voltmeter connected between the base and emitter
as shown in Fig. 1A. The voltmeter,
preferably a VTVM, must be able
to indicate voltages as small as a
few hundredths; some transistors operate with less than .1 volt bias. Fig.
1B shows another way to determine
bias on a transistor-by measuring
the voltage at the emitter and then
at the base; the difference between
the two readings is the bias voltage.
Developing Bias
Next, let's examine how bias is
normally applied to transistor stages.
We can still use Fig. 1 as an example.
The emitter voltage is primarily a
function of total collector current,
although a very insignificant amount
of base current affects it. The base
voltage is determined by divider resistors R1 -R2 connected across the
main power supply. The ratio of R1
to R2 sets the amount of the supply
voltage that is applied to the base
of the transistor. Base -emitter current in this PNP unit also has some
effect on the final value of base voltage, so the operating value may vary
slightly different from that computed
by the mathematical ratio of R 1: R2.
Nevertheless, the ratio is a usable
clue to the approximate value to
be expected.
A similar biasing system is shown
in Fig. 2A; the divider system is connected in this stage directly across
the collector supply. In Fig. 2B, a
still different arrangement is used,
but the divider principle remains.
You'll find that base -biasing arrangements in most transistor audio
Please turn to page 47

TWO NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE CB TRANSCEIVERS
FROM LAFAYETTE... Leader /n CB Equipment
NEW! LAFAYETTE 23 -CHANNEL CRYSTAL- CONTROLLED
DUAL CONVERSION 5 -WATT CB TRANSCEIVER

With Advanced "Range -Boost"

i/

Ruggedly Built For Reliable 2 -Way
Radio Communication

me Easy To Use

...Easy

To Maintain

.

With Every Feature CB Users Want!

Model HB -400

Frequency Synthesis Offers 23 Crystal
Controlled Transmit/Receive ChannelsNo Extra Crystals Needed!
"Range -Boost" Circuit for Increased
Sideband Power .
.
Greater Range!
17 -Tube Performance With 13 Tubes
Low Noise Nuvistor "Front End"
5 Double -Tuned IF Transformers
Sensitive 3/10 u.v Dual Conversion
Receiver

1695°

Supply
Plug-in Facilities For Lafayette SelecImported
tive Call Unit

Built-in 117V

NEW!

t/
r/

mir

y

LAFAYETTE

DUAL

ALL -TRANSISTOR

AC & 12V DC Power

CONVERSION

With Mechanical Filter For Ultra -Sharp Selectivity
100% Solid -State ...Full 5 -Watt Performance!
11 Rugged Silicon Mesa Transistors
Used In Critical Areas
Small, Compact-Only 3" High!

5 WATT CB TRANSCEIVER

Drain-Less Than
350 ma on Receive, 850 ma
Low Battery

on Transmit!
12 Crystal Transmit & Receive
Positions
23 Channel Tunable Receiver with
Spotting Switch
15 Transistors, 5 Diodes
Sensitive 5/10 nv Dual Conversion
Receiver
Variable Squelch, plus ANL
For 12V DC, or 117V AC with
Optional Solid State AC Power
Imported
Supply

Model
B-500

H

1395°
LAFA YET TE'S NEW "HOT-LINE"
Lafayette Radio Electronics, "World's

equipment

C.B. & Electronics Center" has available
dealerships for its new "Hot Line" of Citizens
Band equipment. A leader in the C.B. field, Lafayette
has been performance proven and customer accepted.

introducing its new C.B. "Hot Line"
Lafayette
for '65-Transceivers, Walkie-Talkies, Accessories,
is now

Be

the first one to hook-up

with Lafayette's

NEW "HOT-LINE."
Get complete information
without obligationmail the coupon today.

etc. Engineer -designed, precision -crafted and field tested to make Lafayette THE NAME in Citizens Band.
Mr. Robert Laub:
Please send me full information on 1
ran become an exclusive Lafahow

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP.
Dept. ASP F1-4

Jericho Turnpike
Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791
111

I

yette dealer.
no obligation.

I

understand there

is

1

Name
1

Address

1
1

City

State

Zip
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Here's the NEW Jensen

Electronic Musical Instrument
Concert Series Loudspeakers
Jensen electronic musical instrument loudspeakers are highly special devices designed to give
(1) exactly the correct musical quality or "voicing" required for the particular instrument;
(2) the power capability to reproduce the characteristic wave shapes of the instrumental
notes without distortion at loud volumes, and (3) unprecedented ruggedness for unusually
long life under the severe peak load conditions imposed in these demanding applications.
All designs are new and are based on recent research and development culminating our
years of experience as the original and predominant source of speakers for musical instruments. Among the many features which insure better performance and trouble -free service
are (1) special voice coils with high temperature enamel coatings and phenolic bobbins for
dependable high power operation, epoxy cemented for permanent adhesion to the radiator;
(2) formed, flat -sheet specially-processed fibre cone material which is extra stress resistant
and immune to sub -harmonic breakup; (3) unique elastomer edge treatment to resist
cracking; (4) breakage-proof leadout connections that multiply service life; (5) higher
efficiency SYNTOX-6® magnet material.
GET THE COMPLETE JENSEN CONCERT SERIES STORY-SEND FOR CATALOG 1090

EM -1500
EM -1501
EM -1502

EM -1200
E

M-1202
-1204

EM

EM

-1203

EM -1201

JENSEN IS THE

WORLD'S MOST
EXPERIENCED

MAKER OF
SPEAKERS FOR
ELECTRONIC

MUSICAL
EM -1001
EM -1002

EM -801
EM -802

INSTRUMENTS

EM -6900

Voice Coll

Nominal

Si,,.

Typ.

Bass

Guitar

Inches

12
15
8

10

Guitar

JENSEN

Accordion

12
12
15
12
15
6 x 9
8

Or 9 an
LOUDSPEAKERS

10
12
12
15

Model
Number

List
Price

$35.95
52.00
19.95
21.50
29.50
35.95
52.00
35.95
52.00
14.75
19.95
21.50
22.50
35.95
52.00

All models have Syntoa-66' ceramic magnets

Mognºt'

W.

EM -1200
EM -1500

Oc.

Impºd.
Ohms

Worts
50
60

15

8

27

8

10
10

8

11

8

16

EM -801
EM -1001
EM -1201
EM -1202
EM -1501

27

8
8

EM -1202
EM -1501

16

8

27

8

10
10
10
10
16

8

EM -6900
EM -802
EM -1002
EM -1203
EM-1204
EM-1502

"Program power.

27

Power

25
30
40
50
60

8

50
60
12
15
18

8

8

20
25
30

8

8
8

Peak power

is

Dinsenslens, Inches
Dia.
Inches

N

8 W

Depth

1Y1

121/6

61/4

11/2

15'//

7

1

81/2

1

1C 1/2,

4'y/u
5'

Baffle
Opening
101/2
131/4
61/4

61/2

81/4
101/2

11/2

12'Ve
12'/16
151/2

6'/4
7

101/2
131/4

1'V,

12'16

l'1

61/4

151/2

7

101/2
131/4

611x9'Ve
8'/6

3

5'/4x81/2

1'/4
11/2

I
1

1

1

11/2

l'/:

101/6
121/2

4'342

61/4

S'A

81/4

12Ve

61/4
61/2

151/2

7

101/2
101/2
131/4

twice program rating

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY/DIVISION OF THE MUTER COMPANY/ 6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS
Mexico: Fapartel, S. A., Naucalpan, Mex.
Argentina: Ucoa Radio, S. A., Buenos Aires
Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto
Circle
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How to deliver

the best signal...

from here...

to here

BLONDER -TONGUE leader in UHF and VHF product design

dedicates Fall, 1964 to better TV reception with the

BLONDER -TONGUE VALURAMA

Guide

to selecting ti

How TV signal
BLONDER -TONGUE TV/FM SIGNAL AMPLIFIERS

amplifiers improve
reception

Brilliant color TV, sharp black and white TV and lifelike FM
stereo reception require strong, clean signals. To provide TV
viewers with the best possible reception in any area of the
country, Blonder -Tongue offers the world's largest selection
of signal amplifiers. There are VHF amplifiers, UHF amplifiers, FM amplifiers. And, for the first time, all -channel TV

by Ben H. Tongue
(President, Blonder -Tongue Laboratories)

amplifiers covering every channel from

TV amplifiers can improve TV
reception in many cases. There
are, however, situations where no
improvement is to be expected.
This article will cover both situations to help you recognize po-

When you select a Blonder -Tongue amplifier, you can always
be sure of getting the best amplifier for your specific reception
problem. There are mast -mounted amplifiers designed to take
advantage of the best signal-to-noise ratio available at the

tentially profitable installations.
Amplifier performance is determined by the level of internally generated noise (snow), amplification level, and
degree of freedom from overload by strong local signals.

results where there are relatively strong signals. You also have
a choice of either tubed or transistor amplifiers. For example,
transistor amplifiers offer greater gain and are most effective
in weak signal areas where there are no strong local channels

Amplifiers are used as follows:
1. INCREASE CONTRAST Low cost TV sets generally have
insufficient gain for weak signal reception. Old TV sets (low
or high cost) often have aged tubes and insufficient gain.
Low gain generally is the cause of poor contrast on weak
signals. If the contrast of "snow" when the TV set is
operating at full gain (no signal input) is much less than
picture contrast on a strong signal, low gain is at fault.
A good amplifier, indoor or outdoor, will improve poor contrast caused by low gain. Contrast is reduced if the transmission line from antenna to TV set has a high loss. Noise
(snow) is also increased by this condition. Let us assume
that a good antenna is well installed and that quality transmission line is used (flat twinlead for VHF and round foam filled twinlead for UHF).
FREQUENCY

711
Low

Band VHF (Ch 3-6)

High Band VHF (Ch 7-13)

Low Half UHF (Ch 14-48)
High Half UHF (Ch 49-83)

300' Dry

45' Wet
37' Wet

90' Dry
74' Dry

to 83.

antenna for weak signal areas. There are indoor amplifiers,
that offer convenient installation and can provide excellent

to cause overload.
The finest signal amplifiers in
the world are also the easiest to

install. Many of the mast mounted amplifiers feature the
exclusive `Miracle Mount'. All
mast mounted amplifiers feature a separate remote power
supply which can be installed
easily indoors near the set. Finally, secure, positive 300 ohm
connections can be made in a
jiffy with Blonder -Tongue patented stripless terminals.
The chart on the right hand
page will serve as a guide that
will help you select the best signal amplifier for your area.

Length for 3db Loss
50' Wet
26' Wet

2

158' Dry

Snow appears when the TV signal-to-noise
ratio is reduced. A good antenna reduces snow because of
increased signal pickup. Transmission line loss increases
snow because it reduces the signal reaching the first amplifier stage (booster or tuner RF stage). This reduces the
signal-to-noise ratio. Here's how snow can be minimized:
a. Increasing signal pickup by using a higher gain antenna.
b. Using an amplifier which generates less noise than the
TV input stage.
C. Amplifying at the antenna. If the amplifier has the same
noise figure as the TV set tuner, the amplification overcomes
transmission line loss, and the picture signal-to-noise ratio
is nearly the same as if the TV set were at the antenna.
Point "A" applies at all times. Point "B" generally applies
to low cost (tetrode tuner) and older TV sets when the amplifier is mounted near the set. Point "C" applies when the
transmission line loss is appreciable. ( See table 1) In this
case we can improve the initial signal-to-noise ratio by
using a low noise mast -mounted amplifier.
3. OVERCOME SPLITTING LOSSES Splitting a signal to drive
several TV sets causes loss to each set. If the signal power
is divided among two sets, each will receive 1/2 the original
power (3db loss). This is equivalent in points "1" and "2"
to an extra 3db of transmission line loss. The solution is
amplification before splitting. This can restore contrast and
re-establish signal-to-noise ratio (or even improve it).
One transistor amplifiers are most susceptible to overload.
Two transistor amplifiers are much less susceptible, performing about the same as single tube units. Two tube and
dual section tube amplifiers overload least. Frame-grid tubes
provide exceptionally low noise and last longer than ordinary
tubes. If interference occurs, attenuation filters can be used.
2. REDUCE SNOW

ALL CHANNEL

V/U-ALL2

U/ Vamp -2

.

UHF

U -BOOST

ABLE -U2

Blonder -Tongue amplifier that's best

for

BLONDER -TONGUE SIGNAL AMPLIFIERS-VHF, UHF, VHF -UHF, FM

p'
U/Vamp-2

Vamp -2
Vamp -1

Vamp -2-75

AB -3

ABLE -U2

/

V U-ALL2
B -24c

IT -4
B-42
U -BOOST

World's first mast -mounted UHF/VHF amplifier. 2 transistors. Built-in FM filter. Remote
AC power supply. Separate inputs for UHF
and VHF. Single 300 ohm input at power supply accepts combined UHF/VHF twinlead.

Mast-mounted VHF amplifier. 2 transistors.
Separate remote AC power supply. Strong
overload handling capability. 2 or more sets.
Mast -mounted transistor VHF amplifier. Separate remote AC power supply. FM trap.
Mast -mounted 75 ohm VHF home TV amplifier
system. 2 transistors. Uses coax cable. Single
75 ohm output can be split to 2 or more TV
sets. Strong overload handling capability. Remote AC power supply. FM trap.
Deluxe, mast -mounted TV/FM amplifier. Low
noise frame-grid tube. Can be used up to a
mile from AC source. 75 and 300 ohm outputs.

2-83

i

$33.25

2-13

2

$25.85

2-13

1

$17.10

2-13

1(75 ohm)

$29.55

1 (Thor

$78.50

2-13, FM

Mast -mounted UHF amplifier. 2 transistors.
Uniform response on all UHF channels. Remote power supply. Miracle Mount.

World's first indoor UHF/VHF amplifier. 2
transistors. FM filter. Single 300 ohm input
accepts combined VHF/UHF twinlead. 2 sets.
Indoor VHF/FM amplifier. Uses high gain,
low -noise frame -grid dual -section tube. 4 sets.
Indoor transistor VHF/FM amplifier. Excellent interset isolation. Up to 4 sets.

Indoor VHF/FM using high gain, low noise,
frame-grid tube. Up to two sets.
Indoor tuneable UHF amp Frame -grid tube.

14-83

1

$26.95

2-83

2

$27.50

2-13, FM

4

$17.25

2-13, FM

4

$19.95

2-13, FM

2

$14.25

14-83

1

$17.35

HAB

Deluxe, indoor VHF/FM amplifier for professional home installations.

2-13, FM

FMB

Indoor FM amplifier. Ideal far stereo and regular FM. Uses frame -grid tube.

FM

Vamp -2-75

AB -3
Vamp -2

300

ohms)

1

(75 ohm)
1

$49.65
$14.55

you

UHF

converter and antenna guide

Selection of right
converter
and antenna

proved so successful in the U.S. Satellite program is especially
applicable to UHF. The Blonder -Tongue Golden Dart (outdoor)
and Golden Arrow (indoor) antennas utilize this priniciple.
While they are compact, these antennas provide more gain
than the large VHF yagis. What's more important, their
patterns are clean, rejecting unwanted "ghost" signals.
With a little extra care in selecting and installing UHF equipment, you can often provide your customers with better UHF
pictures than they've been watching on VHF.

critical for UHF
by

I. S.

Blonder

Blonder -Tongue

Chairman of the Board,
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc.

UHF

converters

These all -channel UHF converters, your best investment in
TV enjoyment, add channels 14-83 to your present set. They
are particularly suited to meet the critical demands of color TV.
The famed BTU -2T and 99S converters feature peak performance on all UHF channels, easy installation, reliable,
long-term operation. Maximum stability for drift -free performance and a low noise figure for snow -free reception. The
BTD-44 employs a tunnel diode circuit for excellent, low cost
battery operation.

There has been a long-standing prejudice against UHF. Since
the band opened in 1952, many otherwise knowledgeable technicians have considered UHF reception to be inferior to VHF.
Yet the recent New York City tests conducted by the FCC have
proved that this is simply not so.

-

There is a reason for this paradox equipment. In 1953, the
state of the UHF art was relatively primitive. Today, experienced manufacturers like Blonder -Tongue are able to produce
equipment capable of providing UHF reception that is, in many
ways, superior to VHF.

Blonder -Tongue

Today's Blonder -Tongue UHF converters reflect the improvements drawn from our experience in every UHF area of the
country. The consumer has the opportunity to buy a converter
which has withstood the most critical test of all, performance
in nearly 3 million homes. Blonder -Tongue provide brilliant
color pictures and sharp black & white reception on all UHF
channels.
As for antennas, UHF has a definite advantage over VHF.
Because the UHF wavelength is so small, high gain, efficient
antennas are small and cost little. The periodic principle

UHF

antennas

The UHF antennas are designed to match the high performance standards on all UHF channels of our famed UHF converters. They employ the well-known Periodic principle, to
provide uniform, high gain across the entire UHF spectrum
for sharp, ghost -free pictures. Full bandwidth makes these
UHF antennas excellent for color and black & white TV.
The Golden Dart is an outdoor UHF antenna which comes
completely pre-assembled with nothing to snap out, no screws
to tighten. The Golden Arrow is an indoor UHF antenna,
which outperforms all other available indoor UHF antennas.

ALL -CHANNEL UHF CONVERTERS
EFFECTIVE RECEPTION RANGE

DESCRIPTION

all-channel, UHF converter/amplifier. Adds all UHF channels to any set. Triples TV signal
strength. Easiest tuning with dualBTU -2T --Deluxe

speed channel selector. UL approved.
BTC-99S-All-channel. UHF converter.
Adds all UHF channels to any set.

Provides maximum signal power.

Drift -free, distortion -free.
approved.

UL

-

All -channel, tunnel diode
UHF converter. Utilizes tunnel diode
for maximum reliability. Operates on
BTD-44

ordinary flashlight battery which
lasts from

6

to

9

months.

CHANNELS

Used with an outdoor antenna
anywhere up to 50 miles from
station. With indoor antenna,
up to 25 miles.

CHANNELS

14-83

5

or

6

$26.95

14-83

5

or

6

$19.60

14-83

5

or

6

$13.20

Can be used with indoor an-

tenna for prime signal areas
and outdoor antenna up to 25
miles from station.
Can be used with indoor an-

tenna for prime signal areas
and outdoor antenna up to 25
miles from the station.

ALL -CHANNEL UHF ANTENNAS
FRONT -TO BACK RATIO

NET

Up to 50 miles.

20db min.

$3.55

Up to 20 miles.

20,db min.

$2.70

EFFECTIVE RECEPTION RANGE

outdoor UHF antenna
Uses Periodic principle, 11 working
GOLDEN DART

elements for uniform high gain
across the entire UHF spectrum.
GOLDEN ARROW

indoor UHF antenna

10 working elements to provide constant high gain and matched
impedance. Full Bandwidth
fiat

Employs

response.

'In

-

weak signal areas, use a model Able -U2 UHF amplifier.

ENJOY BETTER
TV RECEPTION WITH
BLONDER -TONGUE.
SAVE DURING
THE VALURAMA
NOW GOING ON.

BLONDER -TONGUE
9

Ailing Street. Newark. New Jersey

Canadian Div.: Benco Television Assoc

Bi

.

07102

Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

home TV accessories
closed circuit TV
community TV
master TV
UHF converters

RCA

-

Calibration Center's Resistance

Standard

accuracy 0.0002"x.

s`r

RCA Frequency Standard being

used to calibrate an oscillator

Cali rating portable Standard Cell on
the RCA Primary Joltage Standard

RCA

ELECTROi*13

reliability program for receiving tubes can be better
than the test instruments and equipments it employs.
That's why RCA maintains the extensive Calibration
Center in its Harrison, N.J., tube manufacturing plant (see
photos above). The Center's responsibility: to assure that
all measuring instruments and equipments, used in tube
development from initial design through volume production, are accurate within rigidly specified limits. Here is
how this is accomplished:

1 The Calibration Center's own equipments are calibrated by standards (voltage, resistance, capacitance,
frequency) whose values are regularly checked against
standards of the National Bureau of Standards.

2 Measuring instruments used in all research, design,
development and application laboratories are calibrated
directly from the Center's equipments.

Tunes on the

RCA Static

Voltmeter being calibrated on the RCA
AC Voltage and Current Standard

BEGINS HERE

DEPENDABLE
PE RFORMAN CE
No

r Recertifying Characteristic
Calibration
Standard

IS THE END RESULT
3 Sets of Calibration Tubes, selected to cover every type
and family of tubes, are measured in the Calibration
Center and used by the Center's personnel to periodically
verify the accuracy of all factory tube -testing equipments.
Sets of Control Tubes, evaluated under the supervision of the Calibration Center, constantly monitor the
repeatability of factory tube -testing equipments.

4

Our Harrison Calibration Center is another example of the
effort we make to assure the specified and dependable
performance of every receiving tube that bears the emblem of RCA... performance that benefits you through

customer satisfaction.

SEE YOUR
AUTHORIZED RCA DISTRIBUTOR
FOR TOP-QUALITY
RCA RECEIVING TUBES
RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

fast, accurate, never lets you down

.. .

New Burn -out,
stick proof meter!

NEW
SPEEDY
SET-UP

BOOKLET

only

NEW
Lower voltage checks for
Nuvistors and all new frame
grid tubes, as demanded by
tube manufacturers, but not
found on other tube checkers.

NEW
Speedy indexed set-up cards
to reduce "look-up" time.
No more cumbersome booklet
or incomplete charts.

NEW
Simplified panel layout
reduces set-up time
prevents

-

set-up errors.

$7450

NEW TC 130
Checks them

all...

including Novars, Compactrons,
Nuvistors, 10 pin tubes plus

-

Picture Tubes!

Only 7 Lbs
Smaller Than A Portable Typewriter

Here's the famous MIGHTY MITE, America's fastest selling tube checker
with an all -new look and many new exclusive features. MIGHTY MITE II
brings you even greater portability, versatility and operating simplicity beyond
comparison. Controls are set as fast and simply as A -B -C right from the speedy
set-up cards in the cover. The new functional cover can be quickly removed
and placed in a spot with more light for faster reading of the set-up data or
"cradled" in the specially designed handle as a space saver as shown above.
New unique design also prevents cover from shutting on fingers or cutting of
line cords as in older models.
In a nut shell ... the MIGHTY MITE III is so very popular because it checks
for control grid contamination and gas just like the earlier "eye tube" gas
checkers (100 megohm sensitivity) and then with a flick of a switch, checks
the tube for inter -element shorts and cathode emission at full operating levels.
Sencore calls this "the stethoscope approach"
as each element is checked
individually to be sure that the tube is operating like new. User after user
has helped coin the phrase "this checker won't lie to me". Most claim that it
will outperform large mutual conductance testers costing hundreds of dollars
more and is a real winner in finding those "tough dogs" in critical circuits such

...

NEW
Streamline styling
with rounded corners
and rubber feet, prevents
marring Furniture -present
that "Professional look"..,,

as color TV and FM stereo.

See Your Parts Distributor --And See

The Mighty Mite III For Yourself!

S NCOFI
"Quality at its finest"
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Circle 17 on literature card

Chasing Distortion
(Continued from page 38)
10051

50K

LINEAR

BLACK

RED

TEST CLIP

TEST PROD

BLACK

RED

Fig. 3.

BOOK REVIEW

"Bias -changer" will trace distortion.

stages resemble the divider systems
shown here. This being the case, it
is easy to alter the bias simply by
changing the ratio of the divider
resistors. Find an easy way to
change this ratio, and you'll have
an easy way to change the bias;
change the bias without much effort,
and you can check the stage for distortion without much effort. Therefore we need procedures for doing
this job quickly, and without a lot
of intricate desoldering and resoldering on tightly packed printed boards.

Communication Satellites
George E. Mueller and Eugene R.
Spangler; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, N.Y.; 280 pages, hardbound, $10.00. In modern global
communications, orbiting satellites are
becoming one of the more dependable, although expensive, means of
relaying voice and television messages
directly to any part of the world.
Here's a book that tells about two
important aspects of the subjectcommunications via satellites and the
technology of placing a satellite in a
communications -capable orbit. As
outstanding engineers in the space
program, both Dr. Mueller and his
former assistant, Mr. Spangler, easily
qualify as experts in both areas.
Chapters 1, 2, and 3 introduce
problems and choices facing those
who design satellite relay systems.
Chapter 3 elaborates on the relative
merits of passive satellites compared
with active relay systems. Considering
losses and other factors inherent in
passive systems, it isn't difficult to

conclude-as do the authors-that
active repeaters are the more practical.
From here, the organization of the
book seems a little indeterminate, but
the information is all there. Chapters
4, 7, 8, and 10 treat of the satellites
themselves, while chapters 5, 6, 9,
and (part of) 10 are concerned with
the communications systems and
equipment-the payload and its functions. Chapters 11 and 12 deal with

applications and reliability.
Concerning satellites, the reader is
familiarized with the effects of, and
interrelation among: altitude; micrometerorite activity; radiation such as
cosmic, gamma, X-, and ultraviolet
rays, plus other little-known radiation
phenomena; and time delay in various orbits. Attention is given to problems of attitude and orbit control,
and the systems now used for solving
them. Satellite structure, methods of
temperature (environmental) control,
tracking provisions, and command
(control) systems also receive their
portion of discussion.
Obviously, you're not going to be
servicing satellites, at least not right
away. However, for the technician
whose curiosity about communications satellites is more than merely
passive, this book offers a lot of
information.

The Bias -Changer

The "tool" we use for distortion chasing in transistor audio amplifiers
-be they hi-fi units with barely
measurable distortion or tiny portable radios with fuzzy sound-is
shown schematically and sketched in
Fig. 3. (The device can be mounted
in a box as shown, but we've used
one for several years without ever
going to that much trouble.) The
50K potentiometer has a linear taper, and the 100 -ohm resistor is added to prevent inadvertently shorting
some point through the test unit.
Fig. 4 shows an example of how
the unit can be used to ascertain
what bias is necessary to keep the
transistor amplifier operating in the
linear region. By opening the base bias supply connection (a razor -

Get Your First Class Commercial

F. C. C. LICENSE
4111C/art
Career opportunities in communi-

cations electronics are almost
unlimited. Prepare now. Let

-

by correGrantham train you
spondence, or by classroom and
laboratory instruction. Get your
first class commercial F.C.C. license
in as little as 3 months, or at a
slower pace if you prefer. Then,
continue in more -advanced electronics training if you wish. Diploma awarded. Our catalog gives

full details.
Learn how our training can prepare you for your F.C.C. license;
write or telephone the School at any
one of the teaching divisions listed
below, and ask for "Catalog 41."
Grantham School of Electronics
1505

N.

Western Av., Los Angeles, Cal. 90027

(Phone: HO 9-7878)
408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash. 98104

(Phone: MA 2-7227)
3123 Gillham Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64109

(Phone: JE 1-6320)
818-18th St., NW, Washington, D.C.
Fig. 4.

Tester can substitute variable bias

(Phone: 298-7460)
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A

BETTER WAY

TO REPLACE

SOLDERED
COMPONENTS
LENGTH

8"

WEIGHT 31/2 02.

Pencil
Desoldering
Iron
MODEL 300

Now-remove miniature soldered cornponents in seconds-without damage
Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums
all solder for easy removal of component.

Leaves terminals and mounting holes clean.
Then, with 360° contact, it resolders even
faster and better than regular irons. Handles miniature and standard components in
printed circuit boards and conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All parts replaceable. 40
watts, 115-v. 5 tip sizes. Pays for itself in
time saved. $9.95 net East of the Rockies.
Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
INDIANAPOLIS, IND, 46205
1102 E. 52nd
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and rejuvenator

UnWeighs only 10 lbs.
breakable all steel case for
home or shop.

SENCORE CR128

adaptors.
Uses DC on all tests as recom

All hand -wired

- all'

American made.

cR12E3 CATHODE RAY TUBE_ IEs1LT,

-

Only tester t at c sec cs all black
and white and color tubes without

rejuvenation (ACR) insures
just the right amount of
rejuvenation for each job.
You just push the button:
The ACR circuit takes over
and applies rejuvenation
voltage for just the rig
amount of time.

fIENRENT

COLOR CABLE

CHECKER

mended by tube manufacturers
Exclusive automatic controlled

CO

BRIO 11115

'6995

Here is a new CRT checker and rejuvenator with the latest in design
but at a price far below testers that check round color tubes only.
The CR128 checks them all; conventional black and white tubes, new
low drive B&W tubes, round color tubes and the recently announced
rectangular color tubes.
Tests made are standard in the industry, using DC for all checks to prevent
damage and erroneous readings. Color guns are tested individually as

recommended by CRT manufacturers. Procedures for color gun tracking
tests are explained on back cover of instruction manual.
Exclusive automatic controlled rejuvenation applies rejuvenation voltage
for a longer period of time to guns that are lowest in emission. Merely
push the rejuvenation button and the RC timer takes over to automatically
rejuvenate cathodes, clear shorts or weld open cathodes. A must for
equalization of beam currents in poor tracking color tubes. Once RC
timer discharges, new rejuvenation voltage cannot be re -applied until
button is released and depressed again. It really works; you merely
push the button and the automatic circuit takes over.

all steel portable carrying case protects meter and panel when
carried in a service truck. Removable cover can be used as a handy
parts tray in the home and fitted to the back while in the shop.
New

how the CR128 will
pay for itself the very first month in picture tube sales.
Let your SENCORE Distributor show you

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE
ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS: A 10 -MINUTE COURSE

0

LOPNONS

ÿ

_-'

1.0

\

(AIN

A PHENOMENAL SUCCESS STORY

Why the new 8000
is the most demanded

microphone (of its kind!)
New University 8000: $29.95.

With slide switch (the 8100):$31.50.
Model DS -10 Desk Stand: $6.95.

It's a cardioid. It's dynamic.
It's shock -mounted. It offers
variable impedance and uniform wide -range response. It's
designed and made by LTV/
University and it's less than
$50.00. Less than any other cardioid! It's only $29.95. And it's
sold with the world's only five-year
microphone warranty!
The new University 8000 is a "first"
and "only." For those who like to be exclusive, that's one reason for buying it.
The important reasons may be found in
the following microphone buyers' guide!
There Are Cardioids ...and Cardioids. All
cardioids are essentially "deaf" to sounds
originating from the rear. They're invaluable for eliminating background sounds,
for use in noisy and reverberant areas, for
reducing feedback and for permitting a
higher level of sound reinforcement before feedback would normally occur. BUT
-not every cardioid uses rugged dynamic
generating elements. There are crystal
cardioids which offer high sensitivity and
output. But their response is limited;
deterioration is rapid due to heat, humid -

ity, rough handling. The University 8000
cardioid dynamic-is virtually in-

-a

destructible.
Tape Recording. Cardioid mikes are
essential for quality recordings. They
pick up only the performer over a
wide frontal area. They prevent the
output of speakers from affecting
the mike, thus eliminating feedback squeal, and permit recordists
to work from far or near. For stereo,
only cardioids can assure proper
balance, if both are matched. University quality control makes any
two 8000's absolutely identical "twins"
to assure full stereo effect.
Public Address. Cardioids make microphone placement far less critical; permit
greater amplifier output-without feedback-than possible with omnis; assure
superior intelligence indoors and out. For
public address use, however, they must
be extremely rugged. The 8000 can be
handled without care. It can take extreme
heat and humidity. The user can hit it,
shout into it-even shoot a gun near it!
It's also corrosion -proof.

Circle 20 on literature card

Realism. Wide -range response is important. Uniform response is even more important. The new 8000 offers wide -band
response, extremely uniform to eliminate
sibilants (hissing S's), bass boom and
tinny treble. Its reproduction quality is
virtually indistinguishable from the live
performance.
Cables, Long and Short. The 8000 has
variable impedance -30/50 to 20,000
ohms. With high impedance mikes, a 10 foot cable is maximum to avoid response
loss and hum pickup. The 8000, sold with
a 15 -foot cable, can also be used with
longer cables to record without recorder
noise; to monitor recordings through
speakers instead of headphones, and
make recordings with recorder out of
sight.
For complete specifications on the fabulous 8000 series, ask your dealer for
literature or write Desk PR -9

LTV
UNIVERSITY
A

DIVISION OF LING -TEMCO.VOUGHT, INC

9500 West Reno,

Oklahoma City, Okla.
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blade slit across the printed foil will
do it) and substituting the connection shown, the amount of bias can
be adjusted or varied while you
listen or watch the scope to see
when the transistor reaches normal
operation. The test potentiometer
should be set at maximum resistance
for the beginning of each test. After
the connection is made and the set
turned on, slowly rotate the 50K
control so the bias on the transistor
is increased.
When a point is reached that
clears any distortion, the values of
Rl and R2 can be changed to pro-

vide this same bias for the transistor; if it is obvious the new values
would be considerably different from
the original design of the set, you
can safely assume the transistor or
some other circuit component is
causing the problem.
Our "bias -changer" can be used

without disconnecting any components or cutting across any printed circuit foils. How?
. simply by
connecting it across one of the existing resistors, thus reducing the value. Lowering the value of the series
resistor in the divider (Rl in Fig. 4)
will increase the base bias; reducing
.

T ests

,bothnd

.

and lne ubes

Tests all Novars
Tests Nuvistors,10-pin
and 12-pin
Compactions

Tubes,

Regulators,
Tests Voltage Auto Radio
Thyratrons,
European
Hybrid Tubes,
Many
Hi-Fi Tubes, and
Types
Industrial

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

AT

LOW COST

Model 600 Compact Portable Dyna-Quik
Makes Tube Testing Quick, Accurate, Profitable!
It's amazing how quickly you can accurately check out tubes
on every call-sell more replacements, and make more moneywith this up-to-date, low-cost professional quality tube tester.
Checks for all shorts, grid emission, leakage, and gas. Checks each
section of multi-section tubes separately. Checks tube capability
under simulated load conditions. Rejects bad tubes, not good
tubes. Quickly reveals tube condition, saves customers, stops
call backs, increases servicing profit.
Exclusive adjustable grid emission test. Sensitivity to
over 100 megohms. Phosphor -bronze socket contacts.
Complete tube listing in handy reference index.
Handsome, sturdy leatherette -covered carry -case.
Size 8%" x 11" x 4Y2". Net, $7495

the value of the shunt resistor (R2
in Fig. 4) will reduce the value of
bias voltage applied to the transistor
base.
In many transistor circuits, the
technique shown in Fig. 4 can be
used without the precaution of opening the foil connection to the voltage
supply-the "bias -changer" device
will override the existing bias network. If there is any doubt of your
results, however, play it safe and
take time to slit the foil.
Rapid Component Analysis
Assuming the bias -changing technique has revealed the faulty stage,
you'll want next to determine what
has caused the unwanted change in
bias. Long experience in troubleshooting receivers has shown that
their most common fault is a defective capacitor. The electrolytic
capacitors generally used in transistor sets cause more cases of
distortion than any other single
component.
You are now in need of a technique for locating a defective capacitor quickly, and it would be nice if
the same technique would point out
any faulty resistors or transistors
in the process. One useful technique
involves monitoring the input current drawn by the set from its power
supply (usually a battery) If a
capacitor is leaky or shorted, merely
disconnecting one end will generally
cause a very noticeable change in
the total input current. This is easy
to understand if you consider the
capacitors in the partial schematic
.

in Fig. 5.
Any unusual leakage in CS, C6,
or C7 would provide a direct drain
on the power supply of the receiver
and would appear as a higher -than normal reading on the milliammeter
across the input switch. Disconnecting one end of any faulty capacitor
would considerably reduce the drain.
The effect of a leaky or shorted C6

QUICK, DIRECT, ERROR -FREE
READINGS WITHOUT MULTIPLYING
Model 375
Model 360
VTVM

V O Matic
Net, $59.95

Net, $89.95
See Your B&K

B & K

Distributor

MANUFACTURING CO.

DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE
CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Div; s,on o(

or Write for
Catalog

Canada, Atlas Rodio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.

AP21-R

Fig. 5.
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Audio stages in transistor rece ver.

convergence and color adjustments
are easier, faster, more accurate!

B&K MODEL 1240
LOW PRICED PORTABLE
CO OR GENERATOR
with crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display!

Thinnest Horizontal Lines! Smallest Visible Dots!
(Just one raster scanning line thick)
Simplifies In -Home (or Shop)
Color TV Set -Up and Servicing

only
X13495
dots are just one raster scanning line thick. Lines begin
off -screen and end off-screen, with no break in line.
Dot brightness is adjustable with easily accessible
control. Chroma Level Control simplifies color sync

You're the color TV expert when you use the "1240."
You have the advantage of B&K quality-with features
not available before at such surprisingly low cost.

Provides crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display on TV screen to test color sync circuits, range of hue
control, and align color demodulators. Shows ability of
TV receiver to display color values.
Provides dot pattern, crosshatch, horizontal and vertical lines. Highly stable crystal -controlled count circuit
with small -step count assures greater reliability and stability of color, dots, and lines. All horizontal lines and

trouble -shooting.

Operates on channels 3, 4, and 5, and adjustable without removing cabinet. No connection inside TV set is
needed. Power transformer operated and line isolated to
prevent shock hazards. Operates reliably on 105-125
VAC, 60 cps. (Color Gun Killer is available as optional
accessory.) Extreme lightness and portability (9 lbs.)
make it ideal for in -home servicing.

LÄmy
See it at your B&K Distributor
or Write for Bulletin AP21-R

B

&K MANUFACTURING CO.

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.
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designed and
produced to the

highest standard
of excellence...

NORTRONICS
laminated core, all -metal face
heads are now available for
more than 500 different tape
recorders! Nortronics complete
replacement line includes:

would be the most notable, because
current through C5 or C7 would be
limited slightly by resistors R8 and
R9. In either case, however, current
drain would be sufficient to result in
some change in the milliammeter
reading when the defective capacitor
was disconnected.
A shorted Cl would upset the
bias on transistor X1 since current
could easily leak to ground through
Cl and control R1. Lowering the
bias on transistor X1 would reduce
collector current and decrease total
input current. A shorted Cl would
not affect the current drain directly,
even with the R1 tap at ground, because of the limiting effect of R2, a
comparatively high resistance. Nevertheless, disconnecting one lead of
the capacitor would produce an obvious change in the DC current
drawn from the power supply and
would be a definite clue if Cl is
defective.
A shorted C2 would be noticeable
mostly in the collector current of
X l As with Cl, the effect on input
current is indirect-caused by a
change in transistor bias. And again
the input current diminishes when
the capacitor is disconnected. If
the capacitor is normal, there will
be practically no change in drain
from the power supply. The same
applies to C4 in the emitter of X2.
The effect of a leaky C3 on current drain could be considerable,
because the current path through
R5 and R6 would greatly increase
forward bias and thus the collector
current in transistor X2. It is even
possible that a completely shorted
C3 could apply so much forward
bias to transistor X2 as to ruin it.
Disconnecting C3 will greatly reduce
the input current drain, if the unit is
faulty. If you find the current is still
.

411C.)--;
miniature heads for use with compact
audio-visual equipment

record, play and erase heads for use with
home and professional tape recorders

multi -channel heads for use with
video tape machines

too high, you'd want to investigate
the possibility of a defective X2. To
test this, the circuit would have to
be broken at point A; but remember
that even with a normal transistor
some current reduction would occur
upon disconnecting divider network
R6 -R10. To ascertain the exact
point of excess current drain, the
collector lead could be disconnected
right at the transistor, by unsoldering or by the razor -blade method.
Faulty resistive networks can easily be checked out with the bias changer potentiometer, often simply
by bridging a suspected resistor with
the test device. Bias faults caused
by faulty resistors can thus be
checked and eliminated. To determine the exact value for a suspected
resistor, simply remove it from the
circuit and connect the test device
in its place. Adjust the potentiometer until normal operation is resumed. Then it is a simple matter to
measure the resistance of the test
device and put a correct -value resistor in place of it.
Summary

The techniques set forth in this
article are far from the only way to
go distortion -chasing in transistor
audio stages. However, they have
the advantage of being quick and
not requiring an undue amount of
unsoldering parts for testing. The
less soldering you have to do on
some of those tiny printed boards,
the better.
We've found from our own experience that the bias -changing (or
divider -substituting) system is a
very quick way to bring a nonlinear
stage back into line, thus ascertaining whether it truly is the stage at
fault. This method will work well
in some of the little transistor sets

PRECISION TUNER SERVICE
P. O. BOX 272

1200

WALNUT

S.

ST.

EDISON 99653

BLOOMINGTON, IND.

6 MONTH WARRANTEE

Find out how you can increase your
sales and service business! Write

for your FREE copy of Nortronics
Tape Head Replacement Guide.

V or
7.50

U

COMBO

9.95

PLUS
POSTAGE

e. te.

:

All Types T.V. Tuners Cleaned, Repaired and Aligned to Factory Specifications. Same day in shop

service on most Tuners. Price Includes Minor Parts, Major Parts at Cost Price. We use Original
Parts if possible. State Make Model and Enclose all Parts and Tubes. Pack Well and Insure.
8161 Tenth Ave. N., Minneapolis, Minn. 55427
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ALSO HAVE LARGE STOCK OF EXCHANGE TUNERS, WRITE FOR TYPES AND PRICES.
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ANOTHER GREAT ADDITION TO THE
FAMOUS SERIES OF 8&K ANALYSTS

SIMPLIFIES
AND

IM12
Compact Model 1074

TELEVISION

SPEEDS

TV SERVICING

FOR BLACK & WHITE
and COLOR

Dot Pattern

Vertical Lines

Here is an exciting new addition to the famous B&K
series of Television Analysts-designed to give every service
technician a faster, easier way to service more TV sets!
The compact "1074" gives you a complete TV signal
generating source of your own. Using the B&K point-topoint signal injection technique, you can isolate and pinpoint any performance problem for quick correction.
By injecting your own signals, with a visual. check on
the TV screen, you can easily signal -trace and troubleshoot
any stage throughout the video, audio, r.f., i.f., sync and
sweep sections of black & white and color television sets.
It becomes much easier to find and fix "tough dogs,"
and troublesome intermittents, as well as to solve other
general TV set troubles-to the satisfaction of your customer, and to your own profit.
Net, $24995

Horizontal Lines

Color Pattern

Supplies complete r.f. and i.f. signals, with pattern video and
tone audio. Video signals are switch selected for fast, visual
troubleshooting. Provides FM modulated 4.5 me sound channel,
with built-in 900 cycle tone generator. Provides composite synchronizing signals. Provides separate vertical and horizontal
plate and grid driving signals to check complete output circuit
and interrelated components. Many other features.

Makes it Easy to Set-up and Service Color TV
Provides dot pattern, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines,
burst signal and individual colors (Green, Blue, B -Y, R-Y, Red,
I, and Q) one at a time on the TV set-all crystal controlled for
maximum accuracy. Color phase angles are maintained in accordance with NTSC specifications. Thin lines and high stability
assure fastest, easiest convergence and linearity adjustments.
Color display makes demodulator alignment extremely simple.

Time -Saving, Money -Making Instruments Used and Preferred by Professional Servicemen Everywhere.

Model 375 Dynamatic

Automatic VTVM

Model 360

V O Matic
Automatic VOM

Model 700 Dyna-Quik
Tube Tester

Model 850
Color Generator

BAK
See Your B&K Distributor
or Write for Catalog AP21 -S

Model 445 CRT
Tester Rejuvenator

MANUFACTURING CO.

DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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en itself popular among all who
have learned to use it.
Distortion chasing is not nearly
so difficult with these easy techniques. Use them a few times with
your next audio jobs; they'll help
make the jobs profitable and the
customer happy.

that "don't sound too good" even
when new. It will work with sets
that sound poor after batteries are
only slightly used. In almost any
case of distortion, you'll find this
technique fast and accurate for pinning down the stage at fault (and
often giving a clue how to fix it).
For detecting leaky capacitors,
without having to unsolder both
ends for testing or substitution, the
input -monitoring system is quick
and effective. With the meter connection so easy to make, and having
already localized the trouble to a
single stage, this technique has prov-

Stabilized Variable AC
Have you ever been irritated by
fluctuations in line voltage on the
bench, or received an AC shock
when servicing a transformerless
set? The Heath IP -22 isolation
transformer is intended to eliminate

MODEL A-106

I NEW I

CONVERSION KIT

ADAPTER
FOR PREVIOUS* B&K MODEL 1076 TV ANALYSTS
CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED CIRCUIT
provides keyed rainbow color display

improves horizontal oscillator sync

D

Designed for easy
conversion of all
Model 1076
Television Analysts
before
Serial No. 425301
and from
Serial Nos. 505001
to 506100

Now built into the current Model 1076 Television Analyst, this new
Adapter is made available for in -chassis installation on previous*
Model A-106. Net, $3595
1076 Analysts.
DELUXE MODEL 1076 TELEVISION ANALYST

with Flying Spot Scanner
Includes crystal -controlled keyed rainbow
color display and improved horizontal oscillator synchronization. Makes servicing of
black and white and color TV easier, faster,
Net, 532995
more profitable.

See your

B&K Distributor, or Write for Bulletin AP21-R
B & K

MANUFACTURING CO.

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN

CORPORATION

1801W. BELLE PLAIN E AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.
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these annoyances. This unit reduces
shock hazard by providing isolation
between the AC line and the chassis being serviced. The stable output voltage can be set to a number
of values between 90 and 130 volts
and can be monitored with the
front -panel meter. A meter switch
also permits checking the line voltage. Fine- and coarse -voltage output switches are provided to vary
the output voltage in steps of .75 or
5.2 volts. A 3 -watt lamp (used as
a current -limiting resistor) and an
0C2 gas regulator tube maintain a
constant output voltage.
The variable -voltage feature is
often handy for finding the cause
of intermittent operation. For example, slightly increasing the input
voltage may make the symptom appear-and stay-making it possible
to test the set while a defect is present. This method works exceptionally well if the problem is caused by
thermal changes during operation.
An output capacity of 300 watts
continuously or 500 watts intermittently makes this transformer suitable for operating equipment with
heavy current demands-a color
television receiver, for example. An
8 -amp fuse protects the isolation transformer components and the
power -line fuses in the event of a
short circuit in the equipment under
test.
This instrument operates from
105-125 volts AC, 50-60 cps. A
3 -conductor line cord is provided,
with the ground wire connected to
the case. The IP -22 (available in
kit form) measures 91/2" x 61/2" x
5", weighs 18 lb, and sells for
$54.95.
For further information, circle 72 on
literature card

JUST TRY AND MAKE US
...buy any indoor antennas but Channel Master !
The line that moves in new directions, Once you discover
it you'll never give it up, either.

indoor antennas are worth fighting for. Worth holding onto.
Worth featuring BIG.

or VHF/ FM Stereo models; all of them great for color.
Know what you'll particularly like about most of the `all
channel 82's"-besides their looks and price? The outdoor type elements. Vagis. Stacked Bow -Tie. Really revolutionary
for indoor antennas.

Because Channel Master really blazes new trails. it's the
most complete, most effective, most beautiful, most profit packed line in the world.

And each model is truly 2 antennas in 1-made with 2
separate and distinct UHF and VHF transmission lines. The
VHF models? Time and again, they've proved their claim to
be called best.

As the gentlemen above have learned, Channel' Master

It offers the best series of step-up choices in the business:
14`all told ...one for every purpose and price. The customer chooses from either UHF/VHF all-channel/FM Stereo,

Honestly-wouldn't it

be a crime to buy anything but Channel Master? Write for our full -line catalogue: New Directions
in Indoor Antennas.

CHANNEL

MASTER
hands you
the keys
to the city...
`0W01OP

PERFORMANCE

OB

Good Housekeepingº
GUARANTEES

¡94CEMMF 00REFUNO 10

New! Canaveral -82,
Model 4005.
All -channel and FM.
VHF Dipole; plus more
UHF gain than stacked

Canaveral,
Model 3720.
VHF/FM Stereo.

Best-seller at $9.95*

dipole. $10.95*

New! Gamma,
Model 3723.
VHF/FM Stereo.

$5.95`

VU -82, Model

4000.

All -channel and FM.

Exclusive Beam Reversing Circuit
$14.95`

Transistor -Amplified
Apollo, VHF only.
Model 3721. World's
lowest noise level
amplified indoor
antenna. $29.95*

Transistor -Amplified
FM/Stereo.
Top stereo
reception.
Model 3731.

$19.95`

eight other models from $4.98* up. Including: In main photo above, extreme right, Aurora -82, $5.95*. Second from Right,
. plus
Gamma -82 with 3 -element UHF yagi, Model 4007, $6.95*. Second from left, Alpha, VHF/ FM Model 3722, $7.95. Left, Gamma.*
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CHANNEL MASTER

ELLENVILLE, N.Y.

Fair-traded

Death Stalks the Rooftops
by Forest H. Belt

One recent hot day in July, on a rooftop in Pendleton, Indiana, a 22 -year-old technician received a severe
electrical shock when he cut into a television lead-in
with his diagonal cutters. Subsequent investigation of
the situation, led by Mr. Jack Clouse of Rodefeld, Inc.,
Indianapolis, disclosed a potentially serious danger to
every television serviceman who works with antennas
and lead-ins.
The young technician had climbed to the roof to replace an antenna lead. (As is common with rooftop
installations, the mast was grounded.) He stood on a
ladder, gripped the mast with one hand for added support, and reached upward with his other hand to cut the
lead-in. As he cut, a strong AC voltage coursed through
his arms and chest, and he was unable to relax his grip
from either the mast or the cutters. Fortunately, the
lady of the house, watching from the ground, had
enough presence of mind to run inside and throw the
main service switch. The young man collapsed, and
subsequently spent many hours under oxygen before he
was revived.
To determine the cause of such an unexpected event,
investigators removed the chassis from the transformer powered set and took it to a nearby service shop where
it was thoroughly checked. Line filters were examined
carefully, as were the interlock, the on -off switch, and
all wiring associated with the input power circuits.
There was absolutely no indication of any short, nor
any clue as to why there had been an AC voltage of any
kind on the lead-in. In fact there was no trace of voltage at the antenna terminals!
When the chassis was reinstalled in its wooden cabinet at the house and plugged in, a 100-watt light bulb
connected between the antenna lead and earth ground
burned brightly. A licensed electrician was called in to
check the house wiring carefully, but no fault was
found. It was determined further that the bulb was also
brightly lighted when connected directly between the
chassis and an earth ground. Successively disconnecting
the lead-in from the set, the plug from the wall, and the
power cord from the chassis produced a most startling
and baffling result: With the set completely disconnected from all line power and from the antenna,
THERE WAS ENOUGH VOLTAGE PRESENT BETWEEN THE CHASSIS (now apparently isolated)
AND THE GROUND TO LIGHT THE BULB!
This uncanny event triggered an even more intensive
examination, and shortly investigators found a tiny
gray wire that lead from beneath the set to a tiny hole
56
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in the floor. Inspection revealed that one of the molded
pair was connected across the speaker voice -coil. The
other end, the investigators found, was connected to the
speaker of a small AC -DC table radio in another part
of the house.
At last they had the answer to this deadly booby -trap.
The power cord of the AC -DC set was plugged in so
that the chassis was hot when the set was off (reversing
the plug would merely have resulted in a hot chassis
when the set was on) . In line with common practice,
one side of the speaker circuit was grounded, and so
was one side of the speaker circuit in the TV set (also

not unusual) With the TV chassis thus connected
directly to the power line through the hot-chassis AC DC set, the lead-in became energized through the balun
ground connection at the antenna input terminals. This
potential killer had existed for a number of months, just
waiting for an unsuspecting serviceman to start working
on the antenna. The usual precaution of pulling the
power cord provided no protection from this dangerous
situation.
Considering the many different home -entertainment
and intercom systems in which a common speaker buss
might be used, and because the condition or configuration of the accessory equipment hooked to such a system
is often unknown, it occurs to us that a few words of
extra caution are in order for the many readers who
might be unwittingly confronted with such a stealthy
adversary in one of their customers' homes. Here are
some precautions that could minimize the dangers of
such servicing:
(1) Disconnect every lead from the receiver before
attempting any servicing of the antenna or lead-in.
This especially means disconnecting the lead-in
itself from the antenna terminals.
(2) Connect a voltmeter from the disconnected lead-in
to an earth ground. (A water pipe will do. Properly installed conduit boxes are grounded, but
don't merely assume they have been correctly installed. The antenna ground system is another
good ground point for your VOM while you check
each conductor of the lead-in.)
(3) Use only diagonal cutters with insulated handles.
(This is a good idea under any circumstances.)
(4) Always suspect any "extra" wiring that isn't a
normal part of the installation. Even if you install
the "extra" wiring, be absolutely sure you're not
setting up a booby -trap for yourself, one of your
helpers, or some other unsuspecting technician.
.

GHOST TOWN!

...take it over...
with this unique new
Channel Master antenna
Clean it

up

Higher Front -To -Back Ratio Than
a

10 -Element Single -Channel Yagi.

COLORAY

VEE

CONICAL

The Coloray. A new kind of antenna GUARANTEED to make city
(and suburban) TV sets give up the ghost, knock out interference.
And has proved it time after time. Right out there in the field among the tall buildings that cause 80 % of the city's TV troubles.
The Coloray is so effective, in fact, that we dare guarantee it to do
a better ghost -killing job than any other antenna on the market ..
or your money back! It is the
regardless of size, type, or price
only antenna in the world backed by such a guarantee.

Compare polar pattern of Coloray with those
of most commonly used city antennas.

.

...

Enjoy Fringe -Area -Type Profits! No longer are you forced to sell
metropolitan antennas on a low price, low profit basis. No longer
need you envy fringe -area dealers their high profits on expensive
antennas.
The Coloray gives you a real performance advantage ... that means
big new profits from a waiting market willing to pay a little more for
it. Model 3110-G. Includes E.P.C. protective "Golden Overcoat." Also
available in kit form, Models 3115-G, 3116-G.

The secret! A transposed phasing harness
with an impedance balancing Power Equalizer

Circuit that is really unique.

COLORAY'
hands you the key to the ghost city

CHA NNEL MASTER
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CHANNEL MASTER

ELLENVILLE, N.Y.

*Patent Pending

Automation is really nothing new
to the electronics serviceman. Simple automatic control devices of one
sort or another have been used in
many circuits for years. Often these
silent sentinels are used for protective purposes-to prevent selfdestruction of the equipment in case
of an overload. One example is the
group of protective devices employed in TV receivers.
Television protective devices include fuses, fusible resistors, peak limiting resistors, thermal relays,
circuit breakers, and thermistor-type

surge -protection resistors. These
ordinary two-terminal components
carry out their function automatically
and dependably. Because of them
the TV set owner, the design engineer, and the service technician are
saved many headaches.
Some protective devices outlast
the receiver; others need to be replaced occasionally since they destroy themselves to save the rest of
the circuit. It is important that the
service technician be familiar with
these devices, their roles, and the
rules for their replacement.

CIRCUIT
PROTECTION

L

DEVICES
Many different types with one primary purpose.
by Rufus
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place (consult service data for the
correct size and style).
The rules for fuses are simple and
clear: Always use an exact replacement; use neither the next higher
nor the next lower rating. Never
substitute a piece of wire or other
conductor for a fuse. To avoid
electric shock, disconnect the power
and discharge all capacitors in the
fuse line before removing the fuse.
Remove a clip -in fuse with a fuse
puller designed for the purpose.
Circuit Breakers

Fig. 1. Locations of some protective devices.

The simplest and oldest of all
automatic protective devices is the
fuse. Whatever its size or shape,
the fuse operates on the simple principle that excessive current will
generate enough heat to melt the
fuse wire or link, opening the circuit
and disconnecting the equipment
from the power source. Nothing in
the fuse wears out unless the circuit
is overloaded (except in rare cases
of failure due to metal fatigue)
When a fuse is used in the low voltage power -supply section of a
TV set, it usually appears in one of
two places-in series with the power
line (Fig. 1A) or in series with the
B- lead (Fig. 1B). To discourage
tampering by laymen, the fuse often
is soldered into the circuit and located under the chassis or otherwise
concealed.
Tiny, glass -tube-type fuses are
supplied in a wide range of ratings
to suit various operating requirements. Typical quick -acting fuses
are supplied with current ratings of
1/4 , Ih , 3/4 , 1, 2, and 3 amps at 250
volts maximum. In some circuits,
harmless surges blow the fast -acting
fuse and unnecessarily deactivate
the circuit; a slower -acting fuse is

Turner

LINE

(B) Fuse in B- return
Fuses

P.

more practical for these applications. Fuses of this latter type have
a long time-lag and can withstand a
heavy surge or high starting current;
however, they will open in the event
of a short circuit or continued overload. This type is available in many
current ratings between 10 ma and
30 amps at 125 volts maximum.
Obviously, the use of a slow -acting
fuse is inadvisable in a circuit which
must be protected against surges.
A blown fuse shows that something went wrong in the circuit to
cause excessive current (find the
fault and fix it before replacing the
fuse) or that the fuse was too small
or of an incorrect type in the first
BULB

A. THERMOSTATIC STRIP
B. MOVABLE CONTACT

C. STATIONARY CONTACT

PIGTAILS

Fig. 2. A typical thermally -activated breaker.

In doing its job, a fuse destroys
itself, and it must then be replaced.
A circuit breaker, on the other
hand, opens an overloaded circuit
without damaging itself and may be
reset automatically or manually. As
long as the overload remains, however, the circuit breaker will refuse
to remain closed. Manual -type
breakers are reset by hand; auto-

matic types reset themselves after a
brief interval.

The so-called thermal -cutout
switch is one type of circuit breaker.
Fig. 2 shows a miniature, thermally activated circuit breaker of the automatic-reset type. The heat -sensitive
element is a thin U-shaped metal
strip (A) with a contact (B) on
its free end. The strip is mounted
so that its contact normally rests
against a fixed contact (C) to complete the circuit. When excessive
current flows through the device, the
strip is heated and expands as indicated by the dotted lines; the circuit
is thus opened. When the strip cools
and relaxes to its initial position, the
contacts reclose the circuit.
A typical device of this kind is
mounted in a glass bulb and resembles a small neon lamp. It
measures .30" in diameter and is
1.26" long. Pigtail leads are pro -

Clean it up...take it over... with

CHANNEL MASTER

CROSSFIRES

The world's most powerful TV/ FM antennas. Way-out farm
country is snow country. Real weak signal. Without the right
antenna, there's a good chance televiewers are seeing
"spots" on their TV screen. Near fringes and often suburbia
are also weak signal. Smart watchers know what to do about
this problem in all these areas. They get the right Crossfire.
Top snow removal team! The revolutionary Golden Crossfire
alone works on the principle of Proportional Energy Absorption. Meaning? There are more driven elements working
with greater efficiency on the Crossfire than in any other
antenna. It actually delivers the highest antenna gain of all
time. Cleanest, too. The unique transposed feed li ie cancels
rear pick-up beautifully. Perfect for color. And exclusive
E.P.C. "Golden Overcoat" protects against every type of
corrosion.
8 rugged, handsome Crossfire models are available... 1 for
every area and budget. Feature them and you've got the
snow country, the near fringes, and the commuter belt
... right where you want 'em! In your money belt. Shown
above: 28 -element Crossfire for deep -fringes. Model 3600.

Model 3604, 11 -element
Crossfire Suburban
..for high gain and
top directivity.
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Now! Channel Master
Reduces Booster Prices
Up to $10.
World's most effective antenna amplifiers.

...

Because no boosters anywhere
give you more extra signal power when
and where you need it. Plus lowest possible noise figure. Built-in lightning resist-

ance. Complete line covers model for
every purpose and area... including an
all -in -one rotator -TV amplifier. Write for
catalog.

WAS $39.95

NOW! $2995
Transistorized TelstarTV/FM,
with 4 -set coupler. Model 0023B.
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NEWEST
ADVANCE IN CB

the All NEW

COMMUNICATIONS
A

DE VANTI

or

field tested base station antenna that will equal
outperform anything available on the CB market

today.

Many of the features of the DE1"A\'1'

"1"

built into the base section. The vertical element
terminates in a phenolic sleeve which has greater
strength than the aluminum element. Radials terminate into a high strength "Cycolac" base, which
again, has more strength than the aluminum element.
The Coax female connector is port of the (weatherproof) radial support assembly. Antenna mounting is
simplified, just mount the antenna on your mast,
tighten two screws and lock nuts.
Tapering the ends of the aluminum tubing (called
swaging) is designed to reduce wind load, and any
possibility of vibrations which would cause metal
Loading and impedance matching of the
fatigue.
DEVANT "1" is accomplished with loops of one
eight inch aluminum rods.
are

from

OSLEY
The result of

continuous research
and development to bring you

Available Nov. 1st.

Superior Quality at a

New

low Price

$22 -moo

$14,50
i_b eaa.ct

27 Mcs.
CB Mobile Ant.

r

Please send
antennas.

The Traveling Companion of
the Base Station DEVANT "1"
is the New Mosley DEVANT "2"
This stainless steel mobile antenna has
the world famous Mosley performance.
A slim line beauty with built-in durability.
Cash in on these outstanding engineering efforts
wherever Mosley antennas are sold.
For detailed specifications and performance data on
the DEVANT "1" and or DEVANT "2"
clip coupon below and mail.

/

(FREE of charge
DEVANT "1"

me

&

vided to allow the breaker to be
wired into the circuit it protects. It is
an automatic -reset type of breaker
that trips when the circuit current
reaches 200% of the breaker rating.
This particular breaker is available
in two types, indicating and non indicating. The indicating type lights
when tripped and remains lighted
until the trouble is corrected and the
breaker resets; breakers of this type
are connected in series with the
power line and the load.
Peak -Limiting Resistors

In a typical low -voltage supply

employing solid-state rectifiers,
heavy current rushes through the
rectifier into the uncharged filter
capacitors when the set is first
turned on. At that instant the input
capacitor appears as a short circuit,
and the resulting current surge could
destroy the rectifier. To prevent
this, a peak -limiting resistor is connected in series with the rectifier,
capacitor, and AC source. This
resistor then limits surge current
through the rectifier to a safe value.
The presence of the peak -limiting
resistor must not, of course, interfere with normal operation of the
circuit. Hence, its resistance must
be quite low in order to minimize
the voltage drop at normal operating current. In usual practice its
value seldom exceeds 7.5 ohms.
Fig. 3 shows a half -wave circuit
employing a solid-state rectifier, D.
Here, R1 is a 3 -ohm, 5 -watt peak limiting resistor. If the power supply normally delivers 100 ma at 100
volts, the voltage lost across this
resistor (3 x .1 = .3 volt) is not
enough to be noticeable. A 11/ -amp
slow -acting fuse (F) is included for
regular circuit protection.
Fusible Resistors

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 contains both a peak -limiting resistor
(R1) and a fuse (F) It is common
in TV sets, however, to combine the
resistance and fusing functions in
a single component-the fusible
.

obligation) literature on the following
DEVANT "2"

Name
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L
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4610 N. Lindbergh Blvd.,
Bridgeton, Mo. 63044

Fig. 3. Peak

-limiting resistor
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why stock two?

Raytheon gives you both in one carton

-

can be filled immediately by Raytheon International's
284 types.
Raytheon's 40 years of experience plus the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval provide your customers with
the finest warranty in the business. Add a good healthy
profit margin for you and you have all the reasons for
stocking and selling Raytheon's International line. See
your Raytheon Distributor for complete details.

Raytheon's International line puts high quality and high
where they belong!
profits in one neat package
Raytheon International tubes are designed, manufactured and tested by selected foreign producers in accordance with Raytheon specifications and U.S. industry
standards. Characteristics are controlled for exact interchangeability and newer types are continually being
developed to keep pace with your replacement needs.
Right now, for example, 92% of all socket requirements
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resistor. As its name signifies, this
device has a resistive element which
opens when excessive current passes
through it. Such resistors are often
of plug-in design, such as R2 in the
voltage -doubler power supply shown
in Fig. 4. In other cases, they have
pigtails which allow them to be
soldered into the circuit.
Common resistance values for
fusible resistors are 4.7, 5, 5.6, 7.5,
9, and 22 ohms. Always replace a
fusible resistor with one of the same
type and identical resistance; never
replace one with a conventional
resistor.

Thermistor-Type Protective Devices
The resistance of a tube filament
is low when the tube is cold and
high when it is hot. This variation
introduces a problem in sets employing series-connected filament
strings; when the set is first turned
on, the current can be high enough
to burn out one of the tubes or at
least to shorten their life. As the
tubes come up to normal operating
temperature, their filament resistance rises, and the current settles to
normal.
A filament -protective resistor au -

More useful than euer!
ALL

i

I

COMPLETELY
INTEGRATED

CRT

445

Checks and Corrects
B & W and COLOR
Picture Tube Troubles

THE INDUSTRY'S STANDARD
Most Widely Used Today
by Professional Servicemen
Includes all desired features. Does the job
in a few minutes right in the home without
removing tube from TV set.
SAVES CUSTOMERS-ADDS SERVICE INCOME
MAKES NEW TUBE SALES EASIER

Gives new life to weak or inoperative tubes.
Checks for leakage, shorts, open circuits and
emission. Removes inter -element shorts
and leakage. Repairs open circuits and low
emission. Restores emission and brightness. Life Test checks gas content and predicts remaining useful life of picture tube.
Quickly pays for itself.
Net, $7495
Subscribe to
New
Picture Tube
Information
Service

TESTS AND REJUVENATES
all picture tubes at correct filament voltage from 1 to 12 volts.

TESTS AND REJUVENATES
all Hi G-2 and Lo G-2 picture tubes, including tubes that require as low a G-2
voltage as 30 volts. Supplies all three
necessary voltages: Hi G-2, Low -1 G-2,
and Lo -2 G-2.

TESTS AND REJUVENATES
110°tubes and the new 19"and 23"tubes.

TESTS AND REJUVENATES
color picture tubes, including the new
90° 23' 23BG22. Checks and corrects

UP -DATE YOUR B&K CRT WITH THESE ACCESSORIES
Model C40 Adapter. For use with previous Models 400 and 350 CRT'sto test and rejuvenate TV color picture tubes
and 6.3 volt 110° picture tubes.
Net, $9.95
Model CR48 Adapter. For use with previous Models 400 and 350 CRT'sto test and rejuvenate 110° picture tubes
with 2.34, 2.68, and 8.4 volt filaments.
Net, $4.95

Bak MANUFACTURING CO.

Catalog

DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.

A P21 -R

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Win gold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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Fig. 4. Two types of protective resistors are
often used in television power supplies.

tomatically prevents such a damaging initial surge of current. This
component is a type of thermistor
(thermally-sensitive resistor). It has
a resistance-temperature characteristic opposite to that of the tube
filaments; its cold resistance is high,
and its hot resistance is low. When
the set is first switched on, the thermistor limits the filament current to
a safe value. As the filaments come
up to temperature their resistance
increases. At the same time, the
resistance of the thermistor decreases, and the current is allowed
to reach its normal level. A resistor of this type is shown as R1
in Fig. 4. Such filament -protective
devices are available from most
manufacturers of standard resistors
and resistor elements. Always use
an exact replacement for a broken
or defective filament protector.
Sometimes an entire receiver is
protected by a thermistor-type regulating resistor connected in series
with the power line and the entire
receiver circuit. This type of protector limits a potentially destructive
voltage surge to about 25% of normal, but still allows full voltage to
be applied to the circuit after warmup. These protective resistors are
invaluable when selenium rectifiers
are replaced with silicon diodes, because of the higher voltage output.

each gun of color tube separately.

See Your B&K

Distributor,
or Write for

FUSIBLE
RESISTOR

Conclusion
While much of the information
presented in this article may seem

obvious and elementary, the very
nature of protective devices makes
them easy to overlook or treat
lightly. Such a lapse on your part
can result in damage to the equipment and expenditure of excessive
time, both of which cost you money.
Let these devices do their job, and
you'll receive the benefits.
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FHR
"GOLD -GUARD"
pitting, chipping, rust
GC

FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC RESONANCE...GC'S EXCLUSIVE DESIGN PROCESS!
Colormagic elements resonate on the fundamental harmonics within both the high and
low bands. Colormagic FHR outperforms the average second harmonic TV element by
producing a tight, laser -linked directivity of signcl...highergain! It's in the elements!
anodizing

process

guards against

and corrosion...makes the Colormagic

series the best protected, all-weather line available!

"SOLID- SEMBLED'

GC

construction insures quick, eas
snap securely into place

installation..rigid-lock elements

o

All -New Colormagic Combo,
Couplers permit cross -direction
reception of UHF -VHF -FM antenna combinations...each unit enoased in high impact polystyrene

Compare!
Colormagic Antenna
Systems offer pencil -point polar

15

directivity
...flat plateau response curve...
patterns...laser-linked

no traps or peaks...excellent for
color or black & white TV recep-

-

case...supplied

tion.

Steel
sales

with

stainless

mounting strap. Complete
program available.

lea

fill

you in on this "prestige'' package. CONSIDER THE ELEMENTS
COLORMAGIC! If not stocked locally, write us for name of Distributor nearest you.
See your GC

Distributor! He'll

GC ELECTRONICS CO.
Division of Textron Electronics, Inc.

Western

Plant: 3225

MAIN PLANT:

Exposition

400 S.

Place. Los

INVOLVED! ...then

Angeles

18,

GO

Calif.

Wyman St., Rockford, III., U.S.A.
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Transistorized

TUNERS
A servicing analysis of the newest tuners

The all -channel ruling which became effective on April 30 this year
has many implications of interest to
the television serviceman. The most
important of these implications is
undoubtedly the fact that we are
going to be faced with a little "black
box," the UHF tuner, with which
some may be unfamiliar. Most of
the VHF -only sets will have been
sold by early Fall, and from that
time on, UHF tuners will be increasingly evident in shops throughout
the country.
Most of the UHF tuners that
have reached the market so far have
used tube -type oscillators, but transistorized tuners are becoming more
popular. This is true for several
reasons, not the least of which is
that the advent of economical high frequency transistors has brought
the cost of transistorized tuners in
line with that of tube types, allowing
manufacturers to ride the crest of
solid-state consumer enthusiasm.
There are other practical reasons,
some mechanical and some electrical, which will increase the number
of transistor UHF tuners. A transistor soldered directly into the
oscillator circuit eliminates several

Fig. 1.
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potential problems in mechanical
orientation and does away with the
socket, feedthrough capacitor, and
heater choke. Cooler operation
reduces the effects of heat on
frequency-determining components,
all of which are relatively critical at
ultra -high frequencies A single
model of a transistorized tuner may
be used with either series -string
filaments or transformer -powered
ones, as the tuner requires only one
power connection. Finally, since
most of the troubles in earlier UHF
tuners can be traced to the oscillator
tube, the increased reliability and
longer life expectancy of planarepitaxial NPN transistors promise
greater trouble -free operation. With
the certainty, then, of more transistorized tuners, let's examine them a
little more closely.
.

UHF Fundamentals

Perhaps it would be advisable to
review a few of the peculiarities inherent in working with ultra -high
frequencies. The most characteristic
difference between UHF and VHF
circuits is the manner in which UHF
signals react to standard inductors

Physical and electrical arrangement of a typical series -tuned UHF tank circuit.

REPORTER/September, 1964

by Allen B. Smith

and capacitors. At frequencies in
the region from approximately 450
mc to 900 mc, the familiar helical wound inductors not only exhibit
excessive inductance and distributed
capacitance, but also fail to provide
a suitably high Q for efficient tuned
circuit use. Similarly, the usual
multiplate capacitor suffers from
excessive capacitance and internal
inductance, and its physical design
contributes to high circuit losses.
Since the UHF -TV band is in the
rather awkward region where tuned
cavities are too large and standard
tuned circuits are too inefficient,
UHF tuners utilize inductors and
capacitors of specialized configuration. Generally speaking, an inductor at ultra-high frequencies will be
a single rod or bar, and its companion capacitor will consist of two
or three adjustable plates adjacent
to an extension of the inductor.
Fig. lA shows the construction
of a typical series-tuned resonant
circuit in which the inductor is a rod
with two flattened portions which
form the stator plates of the capacitor. The rotor plates are mounted
on the tuning shaft. The schematic

Fig. 2. Ring

inductor found in some tuners.

HIGH FIDELITY SERVICING...
FAST, EASY. SURE AND PROFITABLE WITH RCA TEST INSTRUMENTS

FM multiplex stereo receiver, using an RCA WR -51A Stereo FM Signal Simulator and an
RCA WO -91A Oscilloscope. Display on scope screen is the trace obtained at the output of a properly aligned discriminator.

Aligning the discriminator in an

O
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WR -311
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RF OU

(A) RCA WR -51A FM STEREO

(C) RCA WA -44C AUDIO

Generates: 4 FM signals-Leff.

Generates sine-wave and square wave signals over range of 20 to
200,000 cps to test audio systems. Used to measure intermod-

SIGNAL SIMULATOR

Stereo, Right Stereo, Special

8
Phase Test, Monaural FM
sine -wave frequencies available
separately or for modulating
100 Mc carrier
FM signals
tuneable ± 0.8 Mc to permit selection of a quiet point in the
FM band. 19Kc subcarrier, crystal -controlled within ± 2 cps 100
Mc sweep signal adjustable from
3
0 to 750 Kc at 60 cps rate
composite stereo output signals.
$249.50*

GENERATOR

ulation distortion, frequency
response, input and output im-

pedance, speaker resonance,
transient response, and phase
shifts.

$98.50*

(D) RCA WV -98C SENIOR
VOLTOHMYST®

For direct reading of peak-to peak voltages of complex wave-

(B) RCA WO -91A 5"
OSCILLOSCOPE

A high-performance, wide -band
'scope-serves as a display type

VTVM. Choice of wide band
(4.5 Mc 0.053 -volt rms/inch
sensitivity) or narrow, high -sensitivity band (1.5 Mc 0.018 volt rms/inch sensitivity).
$249.50*

-

-

forms, rms values of sine -waves,
DC voltages, and resistance.
Color-coded scales differentiate
peak-to -peak from rms readings.
Special 0.5 -volt full scale DC
range for use in low -voltage
transistor circuits. 61/2" meter.
$79.50*
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J
RATIO CET

CN

F-TUNER

RF

OR

LIMITER

DISORIM

SPOT.

30011
ANT
INPUT

SCOPE

(E) RCA WV-76A AC VTVM

Measures AC voltages down to
0.0002 volt. Decibel scale for
measurements from -40 to +40
db. Built-in amplifier which may
be used separately as a preamplifier. Typical applications: fre-

quency response tests; signal
tracing; measurements of audio
level, power level, and gain;

amplifier balancing and general
audio voltage measurements.
$79.95*

Block diagram of
test setup shown above.

(F) RCA WG -360A STEREO
PHASE CHECKER
A quick, simple, positive way to

check phase alignment of low
and mid -range speakers in stereo

systems. Completely "sound powered". For use with a VOM,
VTVM, or oscilloscope. $14.95*
See them all at your Authorized

RCA Test Equipment Distributor.
*Optional Distributor Resale Price

All prices are subject to change without
notice. Prices may be higher in Alaska,
Hawaii and the West.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

basic configurations, differing primarily in mechanical characteristics.
Mechanical Considerations

3.

Fig.

Schematic of inductance-ring type

equivalent is shown in Fig. 1B.
Both the inductor rod and the capacitor plates are silver plated to
minimize losses by "skin effect."
In a second type of UHF tuned
circuit, the inductor is shaped as
shown in Fig. 2. This inductance
ring normally functions as one side
of a tuned line of approximately
one -twelfth wavelength at 470 mc.
The other element of the tuned line
is a flat plate mounted near the ring
and parallel to it. In usual practice,
the plate is one wall of, or a partition in, the tuner. The ring is then
tuned by a rotary contact which
progressively shorts portions of it
to the wall. The radial width of the
ring is tapered to provide a straightline frequency characteristic. The
ring, the adjacent wall, and the
wiper are all silver plated; the ring
has an additional gold flashing to
aid in controlling wear and to avoid
electrochemical erosion of the elements in the inductance circuit. A
schematic representation of this circuit is shown in Fig. 3. Tracking
adjustment at the low edge of the
band (470 mc) is accomplished
with C2, while Cl adjusts tracking
at the high end (890 mc).
Most UHF tuners use some form
of one or the other of these two

A typical UHF tuner is constructed in a rigid, three -compartment case formed from heavy -gauge
copper. Since tuned UHF circuits
depend heavily upon mechanical
rigidity for their stability, this type
of construction provides the required ruggedness and additionally
offers a means of isolating each
stage: the unamplified preselector
input stage, the mixer, and the local
oscillator. Radiation from the oscillator is minimized, and shielding
of the preselector is also enhanced
by the compartmented approach.
Fig. 4 shows typical case construction along with a schematic
representation of the input or pre selector circuit. Each compartment
is approximately the same size as
the others and will contain the
tuned -circuit components for that
stage and some or all of the remaining circuit elements. Coupling between the preselector stage and the
mixer is capacitive, through window
W. The mixer circuit itself is not
tuned; the second tuned line increases image rejection by the pre selector and matches the antenna
circuit to the mixer.
Since the mixer diode is located
in the same compartment as the
second tuned antenna circuit, the
input signal is usually coupled inductively to the diode. In some
tuners, however, the signal is direct coupled to the mixer by means of an
autotransformer. The diode itself
(usually a 1N82A or equivalent) is
most often mounted in a pair of
clips to facilitate replacement or
testing, but may be soldered into the
circuit. A bent loop projecting into
the oscillator compartment through
window M couples the injection
signal from the oscillator to the
mixer.
The oscillator compartment contains the tuning circuit, the trimmers,
and-in most tuners-the oscillator
transistor itself with its related
components. In some tuners, the
oscillator transistor and its companion circuitry are mounted externally.
Basic Circuitry

Fig. 4

Case configuration of typical
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tuner.

For a typical UHF tuner incorporating a tuned passive input, a diode

Fig. 5.

Schematic of a typical UHF tuner.

mixer, and an internally mounted
transistor oscillator, the schematic
will resemble that shown in Fig. 5.
Other types of tuners are essentially
similar-enough so that a single explanation should serve for most
basic circuit functions.
A station signal in the range of
470 mc to 890 mc is coupled to
the first tuned antenna line through
L1, which consists of a few turns of
wire in a loop mounted adjacent to
inductance (rod) L2. The input
line is tuned to frequency by Cl;
capacitor C2 is a trimmer for the
high end and consists of a narrow
metal tab which can be bent toward
or away from the electrostatic field
of Cl.
The signal is coupled to the second section of the antenna line
through window W. The second
line is tuned similarly by C4 and
trimmed at the high end by C3.
Coupling to mixer diode M1 is
inductive since the diode lead is
located in the field of the tuned line.
The oscillator section is mechanically similar to the others, and is
fairly simple electrically. A tuned
line (L5, C9) tunes the modified
Colpitts oscillator; capacitor C6
trims the low end, and trimmer
tab C8, the high end. Operating
voltage is obtained from the low voltage supply in the set through a
series dropping resistor. The supply voltage varies among different
tuners, generally ranging between
12 and 20 volts DC. RF voltage
from the oscillator is coupled to the
anode of the mixer diode by means
of the pickup loop which projects
into the oscillator compartment. IF
output from the mixer is generally
around 40-45 mc.
It is apparent, then, that this little
box which at first seemed a bit
perplexing is really a pretty simple

ALLIANCE C-225...
THE ONLY SOLID STATE
TENNA-ROTOR®

TV's better color getter...
Distributors and dealers are enjoying amazing sales results with
the solid state C-225 Tenna-Rotor®.
Its patented phase -sensing bridge circuit is patterned after scientific test equipment to afford the TV and FM stereo owner life -like
'studio' reception.
Alliance Tenna-Rotors are built to handle today's larger new antennas. They will support, hold and turn any antenna that can be lifted
and placed on them. Careful workmanship and precision components provide longer life and dependable, trouble -free operation.
Check the C-225 "plus" features
silent operation
accurate repeatability
greater sensitivity
constant synchronization
Quality features you expect from the world's leading manufacturer
of antenna rotating devices. Sell the line you sell with confidenceAlliance Tenna-Rotor®l
Order the C-225 and other quality Alliance models today.

The

ALLIANCE

Manufacturing Co., Inc., Alliance, Ohio

(Subsidiary of Consolidated Electronic Industries Corp.)
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component once a few basic considerations are established.
Servicing Hints

Because the basic tuner case is
sturdy, and all components are firmly
mounted to it, we can reasonably
expect few mechanical problems.
The rotor elements of the ganged
tuning capacitors, as a rule, will also
remain trouble free. Barring outright mistreatment, therefore, mechanical faults should be minimal.
The simplicity of the circuitry also
suggests that we could expect few

problems from components. This is
generally true, except in the case of
the transistor itself, and in that of
the diode to a lesser extent.
The 1N82A mixer diode, commonly used in many tuners, has a
good noise figure and high conversion efficiency. In cases where the
picture becomes snowy (sound remains good), the diode should be
suspected. Since most tuners use
a double clip to hold the diode,
replacement is easy; and no realignment will be required.
While mixer faults are relatively

IN THE
PUTS
IN COLOR TV ANALYZING
LOW COST
OU
SERVICE PICTURE AT A VERY
PROFITABLE COLOR TV
A NEW CONCEPT

Checks color, video and picture tube circuits
Checks the overall performance of color TV sets

Provides for fast purity,
convergence and gray scale
tracking adjustments

Color TV set sales are booming
all over the country! To help
progressive servicemen get
their share of the color service
business Mercury has
developed a highly efficient
instrument based on an
ingenious new engineering
concept in color TV analyzing.
The Model 900 Color TV
Analyzer enables you to
tackle color TV servicing
in the home and in the
shop with ease and confidence
at a minimum cost.

`LI.-7>
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s4495

FEATURES

Slightly higher
in the West

Makes all tests dynamically
while color set is in opera-

tion

ido Exclusive circuit eliminates
need of range switches. Just
set element selector and
meter is automatically on
right range

kit

Connects as easily as a picture tube brightener... no
need to get under TV chassis

poi Safety feature ...circuit allows safe measurement up
to 7000 volts on focus grid

your electronics parts
distributor or write for
complete Mercury catalog
See
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MAKE ANY ONE OF THESE TESTS IN MINUTES
TEST each control grid voltage... indicates shorts
or gas in each color gun
TEST each color gun

screen voltage and screen current... indicates
trouble in power supply or boost circuits
TEST
focus voltage..: indicates high voltage or horizontal deflection circuit trouble TEST each cathode
voltage...indicates circuit trouble
TEST each
control grid emission current... indicates shorts
or gas in each color gun
TEST each color gun
cathode emission... indicates dynamic quality of
each color gun.
The Model 900 enables you to cut-out color guns
in any combination and adjust for proper PURITY
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uncomplicated, those contributed by
the transistor are in a different category. Because most manufacturers
solder the transistor into the circuit,
the serviceman is faced with a variety of prospects. Its location in a
rather cramped space means that,
should replacement be required,
extreme caution must be exercised
to keep from damaging nearby
components and to avoid physical
misalignment of frequency -critical
circuit elements. The use of a soldering aid and the application of
heat for short periods only (no
more than five seconds) is recommended by some tuner manufacturers. Most service bulletins also
stipulate the use of 3% silver solder
in all replacement operations involving RF components, including
silvered -button capacitors and feedthroughs. Voltage measurements to
determine proper operation of the
oscillator should be taken from the
manufacturer's service data.
Alignment

Extremely important to the proper servicing of UHF tuners is the
realization that efficient UHF tuner
operation (and therefore proper operation of the entire set) depends
heavily upon correct tuner alignment. Since replacement of any
component in the oscillator compartment will in all probability de tune the entire stage, a complete
realignment is in order whenever
replacements are made. Time consuming? Perhaps yes, initially, but
once the proper equipment setup
and procedure has been established,
you'll find it takes only a few minutes; the rewards in increased tuner
efficiency and customer goodwill
will be large and profitable.
Various manufacturers have different suggestions regarding alignment, but the basic procedure is the
same and requires a UHF sweep
generator with a 300 -ohm matching
pad, an oscilloscope, a marker generator, and a milliammeter to check
the mixer -diode injection current.
The steps prior to alignment are
simple:
1. Allow about 15 minutes warmup
time.
2. Make all adjustments with oscillator cover in place.
3. Check service data for location
of adjustments and for specific
procedures.
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Fig. 6.

How to turn crystal

into gold
You can strike it rich with the new Sonotone line of crystal
cartridges. It offers direct replacements for "Ronette,"
"Vaco" and "BSR" models with typical Sonotone quality.
Here are the extras you get-New improved crystal elements for longer pickup life. Mono ("14T") and stereo
("20T") models. High output voltage. Modern turnover
type for LP, 45 and 78 rpm records. Available with or without mounting brackets or turnover knobs to fit most arms.
Oh yes, they come in a slim, lightweight plastic tonearm,
too. You have a choice of the mono ("14T") or stereo
("20T") cartridge. It's easy to install because it's prewired.
It has a shielded cable, spring mounting post and a plated
finger lift. It's complete with arm rest and all necessary
hardware. Get details today. Write:

SONOTONE
audio products
Sonotone Corp.,
Cartridges

Electronic Applications Div.,WElmsford, New York
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Batteries

Setup for sweep

alignment of tuner.

4. Use matching pad between
sweep generator and tuner input

terminals.
Actual alignment is nearly as
straightforward:
1. Connect tuner output to scope
through circuit similar to that
shown in Fig. 6. Meter has 0-5
ma range. Resistance of R plus
that of the meter should total
20 ohms.
2. Set tuning control to low end
and set marker generator to
specified center of bandpass
curve (check service data). Set
sweep generator at 468 mc.
Adjust low-end trimmer until
marker is centered on curve as
seen on scope.
3. Set tuning control to high end
and sweep generator to 900 mc.
Marker generator remains at
same specified center frequency
as in Step 2. Adjust high -end
trimmer to center marker as in
Step 2.
4. With all controls as in Step 3,
adjust mixer pickup loop by
bending in or out of oscillator
compartment for milliammeter
reading of .75 to 2.25 ma (for
1N82A) .
5. As final check, tune through
entire range (channel 14 to 82)
to see that mixer injection current stays within manufacturer's
tolerance. If it does not, readjust pickup loop until it does.
Conclusion

All-channel transistorized tuners
can mean increased problems for
any serviceman who leaps before he
looks. A few moments spent in a
review of UHF fundamentals and
with the manufacturer's service suggestions can make the "little boxes"
a means of creating among your
customers increased respect for and
confidence in your ability.

...

NEW
JUST $119.50 FOR A
COMPLETE COLOR BAR
GENERATOR WITH EXCLUSIVE
SECO STABILITY!
15 -second warmup for your convenience
Day -long performance without variation
Simple sync control-just vertical and horizontal hold
Work-a -day ruggedness-crystal
controlled in heavy metal case

JUST IN TIME FOR THE BIG BOOM IN COLOR TV!

Cash in on the bigger volume coming from the new lower cost
color TV's. Here are two color bar generators built to take the
toughest use in truck or shop. Fast hookup-just clip on two
antenna leads. Foolproof crystal controlled color bars. Fast warm
up. Highly stable, after just 15 seconds and all day long-speeds
work in home or at bench. Factory set to Channel 3 and can be
tuned to Channels 2 or 4. Steel case. See your electronic supply
dealer or write for information.
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MODEL 980 does everything you need to set up a color TV set
KEYED COLOR BARS for aligning and trouble shooting color
circuitry -10 standard bars.
DOT PATTERN for DC or static
convergence -54 dots.
CROSSHATCH for dynamic convergence,
overscan and linearity adjustments
horizontal bars, 9 vertical
bars.
VERTICAL BARS for adjusting dynamic horizontal convergence controls -9 vertical bars. HORIZONTAL BARS for adjusting
dynamic vertical convergence controls -6 horizontal bars.
ONLY $119.50 net
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SECO a/so manufactures a

MODEL 990 gives you all the deluxe features!
ALL the tests of the Model 980-with these extra advantagesCOLOR GUN KILLER to actuate any combination of guns.
RAINBOW COLOR PATTERN to supplement keyed color bar tests.
VARIABLE DOT PATTERN with 54 or 144 dots of adjustable size.
VARIABLE CROSSHATCH with 6 or 16 horizontal bars.
VARIABLE HORIZONTAL BARS with 6 or 18 lines.
GREY RASTER for tests required on older sets.
ONLY $149.50 net

full fine of tube testers
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DOLLAR & SENSE

Sewieúay
in this regard. A little investigation will enable you to
make a good estimate of the number of customers you
can expect to attract. You may find that a considerable

by James M. Moore

market for rental equipment exists.
Schools in particular are making extensive use of

sound equipment. Complex intercom and audio -

AUDIO
-SIDELINE

MAINLINE?

or

Whenever you contemplate adding a new line to your
present servicing (or selling) business, there arises the
immediate question-is the new undertaking to be a
sideline or mainline? That is to say, will it merely be
an addition to your present activities, or do you plan
to make the new line your predominant one? In
arriving at a decision, a number of factors must be
considered: Is there a lasting demand for this particular product or service? If such a demand doesn't
already exist, can it be created? If new investments
are necessary, can they be reconciled with the expected
volume of business? By arriving at honest answers to
these questions, you can determine how extensively you
should go into the new business activity.
Is There A

Market?

Obviously, you can't expect a new business line to
be successful if nobody is interested in buying your
goods or services. Therefore, the first step in deciding
whether to start such an enterprise is to analyze the

potential market.
Types of Markets

The reproduction of sound finds application in many
different ways. The one that first comes to mind is
the area of home entertainment-high fidelity. Several
factors influence the demand for high-fidelity equipment
in a given area. The people's tastes in music influence
how fidelity -conscious they are. If most of the people
in a community have modest incomes, the market for
costly stereo systems will be small. On the other hand,
in an area of high -income families there is a good
prospect of selling and servicing expensive stereo highfidelity equipment. In an area of the latter type, the
technician who really knows audio can earn a sizeable
income by making custom installations. Naturally,
these factors are variable, but as a member of the
community you should have a pretty good idea about
conditions in your locality.
A demand for public-address and intercom systems
can be encouraged in most communities. Churches,
manufacturing plants, and schools are prime prospects
72
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distribution systems are finding increased use. Audio
teaching aids of numerous types are being used for
language instruction and other purposes. Even though
such systems may already be installed, they represent
potential servicing jobs in the event you decide to
go into that phase of the business. If you decide to
establish a really ambitious audio department, you may
want to seek some design and/or installation projects
as well. Keep in mind, though, that activity of this
sort requires highly specialized skills and tools. If you
enter such a field poorly prepared, you will very likely
be in for trouble.
One good way to build up an audio servicing business
is to sign a contract to do service work for one or more
retailers, discount houses, etc., who sell audio equipment. This can bring you a sizeable portion of the
market in one stroke. You may also choose to collect
the results of your market survey and use them as a
selling point in obtaining service contracts or dealer
franchises from one or more manufacturers or suppliers
of audio equipment.
Competition

Another important factor to be considered in evaluating your potential market is the nature of the competition. If a competitor is already catering to the audio
trade, you must be especially careful in evaluating the
demand. Is there really enough business for more than
one shop? Remember that when you enter the picture
your competitor is going to step up his efforts, and
he will have the advantage of being already established.
Also consider the possibility that other shops not now
engaged in the audio business may follow your lead
in entering the field. You must be prepared to do a
competitive selling job. If you can't reconcile the
effort required with the expected results, you would
be well advised not to enter the field at all.
If you are in a one -shop community, you may really
have no choice about being in the audio business,
particularly as far as servicing is concerned. People
will naturally bring their audio-equipment problems to
you. You may find that you can increase this business
with a little promotion. Furthermore, you may be able
to use this service activity to launch the sale of audio
equipment.
In case you are in a small community, you should
be watchful for one further element of competition:
The fact that you have no local competitor doesn't
mean that you'll have no competition at all in the audio
business. In a specialized field such as this, dealers
and servicemen frequently extend their activities to
neighboring communities, especially to the suburbs of
larger cities. Sometimes they operate over rather wide
areas. Of course, this principle can work both ways;
you may decide to expand the geographic scope of
your own activities.
Other Factors

When evaluating your market, consider whether it
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of a temporary or long-term nature. In a highly
specialized endeavor, business may boom for a time,
but then the market may become saturated. This
condition is unlikely to arise in servicing (unless the
particular type of equipment becomes obsolete), but
it should be given some thought with regard to sales.
You can obtain useful information about the extent
of the market by talking to your present customers,
to retailers, etc. Try to estimate in terms of dollars
and cents the amount of business you can expect from
each category you investigate. As you study your
market, other important factors may become evident.
Investigate each of them carefully. Your estimate of
potential business volume provides the basis for giving
more intelligent thought to some other important
considerations.
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Even though all electronics equipment is based on
the same general operating principles, each type presents its own peculiar servicing problems. In audio
you may encounter some unusual circuits; and if you
are in the business very long, you are bound to be
faced with mechanical devices, such as tape transports,
turntables, and record -changer mechanisms. These are
high -precision machines and must be treated as such.
In most audio applications, a higher level of equipment performance is demanded than is usually required
in TV. This is especially true of high-fidelity installations; the really serious enthusiast will not settle for
anything less than the best possible performance from
his entire system. Don't be surprised if this customer
hears distortion or other abnormalities that you can't.
You'll find that routine methods aren't sufficient to
produce the extra reduction of distortion or hum that
he demands. In summary, audio servicing, if done
right, requires special equipment, knowledge, skills,
and tolerance of the customer's viewpoint.

OHIO

If you are going to limit your activities to servicing
amplifiers and tuners alone, you may be able to get
by with the test equipment you already have. However,
you'll need some specialized test aids to service tape
machines. A few other specialized test instruments
will enable you to do a thorough job on amplifiers
and tuners as well.
With these requirements in mind, a fully equipped
audio service shop should have, in addition to the usual
equipment: a good -quality scope, a low -distortion
audio generator, a good RF generator (preferably a
sweep generator), a distortion meter, an audio voltmeter (covering 1 my to 300 volts), a wow and flutter
meter, a stroboscopic speed gauge, and at least one
alignment tape.
Most of these items are moderately priced and are
available from several sources. Even so, and even if
you already have some of the equipment, a sizeable
equipment investment is indicated. If you set up a
separate audio department, the equipment you already
have will probably need to be duplicated. As you
add up your projected equipment costs, the value of a
thorough market investigation will become increasingly

apparent.

41

Many successful shops do servicing work without,
say, a wow and flutter meter. You will have to evaluate
your need for each test instrument with respect to the
kinds and number of repair jobs you expect to handle.
Keep in mind that if you are going to undertake this
type of work, you should try to provide the best
service possible.
Training and Experience

As a serviceman, you know that the best test
equipment made is of no value unless the technician
knows how to operate it, what tests to make, why he
makes them, and how to interpret the test results. To
be fully competent in the field of audio-particularly
in system design and installation-the technician must
have knowledge of electronics, mechanics, acoustics,
and sometimes even interior decorating. All this knowledge cannot be acquired overnight. You will have to
read-and study-publications on the subject, talk to
others in the business, enroll in a formal training
course, or undertake a combination of these. All of
this, of course, involves the expenditure of time and
money. You'll have to weigh the expense against the
results you expect to achieve.
There is, of course, a quicker way to obtain the
advantages of audio -servicing training and experience:
Hire a new man for the department. Obviously the
amount of new business must do far more than offset
the expense of paying this added employee; and if he
is competent, you'll have to pay him well. Furthermore,
you may have some difficulty finding such a man.
Nevertheless, if you decide that you can attract enough
business to keep a full-time audio man busy, this may
be your best approach.
Other Considerations

An important factor to consider in both service and
sales is the inventory you'll have to maintain. Do you
have the necessary space? Can you justify tying up
a substantial amount of money in parts and merchandise? From time to time you'll have need for unusual
replacement parts. Can you afford to stock a variety
of these? Will you have to stock them, or can they
be obtained with relative speed from a distributor or

other source?

Communications, mobile radio...
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FCC License. It will permit you to operate and maintain
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Our training programs will quickly prepare you for
a First-Class Commercial Radio Telephone License
with a Radar Endorsement. Should you fail to pass
the FCC examination after completing your course,
you will get a full refund of all tuition payments. You
get an FCC License ... or your money back!
You owe it to yourself, your family, your future to get
the complete details on our "proven effective" Cleveland Institute home study. Just send the coupon below
TODAY. There's no obligation.

Mail Coupon TODAY For FREE Catalog

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

1776 E. 17th St., Dept. PF -16
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send FREE Career Information prepared to help me get ahead in

How to Succeed
in Electronics

Electronics, without further obligation.
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CHECK AREA OF MOST

INTEREST-

D

Electronics Technology
Industrial Electronics
Broadcast Engineering

D
D
D

First Class FCC License
Electronic Communications
Advanced Engineering

Your present occupation
Name
(please

a
1MClMNe..
Age

Age

print)

Address

vv

City

"I can get it to do that."

L
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Zip
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CAN MEAN EXTRA
PROFITS FOR YOU!

DURA -GOLD

16.95

FINISH

MODEL
Y -7-G

The Y -7-G is an excellent all channel UHF
YAGI antenna. Sold in a "Big 6 Pack" carton
that contains 7 antennas (one free) completely
factory pre -assembled. Stacking kits are also
available for the Y -7-G.

2 NEW GOLD
UHF ANTENNAS
GUARANTEED FOR BLACK AND WHITE OR COLOR

Antennacraft's famous Model G-1483, UHF antenna operates on an extremely efficient, patented principle. It is available in several different models and can also be stacked for fringe

area reception.
dependable
antenna that

A

completely
factory pre assembled.
Saves time and
"call backs."
is

DURA-GOLD

FINISH

Pat. No.
2918672

$9.95

See your distributor about these two big antenna values. Be ready for the UHF boom.

'

BETTER BUILT FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE

NTENNACRAFT
Automatic Channel Selector
TV ANTENNAS
BURLINGTON,

IOWA
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Whether you engage in sales, service, or both, your
shop must present a neat and clean appearance. If you
plan to sell audio equipment, you must make provisions
for displaying it. To do this effectively may require
revamping your display area. First be sure you have
enough space; then consider the best display method
to use. In the case of high-fidelity equipment, you'll
want to be able to give some sort of demonstration of
systems and components. This means that the room
should have reasonably good acoustics and be as free
as possible from extraneous noise.
How Much Audio?

With your data collected and organized, you are
ready to sit down and do some figuring. For each
alternative you consider, compare your income estimate
with the total projected cost. In this way you can
evaluate how extensive an audio effort, if any, you
should undertake. When listing estimated expenses,
don't forget increased expenditures for taxes, insurance,
rent, heat, light, interest, etc., where applicable. Make
allowance too for extra advertising and promotional
expenses.
There are several degrees of involvement you may
wish to consider. You may want to try promoting
audio servicing with no additional investment, using
your present facilities. In most instances you will be
limited in the results you can achieve with this method.
You may be operating very near to capacity already,
and have little time to do justice to a sideline. It may
develop that you will not be able to handle all the jobs
that come into your shop, and you may have to turn
some customers away. This is no way to expand
business. On the other hand, if the potential servicing
volume seems small, you may be able to absorb it into
your operation with little trouble.
At the other extreme, a large market potential may
indicate the need for a complete audio sales and service
department. Since you stand to lose a great deal here
if you fail, great caution is indicated in considering this
possibility.
No matter how good the prospects might appear, it
would be inadvisable-if not downright foolhardy-to
completely abandon your present, successful business
in favor of a new, untried venture. However, if your
new department proves successful, you may decide to
make a complete transition later. This is not to say
you should avoid all risk; there is a degree of risk
involved in every business venture. That is what justifies a profit on your investment.
Conclusion

There is no mathematical formula you can use to
determine whether or not to add a new line of business
to your present activities. Similarly, no magazine
article can give you a foolproof answer to this question.
We have presented here some ideas to provide a starting
point for your thinking. As you study the problem,
other aspects peculiar to your own situation will present
themselves. Consider them all carefully in terms of
dollars and cents. Don't plunge blindly into a new line
of business just because you feel you must try something
new. Think first; weigh the pros and cons, and then
make a decision according to your best judgment.

Photo Courtesy Ford Motor Co

ENTER THE BIG

PHOTOFACT®

"WIN -A -MUSTANG" CONTEST!
EVERYONE WHO ENTERS

IS A WINNER!
FIRST PRIZE
New 1964 Mustang Sports Car
(as illustrated)

SECOND PRIZE
Luxurious Mink Stole

THIRD PRIZE
Ladies Elgin Diamond Wrist Watch

All entrants will receive a
special gift just for entering
this PHOTOFACT contest...
Contest period is open between September
1, 1964 and December 31, 1964. Entry
forms are available from your Sams Distributor or from Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Inc. (only one entry per contestant accepted). All you do is fill out the entry
form, and have it validated by your Distributor. Winners will be determined by a
drawing. (Contest limited to U.S.A.; not

YOU'RE ELIGIBLE IF YOU USE PHOTOFACT
the world's finest TV-Radio service data

-

The contest is open to everyone who: 1 is a subscriber
to PHOTOFACT or one of the new PHOTOFACT Specialized
Series-or-2-owns a PHOTOFACT Library of 60 or more
Sets. There is nothing to do except fill out the entry form.
Everyone has an equal chance to win at the drawing.
Contest closes December 31, 1964, and all entry forms
must be postmarked before January 1, 1965. Enter this
worthwhile contest now

valid where prohibited by State or local laws.)

!

GET YOUR ENTRY FORM FROM YOUR

DO IT

SAMS DISTRIBUTOR OR SEND COUPON

TODAY!
ra

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC., Dept. PFF-9
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
E Send my entry form for the "Win -A -Mustang" Contest

DRAWING WILL BE HELD ON
JANUARY 15, 1965

E
E

winners will be notified

Name

I

I

am presently a subscriber to a PHOTOFACT Service
am not a subscriber to a PHOTOFACT Service

Shop

Address

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46206

State

City
My

Distributor is:

Zip

two
way

talk

RADIO AMATEURS

AREN'T SO

BAD !
by Howard

Relations between service technicians and amateur radio operators
are frequently far from cordial.
Hams receive the blame for all
kinds of radio and TV interference
problems, and the word "amateur"
is often taken to mean "careless"
or "incompetent." Contary to the
views of more than a few owners

of radio -TV sales and service
shops, the radio amateur is not just
a kid playing around with a toy
about which he knows little. Many
hams have investments which equal
or surpass those in many commercial shops, and they have technical
knowledge and experience which
often rival those of many shop
owners and technicians. There is no
reason why the electronic service-

S.

Pyle

man and the amateur can't be
friends, and there are some good
reasons why they should be.
During many years as a traveling
salesman for wholesale distributors
of radio and TV equipment, it was
more or less incumbent on me to
make suggestions to my customers
that could conceivably increase their
own sales possibilities. Since I was
a radio amateur, it occurred to me
that here was a field which the
owners of radio -TV sales and service shops had more or less neglected. Many of them seemed to
have adopted the attitude that the
radio ham was just a nuisance who
caused snow or wiggles on the customers' screens.
A few dealers, however, ap-

Amateurs have-and are entitled to-many social contacts over the air, but they also perform many valuable public services when they are needed; often during emergency situations.
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proached what the others considered
to be a problem from a different
angle. Instead of simply blaming
their interference problems on the
"
radio ham next door," they
took a more realistic viewpoint.
Where the source of interference
with either radio or TV reception
appeared to boil down to a neighboring amateur radio station, these
dealers first approached the amateur
and, in an amiable mood, discussed
the situation with him. In the majority of cases, cooperation was immediately forthcoming. The amateur
was not at all anxious to be guilty
of interfering with his neighbor's
radio or TV reception.
When interference difficulties
began to take on alarming proportions, amateurs, dealers, and manufacturers of radio and TV receivers
worked out a method whereby all
concerned were satisfied. Manufacturers of TV equipment, for example, cooperated to the extent of
changing the intermediate frequencies of their equipment to avoid
pickup from near-by amateur radio
stations. Many others supplied their
retail dealers with filter systems
which were installed on the customers' sets; the manufacturer and the
dealer cooperatively absorbed the
small cost involved. Where this was
not effective, the amateur radio enthusiast himself, when shown that
his equipment was at fault, spent the
few dollars necessary to modify his
own apparatus to eliminate the annoyance. In many instances, particularly in localities having amateur
radio clubs, "interference committees" assisted the individual amateur
in locating the source of trouble.
True, malicious or repeated interference did, at one time, constitute
enough of a problem to warrant the
setting up of strict regulations by
the Federal Communications Commission. Such regulations, carrying
rather severe penalties for offenders,
are still very much in existence.
Fortunately, through the cooperation of the amateur -radio fraternity
as a whole, instances of flagrant
violations have become quite rare
even though the growth of amateur
radio activity has become almost
phenomenal in recent years. Thus
the amateur isn't so bad after all.
From a sales -promotion standpoint, how many dealers take

your next customer:

cars on the road-around

You can't know if he'll be smiling or angry, wearing a suit or a
sports shirt, or driving a 6 or an 8.
One thing you can be reasonably
sure of, though. You'll be able to
service his radio with Delco parts.

That's because nearly half the

simply
Atlanta

Boston
Chicago

Detroit

Los Angeles

Minneapolis
Newark
San Francisco
Seattle

Cedar 7-1501
Wella 3-3100
437-5300
584-1025
Dunkirk 5-6487
331-4811
297-3300
Landscape 6-8221
Parkway 2-4477

-

them have Delco
radios. And you can service most
other kinds of radios with Delco
parts, too. The line is that broad.
What does this mean? Simply
that it makes good sense to stock
and use genuine Delco parts. For
better servicing. For fewer customer complaints. For the convenience of getting most of the
parts you need quickly and reliably from one source: your United
Delco supplier.
25,000,000 of

Call him today for our big detailed catalog. (To learn who your
nearest United Delco supplier is,
phone any of the numbers listed
below. Ask for the Zone Service

Manager.)
Delco Radio electronic service
parts and electro-mechanical devices are distributed nationally
through United Delco.
rennesantalaaninallaS

Delco
Dallas
Cleveland
Denver

Indianapolis
Buffalo
Philadelphia
St. Louis
New Orleans

Pittsburgh
Omaha

Memphis

Fleetwood 2-8471
671-6460

V
United
Delco

Cincinnati
Charlotte

Keystone 4-0273
Melrose 6-4351

Jacksonville
Houston
Washington, D.0

Jefferson 3-4230

New York
Kansas City

TF 2-5362
Garfield 3-8200
523-4281
1-6551
558-0225
Jackson 5-6471

Court

El Paso

-

Cherry
Edison
Exbrook
Jackson

1-2310
4-8671
8-5755
6-4338
Juniper 8-7494
Keystone 3-1651
Judson 2-3824
Fairfax 1-3900
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Coming in the
OCTOBER issue

DON'T

.

REPAIR
STEREO

PHONOS!
Highlights of 1965 TV Lines
Read our popular annual report on the new

black -and -white chassis.

Shrunken Rasters
Be armed with answers when this trouble
appears.

Applied Reasoning for Auto
proven
and temper.
Use these

2 -Way

Sets

techniques to save time

Transistor Power Supplies

Understand these circuits
quickly and easily.

so

you can service

them

New Sound From Old Cabinets
Don't throw old cabinets
back to life.

away-bring

them

Make the Most of Your Attorney
What you don't know can hurt you; don't
let ignorance of the law cause you trouble.

plus. .
Symfact
The Troubleshooter
.

Notes on Test Equipment
and many more features to ease your job
and raise your profits.
.

.

.

Enter my subscription to PF REPORTER
and send me free book(s) checked.

E
E
E
D

3

Years $10.00

D

2

Years $8.00

The Troubleshooter's Handbook No.

1

Year $5.00

2

Servicing Industrial Electronics
Servicing TV from Tuner to Picture Tube

Symfoct Handbook
Check one of above for each year you subscribe

E

Bill Me

Remittance Enclosed

Extend Present Subscription
Please Check
Owner. Mgr.

E

Your

Business

n

Classification

Employee

Service Mgr.

Independent Radio, TV
Serviceman

Retailer with
Department

Industrial Electronics

Other (Specfiy occupa
tion and title)

Service

Service
-

Name
Firm

Address

City

State

7ip Code

Take this coupon to your distributor, or moil to: Howard
W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianap-

olis, Indiana

964

Most amateur radio operators assemble their
stations from quality components, and they
have the technical know-how required to
operate and maintain their station properly.

advantage of the opportunity to
establish acquaintanceships in this
"other world" of radio
amateur
communication? This is where a
considerable number of radio -TV
dealers "miss the boat." Consider
for a moment that the average radio
amateur is just another guy like
you. Perhaps he is a "white-collar
worker" at an industrial plant.
When the whistle blows, he can
come home, eat his dinner, look
at the paper, and then take off for
his ham shack. Or, perhaps he is
a high school student; after finishing
his homework, he can converse, via
radio, with a buddy a thousand or
more miles away.
If you show an interest in any
of these hams
help him with
his minor technical problems, test
his tubes, or check his gear for
a loosely soldered connection
you've made a friend. When he
needs professional electronics service, where will he go, or whom
will he suggest? You, if you have
befriended him.
Perhaps a neighbor will consult
your ham friend, feeling that a
radio amateur has knowledge of all
there is to know in the field of
electronics. If this neighbor wants
to buy a new TV or radio set, hi-fi
or stereo equipment, etc., who is
the radio ham going to mention?
His friend, the local radio -TV
dealer-serviceman.
Get the picture? Isn't it about
time that you cashed in on this opportunity? The radio ham can be
not only one of your best friends
but also one of your greatest business boosters.

-

(Modernize them with
the Positive Scratch
Protection of a new
E

-V featheride!)

It's as easy as exact

replacement-and

much more profitable! Upgrade your
stereo phono customers to featheride
performance and record protectionuntil now only available with highpriced console phonographs and custom hi-fi systems.

-

-

Exclusive E -V featheride mechanism
lifts needle off record before accidents
can damage grooves. Unique soft felt
pad absorbs all shocks.
featheride high compliance design
keeps tracking pressure low for longer
record life-two models match all
modern changers. Specially designed

mount permits tracking even badly
warped records every time!

If

a

featheride cartridge prevents

damage to just one record, your customer has saved the slight extra cost.
Start installing today's most wanted

phono feature-E-V featheride-available at your E -V distributor's today.
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 947R.
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

eatherídé`'r
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND
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no
gamble!
is

Actual
Size

when you specify

dipped Mylar' paper
ELIV1ENCO
-

you bet on the parts used. Make sure the odds
Every time you make a call ... service a circuit ... change a component
are in your favor with miniaturized Elmenco Dipped Mylar-Paper (DP) capacitors. Over 100 million are in use now,
because Elmenco DP capacitors give missile quality at commercial cost. Whether for radio -TV repairs, or critical
industrial circuitry, reliable, dependable, rugged Elmenco capacitors eliminate profit -killing callbacks and customer
complaints. Elmenco DP capacitors operate at 125°C without derating, are completely moisture proof, and are up to 50%
smaller than comparable types. You can substitute values in a capacitor, but never virtues. Ask for Elmenco, and be
sure you get it. Elmenco DP capacitors are available from stock only at authorized ARCO distributors throughout the U.S.A.
*Reg. Du Pont Trademark.

ARCO'S RESERVE WAREHOUSES
You can get your Elmenco (DP) capacitors in

any quantity within 24 hours from coast to
coast. They're stocked in depth at Arco's
reserve warehouses serving authorized Arco
distributors throughout the nation. Call your

Arco distributor today!

ARCO

516 HU 7-0500
Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y.
Los Angeles 35
Branches: Dallas 7
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Notes on Test Equipment
analysis of test instruments

... operation ... applications

by Stephen Kirk

Color Generator
cal lines, horizontal lines, and color
signals. The video signals are either applied directly to a receiver circuit or
used to modulate a carrier injected into
the TV set at the IF or on any one of
several channels (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
12, 13).
In addition to the pattern signals, the
following outputs are available at panel
jacks: horizontal and vertical grid- and
plate -drive signals, a bias voltage adjustable from 0 to plus or minus 25
volts, a 900 -cps audio signal, a 4.5 -mc

For your
background
music installations

carrier frequency modulated at 900 cps,
color-burst signals, a color-subcarrier
signal of adjustable amplitude, and sync
signals of adjustable amplitude and
either polarity. Provision is also made
for a signal to directly drive a vertical
yoke and for a shorted -turns tests.
The circuits of the 1074 are laid out
on three separate printed boards. One
board contains the 189-kc crystal oscillator and the frequency dividers, the second contains the color and sound cir-

Fig. 1. Versatile unit provides wide selection
of signals for use in servicing color TV sets.

new
Quarr
speakers
5.

Over the hubbub of other sounds, background music has to be audible without
being obtrusive. Ordinary public address
speakers, designed for capturing the
primary attention of the audience, are
not the answer. These new Quam
Speakers-especially designed to handle
background music-are.

The B & K Model 1074 (Fig. 1.) is
streamlined version of the 1076 TV
Analyst, except that it does not have a
flying -spot scanner for reproducing transparencies on the TV screen. Instead, it
uses crystal -controlled oscillators and
multivibrator frequency -divider circuits
to develop crosshatch lines, dots, verti a

ro
900
CPS

189-KC
CRYSTAL
OSC

31.5-KC
MV

900 -CPS

180 -CPS

60 -CPS

MV

MV

MV

MV

VERT

GRID -DRIVE
AMP

VERT

GRID
DRIVE
+
15

Quam offers you five background
music speakers, three eight -inch models
and two twelve -inch. All have ceramic
magnets; four of these new units are
extended range units with dual cones;
two of the new speakers offer very
shallow construction. (Complete specifications are given in the new Quam
Catalog 63
now available on
request.) They meet the traditional
Quam standards of utmost quality and
performance satisfaction.

4.5 -KC

750-CPS
MV

450 -CPS

4.5 -MC

MV

FM OSC

4.5
MC
HORIZ

GRID-DRIV

HORIZ
GRID
DRIVE

AMP

BURST
KEYER

...

PLATE -DR

IVE.©

AMP

-O

r
PATTERN

COLOR

SWITCH

DELAY

Remember Quam-for forty years the
Quality Line for all your speaker needs.

3.58 MC
ti-

OSC

PLATE

DRIVE

to

HIGH LEVEL
SYNC AMP

CRYSTAL

--e

PARA PHA SE

AMP

SYNC

reo
BURST

VIDEO
AMP -SYNC
ADDER

UAM

EAST MARQUETTE ROAD

CHICAGO

37,
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RF GEN

RF MOD
RF

ILLINOIS

Fig. 2.

Simplified functional diagram shows how signals are generated in

B

& K

-IF

1074.

cuits, and the third contains the RF -oscillator, modulator, and sync circuits.
The functional block diagram in Fig.
2 shows the signal -generating portions
of the 1074. One output of the 189-kc
crystal oscillator is used to synchronize
a 31.5-kc multivibrator, and another
output is shaped and used to produce
vertical lines. This output goes to the
pattern switch. The 31.5-kc multivibrator synchronizes the 15,750-cps and 4.5
kc dividers and is used to set the phase
of color information in the color -bar
display. The 15,750-cps divider feeds
the horizontal grid -drive amplifier, provides horizontal sync pulses, keys the
color burst, and controls the phase of
the 450 -cps multivibrator.
The 4.5-kc divider between the 31.5kc and 900 -cps stages is used only as
an intermediate divider to increase longterm stability. Four outputs are taken
from the 900 -cps multivibrator: One
controls the frequency of the 450 -cps
horizontal line source. (The two inputs
to the 450-cps stage insure that each
horizontal test line is one raster -line
wide and coincides with the beginning
and end of a horizontal scan interval.)
The second 900-kc output is used as
a direct audio source, the third is used
to frequency modulate the 4.5 -mc oscillator, and the fourth synchronizes the
180 -cps intermediate divider and stabilizing counter for the 60 -cps multivibrator. The 60 -cps divider is the source of
vertical sync pulses and also excites the
vertical grid -drive amplifier.
Video information is a composite of
pattern components and necessary sync
signals selected with the pattern switch.
The composite output is obtained from
a paraphase amplifier that has either
positive or negative output. The composite signal is also fed to the RF

modulator.
The sync signals are fed separately to
a paraphase amplifier to provide either
positive or negative output. The sync
control varies the amplitude from 0 to
50 volts at the SYNC OUTPUT jack.
The color signal is generated by a
3.58 -mc crystal -controlled oscillator. A
sample of this signal is fed through the
horizontal multivibrator (15,750 cps) so
it will start (as far as the output is concerned) during the horizontal sync interval; thus the color burst portion of
the composite video signal is formed.
Another output from this crystal oscillator is fed to a delay line. The amount
of delay, controlled by a panel switch,
determines which of seven different colors is transmitted to the receiver. For
example, when the color switch is set to
RED, the screen color on the TV set
should be red if the hue or tint controls
on the set are correctly adjusted. Whatever color is selected, there is a black
vertical reference bar (keyed by the
31.5-kc divider) in the center of the
screen. This makes it easy to check or
set up color demodulators.
It is impossible to discuss here all
the possible tests and checks that you
can make with the 1074. The outputs

EASY TO SELL

..

EASY TO

USE...

EASY TO MAINTAIN

2 -WAY RADIO FOR THE BOOMING CB MARKET!
Never before this performance breakthrough! Never before this big
chance for you to cash in on the fast-growing 2 -way radio market ..
for car, boat, home, business, office. The Courier 23 has unequalled
performance with dollar for dollar value others can't match. It features
dual conversion, transistor power supply, 23 crystal controlled channels
and
and more features CB users want. It is priced at $189.50.
that includes all crystals, mounting brackets, power cords and noise with
cancelling microphone. Best of all, the Courier 23 is "hot"
wide acceptance everywhere!
.

.

.

.

.

.

CAN YOUR FIRM QUALIFY AS AN AUTHORIZED GC p. DEALER?
.
radio and/or communications equipment .
the desire to install and service this equipment
.
an established
business reputation and a good credit rating
a real interest in a
dynamic new product with dramatic profits. These are the requirements. Write today for details!

A sound knowledge of

.

...

.

.

r

7
d@.[1

electronics communications inc., Dep't Q
56 hamilton ave., white plains, n.y.
Please send full details on the Courier 23 and an e.c.i. dealership.
name

firm name
address

city

zone

state
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are so flexible and varied

Be a wise owl

!

to
simplify
installation,
How

increase profit
on all -channel
UHF

converters!

Model UC100A. Modern, 2 -tone
design with brushed gold knobs.

Improved for greater reliability ... priced for greater
profits! New Admiral UHF
Converters use a 2 -speed ball bearing planetary drive for easy
single -knob channel selection.
Trouble free 3 -gang tuning
provides years of dependable
service.

The latest nuvistor I.F. amplifier circuits give power to
spare. Even fringe area reception can be clearer with added
picture power. We've tested all
makes-here's the best
Installation is easy, too. Use
just a screwdriver to connect
the antenna lead and 300 ohm
lead to any TV set.
And the remarkable Admiral
price makes your "profit picture" look better than ever
before.
Economy model UC100B also available
contact your
Admiral Distributor now
.
start pocketing bigger profits
right away
!

...

..

that they become even more useful as you learn
more about what to expect in various
situations. The examples that follow illustrate typical applications of the
instrument.
One case involved a color set used
in an apartment building equipped with
an antenna distribution system. Black and -white could be received okay, but
color could not. In a situation like this
it is almost natural to suspect the distribution system, but the technician decided
to connect the 1074 to the receiver antenna terminals to make sure. Color appeared and remained in sync even when
the RF gain control of the 1074 was
turned low enough to produce a snowy
picture on the screen. This indicated that
the color circuits were okay. The technician was on the verge of condemning
the antenna distribution system when he
noticed that the lead-in from the antenna to the set had been neatly bundled,
tied with a cord, and placed inside the
cabinet of the set. Removing the excess
lead restored normal operation.
In a set that had no high voltage, we
disconnected the plate cap from the
6BQ6 horizontal amplifier and inserted
a signal from the 1074 PLATE DRIVE jack.
The high voltage came on. Next, we
moved to the grid of the 6BQ6 and inserted a signal from the HORIZ GRID
DRIVE jack. Again there was high voltage. This pointed definitely to trouble in
the horizontal oscillator or phase detector. A couple of voltage measurements
in the oscillator stage revealed that the
plate resistor had changed value.
We were particularly interested in the
patterns for setting up color sets. We
converged several sets made by different
manufacturers. In every case there was
no tendency for the patterns to move,
weave, or jitter. Lines and dots both
were thin and clearly defined, which
made convergence much less of a chore.
The modulated 4.5 -mc signal is a
boon in troubleshooting audio IF stages.
We had no trouble tracing a loss of
sound to a defective takeoff trap in the
video circuit of a receiver with a reflex
sound circuit.
We had no trouble in locating the defective tuner in a set that was without

sound or picture. Injecting an IF signal
from the 1074 into the first IF grid
of the set produced a pattern on the
screen; this furnished all the proof we
needed.
The 1074 can be put to good use in
aligning tuners on sets that are to be
used on a cable TV system. The range of
fine tuning can be checked to make sure
that a slight drift in frequency will not
prevent the customer from tuning in a
good picture.
It appears that overall sensitivity of a
particular set can be checked with fair
accuracy, especially if the settings of
the RF GAIN control are noted for sets
that are in good working order. By turning the control until snow first appears
in the picture, a pretty good reference
point can be established for two -IF sets,
three -IF sets, and sets with various tuner
types.
One thing we've not mentioned so far
is the shorted -turns indicator circuit.
This is essentially the same circuit that
is used in the 1076. It is rather sensitive
and may occasionally indicate that a
good transformer is bad. However, we

"It wasn't your TV set smoking and
groaning after all, lady."

TV TUNERS

wise... standardize on

admirai
ALL -CHANNEL

UHF CONVERTERS
Always Precision Crafted Quality
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REBUILT OR
EXCHANGED

ALL TYPES

!

Be

*

9.9n

Including all parts and labor
(except broken

wafers-billed

at cost)

Normally shipped same day received
90 day full guarantee
U/V combinations $17.95
FREE-II Mailing carton sent to you on request

Phone REpublic 3-9189

L. A. TUNER EXCHANGE
Circle 52 on literature card

4611 West Jefferson Blvd.
Angeles 16, California

Los

found no case where a flyback checked
good that was really defective. (This
might sometimes happen if the transformer were breaking down only under
high -voltage stress.)

For further information, circle 73 on
literature card

Low -Voltage Supply

the 1.5v/ 15v position, these voltage
ranges are available: 0 to 1.5 volts at
the Low jack, 0 to 7.5 volts at the INT
jack, and 0 to 15 volts at the HIGH jack.
When the switch is in the 30v position,
0 to 28 volts is available at the HIGH jack,
and the other outputs are disabled. Two
current ranges. 0 to 30 ma and 0 to 150
ma, are included. These measure current
drawn from ,the HIGH jack only. A panel
lamp indicates when excessive current is
drawn and serves as a fuse in the event
of severe overload or failure of a component in the supply.
Two half-wave rectifiers are operated
from a tapped transformer (Fig. 4). One
of these rectifies the DC output; the
other, in conjunction with a zener diode
and a control potentiometer, supplies
reference voltage to the base of the

Be a wise owl!

How to

cut inventory,
increase profit
on picture

tubes!

regulator transistor.

compact power supply provides
voltages for variety of transistor devices.

Fig. 3. This
DC

The Seco Model RPS-5 (Fig. 3) is a
regulated power supply that delivers
voltages suitable for powering transistor
equipment. Its maximum rated power
output is 4 watts. In addition to stabilizing the average output voltage, the
transistor regulator circuit also reduces
the ripple content.
Outputs are available between the
common
jack and three other
jacks. The output range depends on the
setting of the METER RANGE switch. In

(-)

The METER RANGE switch turns the
unit on and off, selects the meter range,
and in the 1.5v/ 15v position completes
the voltage -divider circuit for the low voltage outputs. On the 1.5v/ 15v range,
the voltmeter is connected across the
1.5 -volt output. (As the voltage at the
Low jack varies from 0 to 1.5 volts,
the voltage at the HIGH jack varies from
0 to 15 volts.) On the 30v range, the
meter is connected between the HIGH
and
jacks. On the current ranges,
the meter is connected across resistors
located on the supply side of the transistor; thus the meter resistance is not
actually in the supply lead to the unit
being powered. A diode clamping arrangement protects the meter and shunt
resistors from damage by overload.
Only the HIGH ouput of the supply is
directly regulated. The other two outputs
are regulated only to the extent that they
are obtained from a voltage divider con
nected across the regulated source. Thus
the divider resistors will affect current

5 ADMIRAL
ENSIGNS REPLACE

43 TUBE TYPES

-

r

7

Save space, save dollars! Reduce your basic tube inventory
to the 5 Admiral Ensigns. They
replace 43 different tube types.
Each Admiral Ensign picture
tube must pass rigid quality
controls for finest performance.
Call your Admiral Distributor now
start cutting inventory cost; pocketing new
profits right away!

...

;'tl
ENSIGN
176.1P4
REPLACES

o

ENSIGN

21AMP4A
REPLACES

LOW

334

29.4K

o
5604

2004

O

8200

INT

2400
O

500

mfd

i,

HIGH

I7AVP4A
I7BUP4

17CLP4

17CBP4

21ACP4

21AQP4

2IACP4A
2IAMP4

21AQP4A

21FLP4
21ALP4
21ALP4A

21ATP4
21ATP4A
21ATP4B
21BAP4
21BNP4
21BTP4

21CBP4B
21CMP4
2ICVP4
2ICWP4
21DNP4
21CBP4

24ATP4
24VP4
24VP4A

24XP4

2IALP4B
21ANP4
21ANP4A

ENSIGN
24CP4A
REPLACES
ENSIGN
24AEP4
REPLACES

24ADP4
24CP4
24QP4

24DP4A
24YP4

21BSP4

2I CU P4

SWITCH SHOWN IN
1.5V - 15V POSITION

...

24ANP4
24ZP4

Admiral
Be wise

334

5004

I7ATP4A
I7AVP4

0

500
mfd

ENSIGN
21CBP4A
REPLACES

17ATP4

standardize on

ENS GN

REPLACEMENT PICTURE TUBES
Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the Seco Model RPS-5 shows how outputs are obtained and metered.
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vs -voltage
outputs.

Fig. 5.

Internal view

Seco RPS-5

power unit.

at

the

two

lower -voltage

We used this unit to power a number
of transistor radios. In so doing, we
found no evidence of motorboating or
hum. The switch -selected milliammeter
proved to be a handy feature for this
type of service work. We noticed, however, that if the switch is turned from
the 30 -volt range to the 15 -volt range
while the output voltage is greater than
15 volts, the meter will "pin," or strike
the stop. A little caution is therefore
advisable in switching ranges.
The operating portion of the unit can
be removed from the case for servicing
by removing only four screws. Hand wired construction is used throughout
the unit. As can be seen in the photo
(Fig. 5) the transistor is a high power
type, similar in physical shape to those
used in auto radio output stages. A thin
strip of metal serves as a heat sink. The

remaining circuit components seem readily accessible.
The unit operates from a 115 -volt AC
supply, measures 31/2" x 51/2" x 71/2",
and weighs 3 lbs.
For further information, circle 74 on
literature card

now in our lab

.

.

.

The latest test instruments being analyzed

for future "Notes" columns:

Cornell-Dubilier Model BF -71
Capacitor Checker
Hickok Model 470A VTVM
Standard Kollsman VHF -UHF
Translator
RCA Model WV -76A AC
VTVM
EICO Model 667 Tube Tester
SENCORE Model PS 127 Oscilloscope

TWIN TRANSISTOR SUPER COLORTRON
Not 10 DB, not
33 DB gain on

15 DB

but

a

whopping

the low band and

FM

-

33 DB gain on the high band actually

amplifies the signals 45 times

TWIN TRANSISTOR
STANDARD COLORTRON
18 DB

gain on the low band and FM
18 DB

NEVE'@

EFORE

gain on the high band

33 DB gain!

-13

-

NEVER BEFORE

Same gain on every channel 2

NEVER BEFORE

3.5 DB noise figure or less on all channels!

plus FM!

Sync Symplified
(Continued from page 31)

both the grid and the plate. We
remembered that this type of noise
inverter isn't even supposed to conduct, except when noise pulses more
positive than sync tips appear in the
video signal coming into the sync
section. Then the noise inverter
conducts, produces a negative pulse
at the plate, and thus cancels out
the noise at the grid of the sync
separator. If it conducts at any
other time, it murders the sync signal. But in this case, W6 was as
good as gold, so Vi1 B must not be
misbehaving.
Circuit Study

Right now was a good time to

POTENT

100.1101e41111104

Noeto
(A) W5

(B) W8

20V p -p

-

7V p -p

Fig. 4. Odd waveforms were present at V16 cathodes.

job. We started our analysis by
trying to define how the circuit per-

take our findings and try to tie them
together into an understanding of
how the circuit works. The first
problem, as in any complicated sync
circuit, was to distinguish the really
essential components from those
which are incidental to the main

formed three main functions:
1. Prepare the video signal for
separation.
2. Separate the sync pulses from
the video.

MW PRE -AMPS

from Winegard with Super High Gain
First Pre -amps That Have Same Gain on Both TV Bands p'us FM.

The Super Colortron (AP75T) uses a 75 ohm
system with RG59U Coaxial cable. Has three
RG59U Connectors. For runs of over 70 ft.,
RG11U is recommended. The AP75T supersedes the AP215N. Model AP75T lists for only

Will Take Highest Signal Input of Any Twin Transistor Antenna Amplifiers Made.
Have Lowest Noise Figure Ever Obtained on TV Antenna Fre-amps.

$79.95.

SPECIFICATIONS: GAIN: +33 DB per band.
BAND PASS: 54MC-108MC, 174MC-216 MC. RESPONSE *V, DB per 6 MC channel. VSWR: Input
1.5:1. Output: 1.75:1. MAX. SIGNAL INPUT: 55,000
MV. MAX. SIGNAL OUTPUT: 2,000,000 MV. INPUT
IMPEDANCE: 300 ohm. DOWNLEAD IMPEDANCE:
75 ohm. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 75 or 300 ohm. 117V
60 CPS 1.8 watts.

Can Be Used on Any TV Antenna for Black and White, Color or FM.

Up to now there have been two serious
drawbacks to al! antenna pre -amps (including our own)First-there have never been antenna preamps that had enough gain for every application. Second-all antenna pre -amps have
had from 4 to 6DB gain less on the high
band. This is unfortunate because the high
band channels normally need pre-amplification more than the low band due to
greater reception losses at the higher
frequencies.
NO W Winegard has created two big solutions to this problem-the Super Colortron
with a flat 33 DB measured gain on all
channels 2-13 and the Standard Colortron
with a flat 18 DB gain on all channels 2-13.
For example, the Super Colortron will blow
up a 50 microvolt signal to 2250 microvolts
even on 13, the highest channel. Compare
this with the best twin transistor pre-amps
previously available where a 50 microvolt

signal would be amplified only to 175 microvolts-a tremendous difference in signal
power. This increase in amplification will
coverallapplications-particularly forfringe
area color. (See comparison charts to the
right).
Of equal importance to gain is the noise
figilre of a pre-amp. Winegard engineers
have lowered the noise figure on these new
pre -amps as much as 2 DB over any other
TV pre-amp available. They will bring perfect color even to deep fringe areas.
Compare these new Winegard antenna
pre -amps with any others on the market

The Twin Transistor Colortron Antenna Amplifier (AP220T, 300 ohm) lists for only $44.95. The
AP275T (75 ohm) amplifier lists for $49.95.
SPECIFICATIONS: GAIN +18 DB per band.
BANDPASS: 54 MC -108 MC, 174 MC -216 MC. RESPONSE t''/ DB per 6 MC channel. VSWR: Input
1.5:1. Output: 1.75:1. MAX. SIGNAL INPUT: 80,000
MAX. SIGNAL OUTPUT: 660,000 MV. INPUT IMPEDANCE: 300 ohm. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE.. AP-220T
-300 ohm, AP275T-75 ohm. 117V, 60 CPS. 1.8 Watts.

today. Compare construction-totally

weather -proofed polystyrene case, even the
terminals are protected ... convenient, rugged mounting bracket that snaps -on boom.
Compare performance-highest gain .
lightning protected circuit ... lowest noise!
Then try a new Twin Transistor Colortron
and see it in action!

-

18 OB

+10

2
DB

18 DB

REDHEAD SINGLE
COLORTRON
TWIN NUVISTOR

(AP220N).
300 ohm. Input:
400,000 microvolts
highest of

...

any

amplifier,

tube or transistor.
List $39.95.
AP275T (75 ohm)
List $44.95.

TWIN NUVISTOR
FM AMPLIFIER
ONLY. (AP320),
18 DB gain.
180,000 Microvolts Input.
List 539.95.

TRANSISTOR
ANTENNA
AMPLIFIER
(R03D0) Most
reliable, highest
gain single
transistor model
available. Input:
20,000 microvolts.
300 ohm input

List $44.95.

and output.
List $29.95.

AP375-same.
but coax.

UHF

212-Twin

Transistor UHF
antenna amplifier
has 12 DE gain on
all UHF ctannels
14-83. Noise figure
8 DB at 980 MC.

List $4495.

6 FM

1

FM

+

13
+.

7

13i

1

}---11
2

1/41.....A

7

6FM

DB

F

3

2

;

COMPARE THESE GAIN

CURVES

AGAINST COMPETITIVE

MAKES.

-----

CURVES TAKEN FROM SCOPE PHOTOS.

BRAND

J

-BRAND

B

WINEGARD
COLORTRON (AP220T)

ACTUAL MEASURED CURVES PROVE A
18 OR 33 DB GAIN
BAND, LOW BAND, FM, TOO.

FLAT

----

.

UHF 110X Single

transistor UHF
antenna amplifier
has

+808 gain on

channels 14-72.
List $38.85UHF 1107

(translator model)
-same, but
has 1208 gain
on channels 72-83.

List $34.95.
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WINEGARD AP75T
WINEGARD AP220T

Winegard Co.
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

3009-I Kirkwood, Burlington, Iowa
World's most complete line of TV&FM reception equipment.

HIGH

most advanced
color TV test instrument
ever developed

eleowei

5. W7 taken at V16E grid 118V p -pl
consisted mostly of the vertical sync pulses.

Fig.

Shape the separated sync pulses
-clip them to constant amplitude, and establish the desired
amplitude and polarity.
To follow up on the first point,
we looked for the exact path of the
input signal from the video stage
to the stage labeled "Sync Sep." In
this case, the input path is shortthrough two resistors, a 22K and a
33K, to the grid (pin 2) of V16A.
The circuit of V11B is in parallel
with the input path, but we'd cleared
it pretty well of suspicion. We had
a good signal in V16A, so we
checked off function 1 as OK.
Now, how about the second point
-separation? The only signal output from V16A was at the cathode,
and it was video! Surely it shouldn't
On further pondering, it
be.
seemed that V16A and V 16B
should both be working in parallel
as sync separators-receiving video
inputs at their grids and feeding
pulse -signal outputs from their
cathodes to the cathode of V17A.
Nothing like having a spare sync
separator! Actually, we mused, the
two circuits must work somewhat
differently and complement each
other's action.
Suppose the normal W4 were a
complete, fully separated sync signal. It should be passed through
V17A without inversion (cathode
to plate) , but we could expect it to
be amplified quite a lot. When it's
fed to V17B, it's probably strong
enough to drive that tube into both
saturation and cutoff-this would
partially take care of point 3 in the
above list (trimming the pulses to
size) There are outputs from both
the cathode and the plate of V17B
-that takes care of the "polarity"
requirement of function 3.
Beautiful theory, isn't it! Now,
why didn't the actual circuit measure up to it? There seemed to be a
defect somewhere ahead of the cathode of V17A; vertical sync pulses
were getting through to here, but
3.

OBSOLETES ALL OTHERS

ELIMINATES ALL GUESSWORK

.

sensational new color generator with 4 major Lectrotech exclusives
plus all of the time -proven standard features
in one compact,
portable unit. For the first time you can install and service color TV
completely, accurately and faster! Here are the facts:
A

...

EXCLUSIVE- COLOR VECTORSCOPE-Until

now, available only
in $1500 testers designed for broadcast. Accurately measures
color demodulation to check R -Y and B -Y plus all 10 color
bars for color phase angles and amplitude. A must for
total color and those hard to get skin tones.

EXCLUSIVE-SELF-CALIBRATING

-

Adjust timing circuit without the use of external test equipment. No need to return
unit to a factory for adjustment.

EXCLUSIVE-DIAL-A-LINE

-

Now, you can adjust horizontal line

to any width desired from

1

to

4

lines wide.

EXCLUSIVE-SOLID STATE RELIABILITY
used in combination with

-

Only two tubes are

fully transistorized diode -rectifier

circuit.

PLUS-

the V7 produces all Crosshatch, Dots, Vertical only, Horizontal only and Keyed Rainbow Patterns. RF at channels
3, 4 or 5. Video Output (Pos. and Neg. adjustable) for signal
injection trouble-shooting. Red -Blue -Green Gun Killer. All
transistor and timer circuits are voltage regulated to operate
under wide voltage ranges. Lightweight, compact
189.50
only 81/4" x 71/2" x 121/2". Net

-

*Designed and produced by the men who introduced and developed
the modern approach to TV testing
Bill Grossman and Bob Karet.

-

For the full story on the V7, write for complete catalog or
see your distributor.

Distributors: Phone or Wire Collect.

LECTROTECHIN..
Chicago, III. 60626
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not horizontal pulses. We decided
to operate on the assumption there
were two sync separators in parallel
-one for vertical pulses and one
for horizontal. V16B tended to bear
out this idea-its input waveform
would consist largely of vertical
pulses, because the 51 mmf capacitor at the grid would partially bypass the higher frequencies in the
video signal to ground. If our
theory were correct, V16A would
be responsible mostly for horizontal
pulses. Therefore, these pulses
should be the main component of
W5. At any rate, one would think
most of the video would have been
removed. But it wasn't-and this
looked suspicious.
Not much in this circuit to go
wrong.
We checked the 680K
cathode resistor, finding it okay. As
another idea, we unsoldered the
output (V17A) end of the .01 mfd
capacitor; then, with the set running, we held a VTVM probe and
a scope probe (in turn) on the loose
lead. Neither the meter nor the
scope gave any reading. The capacitor was open! Putting in a new .01
restored beautiful sync.
The waveforms all became as
shown in the photos of normal signals. W5 no longer had video in it.
There were vertical sync pulses, but
-more important-there were also
clean horizontal pulses. And now,
with a normal W5 being coupled to
the grid of V17A, we found both
horizontal and vertical pulses in
W4. The horizontal sync tips were
still a bit ragged and uneven in amplitude, but the action of V17 improved this situation. Look at all
the gain V17A gave the signal, and
look at the clean waveshape of outputs W1 and W2! On V16B, W8
still had its screwball sawtooth
slope; as we previously had suspected, this is normal. The input to
V16B was also the same as before.
Just out of curiosity, we checked
all DC voltages again, and could
not find more than 2% deviation
from any of the former readings!
This case had involved strictly signal troubles, with one of two parallel signal paths becoming openresulting in selective -frequency coupling of the signal. If we'd relied
on hit-or-miss methods instead of
trying to reason this one out, wonder how long the job would have
taken?

...

.

W
for all soldering

.

Dual Heat

Soldering Guns
Weller dual heat soldering guns give timesaving instant heat. Two trigger positions
let you switch to low heat, for soldering
near heat -sensitive components, or high
heat when needed. Spotlight illuminates
work. Three models available.

100/140 watts-Model 8200-$5.95 list
145/210 watts-Model D-440-$9.95 list
240/325 watts-Model D-550-$10.95list

Soldering Gun Kits
"Expert" Kit (shown) includes
100/140 watt gun, 3 soldering tips,
tip wrench, flux brush, soldering
aid and solder in a plastic utility
case. Model 8200PK-$8.95 list.
Heavy -Duty Kit features 240/325
watt gun; soldering, cutting and

smoothing tips; tip -changing
wrench; solder; plastic utility
case. Model D-550PK-$12.95 list.

"Pencil" Soldering Iron
For miniature type soldering. A 25 watt, 115 volt soldering pencil that's
small and lightweight. So efficient it does the work of irons that are much
heavier and require much higher wattage. Rapid recovery. Cool handle.
Complete with 1/8" screwdriver tip and cord set. Model WP-$5.20 list.

Temperature -Controlled
Low -Voltage
Soldering Pencils
Temperature control of this new Weller soldering pencil is in the tip.
Interchangeable tips give a choice of 500°F, 600°F, or 700°F controlled
temperatures. Operates on 24 volts. Small, lightweight, highly efficient.
Complete with MB" 700°F tip and 60 watt, 120 volt, 50/60 cycle power
unit with stand for soldering pencil attached. Model W-TCP--$26.00 list.
Also available: a soldering pencil controlled by thermistor and SCR
(silicon controlled rectifier) circuit. It gives a choice of controlled temperatures between 200°F and 450°F. Highly efficient. Model W-TCP-2.
AT YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., Easton, Pa.
WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TECHNOLOGY
In Canada: Grant Brothers Sales Co., 18
In

Hook Ave., Toronto 9; A. C. Simmonds & Sons,100 Merton St.,Toronto 7.
Europe: Weller Elektro-Werkzeuge G.m.b.H., 7122 Besigheim Am Neckar (Postfach 1401, West Germany.
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rate sources. On weak signals, the
DC component of video across the
detector load resistor (Rl in Fig.
8A) is the main source of control
voltage. On stronger signals, the
negative voltage developed through
signal rectification by the grid and
cathode of the sync separator increases, and a portion of this negative voltage is coupled into the AGC
line. Because of the connection between the sync separator and the
AGC line, a controlled tube with
slight gas or grid emission can result
in sync instability before excessive

AGC Troubles
(Continued from page 29)

input to the video amplifier and too
much contrast in the picture. The
excessive input level also results in
compression of the sync portion of
the composite signal, and since the
video output signal is fed to the sync
separator, it's easy to see how the
compressed video output signal
creates unstable sync.
Supplemented AGC Systems

This type of AGC circuit derives
the control voltage from two sepa-

FOR UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE
FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

(A) Video -amplifier grid (abnormal)

(B) Video output (abnormal)

These two will do
the best job for you
HALLMARK
3000
30 WATT TRANSCEIVER

C) Video -amplifier grid (normal)

INDUSTRIAL SERVICE:

FOR BUSINESS AND

FCC TYPE ACCEPTED.

top performer for dependable, long range business communications
in the 25 to 50 MC band. The compact, rugged design make best
use of the features of tubes and transistors. Receiver sensitivity is
0.3yv for 10db S+N/N ratio. Selectivity is better than 30db.
Transistorized modulator gives maximum "talk power." Power to
antenna is 20 watts. Transistorized mobile power supply. Available
in 115 VAC and 12 VDC models. Suggested list: $269.50.
A

HALLMARK
1250
12

CHANNEL,

CRYSTAL

CONTROLLED CB DESIGNED
LIKE A 15 WATT UNIT.
A unique hand -wired
modular
chassis gives a new small size that
fits any vehicle. The sensational 1250 features a silicon rectifier full wave bridge, electronic switching and an improved ferrite speaker.
Four rugged latches provide easy access for maintenance
and to crystal sockets. Sensitivity is 0.3pv for 10db.
S+N/N ratio. Adjacent channel rejection better than 45db. Modulation exceeds 95%. RF power output is 3.4 watts or better. Dual
powered. Suggested list: $169.50.

SPECIAL OPTION: Model 1250X

supply. Suggested list: $189.50.

-

Has plug-in transistorized

power

Write for complete information.

HALLMARK INSTRUMENTS
2620 Freewood

Dallas, Texas 75220
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(D) Video -output (normal)
Fig. 7. Receiver waveforms shown in Fig 6.

contrast becomes noticeable.
Troubles produced by gassy tubes
are so varied they are almost impossible to catalog. For example, Philco
uses the supplemented AGC arrangement shown in Fig. 8 in several models. In one case, a 10H25
chassis with gassy tubes in the first
and second IF stages produced a
negative picture (Fig. 9) due to
overloading of the third IF stage.
In this receiver, the voltage drop
across AGC filter resistor R49 was
more than 10 volts. When new IF
tubes were installed, there was still a
drop of 3 volts across R49, but this
is normal because R47 is connected
to a 20 -volt source to provide a
delay voltage.
Just as troubles in the AGC
portion of this circuit can act to
produce sync troubles, defects in
the sync portion can also produce
AGC troubles. For example, in
early General Electric sets using a
circuit similar to Fig. 8B, a slightly
leaky coupling capacitor feeding the

Trouble With Peak AGC

In peak AGC, the control voltage

TO

¿-VIDEO
INPUT

is developed by an additional diode

FROM
VI DEO

SYNC SEP

AGC

(A) Basic circuit
TO

VIDEO
INPUT

FROM
VIDEO
OUTPUT

1

(B) Circuit in Philco 1025
Fig. 8. Circuits producing supplemental AGC.

grid of the sync separator resulted
in excessive contrast along with
disabling of the contrast control.

fed by the same signal that feeds the
detector diode. A simple circuit of
this type is shown in Fig. 10A. The
signal at the final IF transformer is
capacitively coupled through Cl to
an AGC diode. A negative voltage
proportional to the peak amplitude
of the signal is developed across
load resistor RI and is fed through
filter resistor R2 to the controlled
tubes. For a given signal at the IF

output, the peak -developed AGC
voltage is greater than the simple
AGC voltage (developed across the
detector load resistor) would be.
Peak AGC is prone to develop
excessive control voltage when the
incoming signal has a high noise
content. Thus, in noisy locations,
receivers using peak AGC may be
over-controlled to the point that
contrast is below normal.
The circuit shown in Fig. 10B,
used in Hoffman 326 chassis, operates exactly like a peak AGC circuit
and has the same weakness in noisy

Fig. 9. Negative picture, poor sync resulting
from gassy tubes in IF strip of TV receiver.

locations. One of these Hoffman
sets exhibited poor contrast and the
presence of interference, as shown
in Fig. 11. The dark interference
bar appeared to be the result of
replacing the selenium rectifier with
a silicon unit.
With the assumption that the interference could be cleared up easily, we turned our attention toward
the weak -contrast condition. The
weakness was caused by excessive
AGC voltage, but the reason for this
excessive voltage could not be determined. Finally the technician
decided to clear up the interference
by shunting the silicon rectifier with
a .002-mfd capacitor. Immediately

SENCORE
SIMPLIFIES SWEEP CIRCUIT TROUBLE SHOOTING
SS117
SWEEP CIRCUIT ANALYZER
For Color and Monochrome Testing
A professional trouble shooter

TV

walk the trouble out of "tough -dog" sweep circuits in monochrome and color receivers. The SS117 provides a positive
but simple push button test on all circuits indicated in the
block diagrams. These time-consuming circuits are checked
step-by-step with tried and proven signal injection and substitution methods. All checks can be made from the top of
the chassis or from under the chassis when it is removed
from the cabinet.
TV horizontal oscillator check is made by substituting a universal oscillator known to be good. Horizontal output check
consists of a cathode current and screen voltage test. The
TV horizontal yoke is checked by substituting a universal
yoke from the SS117 and viewing brightness or restoration
of 2nd anode voltage. Horizontal flyback is checked dynamically in circuit by measuring the power transfer to the yoke
when TV is turned on. TV horizontal sync can be used to
control the SS117 horizontal oscillator,providing a positive
check on sync from the video amplifier to the TV oscillator.
Vertical circuits are tested by simple signal injection from
vertical yoke to oscillator for full height on CRT. The SS117
with the CA122 Color Analyzer provides a complete TV
analyzer for virtually every stage in monochrome or color
receivers.
External checks for AC, DC, peak to peak voltage readings
and DC current in the upper right hand corner save using a
separate VTVM. Accurate 2nd anode measurements up to
30,000 volts are made with a sensitive 300 microamp meter
and the attached high voltage probe. AC outlets, all steel
construction and mirror in the cover makes every servicing
job easier.
Size: 1034" x 94" x 31A". Wt. 10 lbs.
Dealer Net

Sweep Circuit

inalyter

that helps you methodically
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FREE-A 33 RPM half hour permanent record
packed with every unit explains each test.
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Two -Way Mobile Radio Handbook
Newly Revised and Enlarged Edition

--

Jack Helmi. Describes and analyzes the latest
developments in 2 -way communications equipment.
The most comprehensive coverage of mobile radio
for new buyers, present users, and those interested
in servicing this type of equipment. Covers operational theory of basic systems; types of receivers
available; transmitters, control systems; power;
servicing and maintenance (includes pointers on
setting up a mobile-radio service shop). Invaluable
for practical understanding of 2-way radio circuitry
by

and equipment. 256 pages;
Order MRS -2, only
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TV Receiver Tube Usage Guide
by the Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff. Available

time-a

complete guidebook for TV
technicians, listing the tubes, fuses, and semiconductor diodes required to repair individual TV
models. Receivers are listed by manufacturer, chassis and model numbers-data provided tells you
exactly what to take along to repair a specific set.
Covers over 25 different manufacturers of hundreds
of TV models (including color receivers). Tubes and
functions are listed for each model, along with fuses
and diodes used. This real time-saver belongs in
every tube caddy and on the workbench.
$195
96 pages; 53y x 83". Order TUR-1, only
for the first

5

ONLY COURSE OF ITS KIND
-Volume HOWARD W. SAMS

Basic

Electricity/ Electronics
New, unique positive training worth hundreds of dollars. First completely new
course to be published in

the last 10 years using
the latest programmed
method for quick, effective
learning.

Vol. 1.
Vol. 2.

Basic Principles & Applications
How AC & DC Circuits Work

Vol.3.

Understanding rube &

I

ransistor Circuits

Vol. 4. Understanding & Using lest Instruments
Vol. 5. Motors & Generators-How hey Work
(Complete Set contains over 1300 pages; 1250 illustrations; 51 chapters; in sturdy slipcase)

AGC

$1995

Technical Writer's and Editor's Stylebook

P. Turner. The first practical and complete
guide for technical writers and editors. Describes
the fundamentals of technical writing for magazine
articles, books, reports, etc. Explains in text and
examples the basics of good writing techniques; use
of tech symbols, mathematics, technical phraseology, punctuation, capitalization, prefixes and suffixes, devices for emphasis, etc. Tells how to prepare
an outline, how to ready a manuscript for publication. Has appendices showing symbols from various
technical fields. An invaluable reference for writers
in any technical field. 192 pages; 53. x 8;y".$395
J
Order TWS-1 (softbound), only
$4.95
Order TWH-1, (hardbound), only
by Rufus

Handbook of Algebraic & Trigonometric Functions
by Allan Lytel. A complete selection of basic for-

mulas and tables of mathematics at the high school
and beginning college level. The first part of the
book includes formulas for geometry, algebra, trigonometry, and calculus; the second part is devoted
to 24 sections of mathematical tables and conversions. An extremely practical reference for students,
technicians, and engineers. 160 pages;
$295

54 x fe". Order ALG-1, only

Replacement Guide for TV & Auto Radio Controls
Vol. 6. Bigger and better than ever-covers over
38,000 TV and 1500 auto radio models. Lists recom-

mended replacement controls made by Centralab,
Clarostat, CTS-IRC, and Mallory. 192 pages; $100
8
x 11". Order RGC-6, still only

4 oz. bottle

T
(B) Peak AGC from triode
Fig. 10. Circuits in which AGC voltage is de
termined by peak level of video IF signal.

the contrast increased to normal; the
AGC voltage was found to be reduced by about 2 volts. The installation of the silicon had provided
the set with its own built-in noise
generator, and the AGC voltage was
being determined by the peak amplitude of the noise.

The examples of troubles in each
of these AGC systems are representative of abnormalities that can
affect AGC action. The bleeding
off of AGC voltage by gassy tubes
parallels the effects of a leaky AGC
filter capacitor. Insufficient AGC
voltage in supplemented circuits can
be due to other sync -separator components than those in the specific
cases presented. Generation of excessive AGC in peak circuits may
result from other types of noise than
the one described; a particular offender is pulse feedback from the
horizontal -deflection circuit.
By recognizing these circuit types
and by knowing their characteristics
and limitations, the service technician is better prepared to find
solutions to AGC troubles.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mall
to Howard W. Sams 8 Co., Inc., Dept. PF -9,
4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206
Send me the following books:
MRS -2
TUR-1

ECY-50

D

ALGA

TWH-1
TWS-1

enclosed.

$

bottle
(brush -n -cap)
oz.

- with extenderoz. spray can
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6
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Quietrole is your guarantee of the
most effective, quick silencer of
the
noisy radio and TV controls
quality product that Is a top value.
Get Quietrole at quality jobbers.
Some territories available for

-

Experienced Representation.
neteanred by

QU/ETROLE Company
Spartanburg, South Carolina
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distributor for PLANET LYTICAPS,
the universal replacement type
electrolytic capacitor. Available
in a wide range of capacities
in voltages from three to five
hundred. LYTICAPS are "Engi-

Zip

IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd., Toronto

11. Horizontal interference caused low
contrast in receiver using peak AGC circuit.
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Solid State
(Continued from page 37)
triggered. Take a look at the diagram in Fig. 2. When normal AC

voltage is applied, but no gate current is injected, the SCR will not
conduct in either direction. When
a positive voltage is applied between
the gate and the cathode (N), a
slight forward current flows and triggers the unit into action. The function of the unit is then merely that
of a rectifier; current can flow from
cathode (N) to anode (P) but not
the reverse.
The SCR has another characteristic that is strangely reminiscent of
the tube thyratron. Once the gate
current has started forward conduction across the main junction, the
primary junction will continue to
conduct after the gate pulse is removed. Thus, the junction maintains
a very low resistance as long as the
forward current remains above a
certain holding level. The forward
conductance can be stopped only
by extinguishing the main junction
current.
When the current thus ceases, the
junction will no longer permit current to flow in either direction, until

1..

another gate pulse arrives. This action can be set to useful tasks, by
merely using the gate to control the
primary action of rectifying. By
timing the gate to occur at 270° in
the cycle, 60 cps power could be
made effective during only onefourth of its total time, as shown in
Fig. 2. This would have the same
effect on a load as using a step-down
transformer or a voltage -dropping
resistor to reduce power; the SCR is
infinitely more compact and is less
wasteful of power.
SCR's are expensive by comparison with less efficient methods of
controlling power, but increased use
and production are rapidly driving
prices downward. Very soon, you'll
be encountering these devices in all
sorts of controls for home and industrial use.
Zener Diodes

These devices, some of selenium
but mostly of silicon, are the true
voltage regulators of the solid state
family. Their function is simple to
explain. Zener diodes are constructed
so that they do not conduct at all
until a certain specific voltage is

reached; beyond this point the

1.

I

II

Fig. 3. Zener diode simple voltage regulator.

amount of their conduction is dependent on the voltage applied.
Thus, if a 7.5 volt zener diode is
connected as shown in Fig. 3, the
voltage at that point will be held at
exactly 7.5 volts. Current in the
zener unit will be just sufficient to
drop any excess voltage across R2,
maintaining a constant potential at
the point indicated by the arrow.
Voltage following R3 will depend
on the load, but can in no case
exceed the voltage set by the zener
diode.
The cost of zener diodes is low
enough to make them attractive in
all sorts of low -voltage regulation
applications. They can be used to
protect equipment, meters, and other
semiconductor devices from overload caused by voltage surges or

ALL NEW

SENCORE
component

substitutor

MODEL RC121

All your favorite Sencore Substitution Time -Savers in One Compact Unit
A complete range of carbon resistors, wire wound power resistors, capacitors, electrolytics, and

universal selenium and silicon rectifiers.

Imagine, all of these hard to locate parts at your finger
tips for on the spot substitution. Say goodbye to messy,
crumpled parts, unnecessary unsoldering and soldering
of components for testing purposes only. Save valuable
servicing time and be sure, by substituting.
NEW
each section operates independently with a
value close enough for every substitution need. Components in each section are isolated from chassis and
from the other sections. For example, a complete power
supply can be constructed using the RC121 Components only.

...

Now in stock at your Sencore Distributor. See him today!
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NEW .
dual electrolytics provided. A new circuit
enables you to substitute up to 25 single electrolytic
values or 9 duals. Exclusive surge protector provides
protection on both singles and duals for both you and
the circuit.
You save space and money. Equivalent Sencore substitution pieces purchased individually (H36, PR111,
RS106, ES102) cost you $54.00
.

.

RC121 (all hand

wired, all American made) only

3995

27.95

RC121K (Kit)

SENCORE
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS

Genuine, fresh Little Devils resistors (on
"Tally Tape" or in Cabinet Assortments)

2
Quality 2 -watt pots.
Type AB

transients. They can even be used
back-to-back to clip both positive
and negative waveform peaks.
Zener diodes are usually classified
primarily by the voltage at which
"zenering" begins, and within a
broad category of power ratings.
Low -power units start at about 500
mw, with zener voltages ranging
from 6.2 volts through 200 volts.
Thus, these solid-state voltage regulators can be used in almost any
circuit that you are likely to encounter in electronics. They can
even be wired in series to increase
the total voltage rating. Industrial
types up to 50 watts are generally
available, with zener ratings comparable to the low-power units.
In appearance, zener diodes are
very similar to other silicon units.
They are available as epoxy- or
ceramic -encapsulated, top -hat, and
stud -mounted units. The type of
case used depends, as with silicon
rectifiers, on the power that must
be dissipated; heat sinks are often
necessary.
A Touch of the Old

Gold -bonded ger-

manium diodes at

"entertainment

diode" prices.

3

WAYS TO

MAKE SURE IT
STAYS FIXED
You're always safe, always sure with
any of these three quality replacements.

Why be otherwise? Repair jobs that
boomerang cost you hard-earned profit.
Little Devil® resistors come in 1/10, 1/4,
1/2, 1, and 2 watts from 2.7 ohms to 22
AB Pots from 50 ohms to 5
Megs
Megs in several shaft lengths and styles
... gold-bonded diodes in ninety 1N types

...

off the shelf.
Call your distributor for the latest
Ohmite Stock Catalog 30.

Be

right with

OHMITE

®

OHMITE

RHEOSTATS' RESISTORS VARIABLE
TRANSFORMERS' TANTALUM CAPACITORS
RELAYS R. F. CHOKES
TAP SWITCHES
SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
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As mentioned earlier, selenium
rectifiers are still used extensively,
and thus deserve some consideration
as solid state devices. Many of the
selenium unit's characteristics are
similar to those of silicon rectifiers.
They both require a certain level
of forward voltage before they begin
to conduct-usually around .5 volt.
Selenium cells, however, do not
show nearly so sharp a decrease
in forward resistance as do silicons;
furthermore, the resistance of a
selenium rectifier increases noticeably with age, reducing efficiency
considerably.
Selenium rectifiers are primarily
rated according to the amount of DC
output current they will produce.
Power -supply seleniums start at
about 10 ma and are available in
sizes up to 2 or 3 amps. Higher rated units are made, but cost and
efficiency are sacrificed; other types
can do that job better in many
instances.
Like silicon rectifiers, seleniums
are usually protected from surges
that occur at the time of initially
applying power to the circuit. Series
resistance usually is chosen in the
same manner as for silicons, and
ranges in value from 3.3 ohms with
one typical TV unit to 47 ohms for

the small -current rectifiers used in
many radio power supplies.
Selenium Diodes

Another common use for selenium is in small, low -power diodes
for circuits such as the horizontal
AFC of television sets (Fig. 4)
Computers make extensive use of
selenium diodes, as do many other
instruments and industrial electronic
assemblies. They are even found in
communications equipment as balanced modulators and in similar
applications.
Selenium diodes of this type are
usually designed to handle very
small currents. One typical unit is
rated at 250 ua average current, with
a peak capability of only 2.5 ma.
Peak reverse voltages applied to
these units can rarely exceed 75
volts.
.

Thyrectors

These specialized solid state devices also use selenium as the basic

junction material. Their principal
use is for suppressing transient voltages, in somewhat the same as the
zener diodes already described. The
difference is that thyrectors act much
more quickly, and will withstand
higher momentary currents.
There are two general types. One
is similar to the "back-to-back" configuration familiar in dual diodes,
and is called an AC thyrector. The
other is symbolized as an ordinary
solid state diode, and is called a DC
thyrector because it clips only transients that occur in one direction.
Ratings are by voltage range. For
example, one group of AC thyrectors is designed to suppress transients in the range of 0-25 volts,
while another group fills the range
from 25-50 volts. DC thyrectors are
rated in the same manner.
Some thyrectors require cooling
fins; physically, they look exactly
like selenium power rectifiers. Others
appear similar to miniature electrolytic capacitors, but appearance is
where the resemblance ends.
Signal Diodes

Last, but not least, are the "little
people" of the solid state familythe small -signal diodes. These are
made principally of germanium.
They are delicate miniature units
that require deliberate and careful
handling in both design and operation.
Ratings begin with current levels

I.

F. a R. F. COILS

30,000 O.E.M. Replacement Parts in our Catalog No.164
Even non -listed items

receive our same day service
unit

Just send us model no., part no. or defective

Fig. 4. Selenium diodes used in horizontal
AFC circuits come in various shapes, sizes.

of a few microamps, and extend to
a few hundred milliamps. Peak inverse ratings-the amount of reverse
voltage the unit can withstandseldom exceed 150 volts, except in
special units.
Germanium diodes are used extensively as video detectors, AGC

Factory: 5917 5. Main Street Los Angeles 3, Calif U.S.A. Phone ADams 3-4294-FAX No. XCM
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rectifiers, metering rectifiers-in
short, any application where the applied DC voltage is slight and the
signal voltages are low. They are responsive to much higher frequencies
than other types of solid state rectifiers, and thus are used in almost all
RF or supersonic applications.
Heavy-duty units are available,
but the cost is usually .great enough
that the application must be a very
special one to justify the expense.
What's For Tomorrow?

Solid state rectifiers are indeed
coming into their own. From the
small number of "fixed -detector"
germanium crystals available just
over a decade ago, solid state diodes
have been diversified to take almost
every form imaginable, and almost
every job available. Some perform
well as oscillators-the Esaki or
tunnel diode is an example. Others
regulate and control the actions of
other solid state devices-and even
tube devices.
Make it a point to increase your
familiarity with solid state rectifiers;
they represent the electronics of tomorrow, and you'll need to know all
you can about them.
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the antenna terminals
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for faster, easier
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Aircraft Radio
(Continued from page 35)

3 PLANTS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

HERMETICALLY SEALED
PRECISION GROUND

NEED A 110 V.
A. C. OUTLET?

CUSTOM-MADE
NON -OVEN CRYSTALS
Gold or silver plated, spring mounted, vacuum
sealed or inert gas, high freq. stability, 10
milliwatt max. current cap. Meet mil. specs.
I000KC to 1600KC (Fund. Freq.)
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ceivers resemble conventional superheterodynes with tunable local
oscillators. Fig. 1 shows a block
diagram of the type R-32 receiver
manufactured by Aeronautical Radio Corp, a typical unit. This receiver employs two RF amplifiers for
high selectivity, tunes from 108 mc
to 135 mc, and has an IF of 15
mc. The receiver itself is separated
from the tuning dial which usually
is on the instrument panel. A flexible cable connects the two for rotation of the tuning capacitors.
A disadvantage of the continuously tuned receiver is that it must
be tuned to the station in the manner of a conventional household
radio. Thus, unless a carrier is being
transmitted, it is difficult to set the
dial correctly. Furthermore, pilots
are generally busy with other duties
at the critical moment when a radio
must be tuned. Crystal -tuned receivers eliminate this disadvantage of
continuously tuned receivers as well
as that of questionable stability.
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram

of a typical crystal -tuned superheterodyne receiver (the Collins
51X3) A local frequency is synthesized by doubling the frequency
of a third -harmonic crystal and adding in a second mixer the output of
another oscillator. By proper choice
of frequencies, the lower -frequency
oscillator can be switched to ten
.
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1. Aviation Frequency
Assignments (mc)

YEATS

Model No. 5

YEATS semi

FURNITURE PAD

different crystals providing steps of
100 kc, and the higher -frequency
oscillator -doubler can be switched
to provide steps of 1 mc throughout
the desired band.
The tuning capacitor shafts in the
RF stage are ganged to the crystal
switch. When the switch snaps to
another position, the common shaft
moves the capacitor rotor to the
proper position for resonance at the
chosen frequency. It can be seen

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

118.00-121.40 (Every 50 kcl Airport
control.
Emergency.
121.50
121.65-121 .95 Air Traffic Control IATCI.
122.00-123.05 (Every 50 kc, except
122.80 and 123.001
General aviation air to -ground.
122.80
Advisory (UNICOMI.
Advisory.
123.00
123.60-128.80 (Every 50 kcl ATC.
132.05-134.95 (Every 50 kc) ATC.

- -1

that the design problems of such a
receiver are as much mechanical as
electrical. Lead dress becomes a
matter of mechanical design, and
arrangements
capacitor -switching
are carefully integrated.
VHF Transmitters

VHF transmitters all use crystal
oscillators because no other convenient means is available for maintaining the FCC frequency tolerance
of ±.01%. A typical VHF transmitter for light planes is the
NARCO VTA-3 shown in Fig. 3.
The circuit consists of a 12BY7A
electron -coupled oscillator -doubler
employing as many as 27 third overtone crystals in the 30-mc
range. The crystal frequency is
doubled in the plate circuit of the
12BY7A. The resulting signal is
coupled to the next stage which acts
as final amplifier and doubler. The
tank circuits are fixed-tuned to a
frequency just above the highest frequency to be used. This causes some
spurious radiation, but it is tolerable
under normal circumstances.
More sophisticated transmitters
utilize crystals arranged in a digital
fashion similar to that used for synthesizing the local oscillator frequencies in VHF receivers.
As pointed out previously, VHF
transmitters in airplanes are required to emit relatively little power
because airborne antennas are capable of transferring relatively greater
amounts of power in the VHF
range to a distant receiving antenna.
This is a great advantage of VHF,
and transmitted power ranges from
only .5 watts in many private aircraft to no more than 25 watts in
airline service. Maximum VHF
reception distances are listed in
Table 2.
The first part of this series has
been concerned primarily with aircraft communication systems. The
concluding part of the series will
discuss radio navigation systems.

Ground
1000
3000
5000
10,000
15,000
20,000

_

.
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With the introduction of the Outdoor Specialist Series and the Model OH -10 weatherproof
high fidelity sound system, Oxford has the
most advanced, most imaginative units on the
market.
The Outdoor Specialists (Models OP -6 and
OP -8) incorporate new materials and design
innovations that result in indestructible paging and talkback speakers with the highest
efficiency available. This new series also features the most versatile mounting bracket
Oxford's LEVER -LOCK* swivel bracket
which has complete freedom of motion to position the speaker and locks tight with the flip

-

of a lever.

The OH -10 is a masterful blending of the most
advanced acoustic and mechanical design. Its
woofer -tweeter speaker system reproduces the
entire audio range with comparable quality to
expensive speaker systems used in the home.
Mechanically, its die-cast aluminum construction will withstand severe abuse and so attractive is its decorator design that it will blend
with almost any surrounding,
If you want public address speakers incorporating today's advanced design and newest
techniques write today for complete information and specification sheets.

-

*patent pending

NOW, IT'S OXFORD FOR

ADVANCED OUTDOOR
SPEAKERS

Table 2. VHF Reception
Distances
Feet Above

__

Reception
Distances
(Miles)
45
80
100
140
175

200

OXFORD
A

/ TRANSDUCER CORPORATION

Subsidiary of OXFORD ELECTRIC CORPORATION

2331 North Washtenaw Ave.

Chicago 47, Illinois
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Product Report
For further information on any of the following items, circle
the associated number on the Catalog & Literature Card.

Rectifier Offer (143)

Selective Communications (145)

The "Combination Pak" No. HDR1000
contains ten heavy-duty silicon rectifiers
and one gold-plated man's Lucerne wrist
watch. The top -hat silicon rectifiers in
the Semitronics package are rated at 1
amp, 500 PRV, and are universal replacements for TV, radio, phono, and
hi-fi use. The Swiss -made antimagnetic
watch has a sweep second hand, unbreakable lifetime mainspring, and luminous dial. Normal retail value of the
package is $29.95, but it is available in
this special offer for $14.95.

Two-way radios may be equipped to receive only desired calls, on an all -unit
or a selective basis, with the Cadre
Model 524. This transistorized unit operates with the company's 5 -watt solidstate transceivers and other 12 -volt twoway radios. Connections are made
through the speaker and power supply
of the transceiver. A microphone adapter
plug is furnished. Unit cost for base or
mobile stations is under $70, and installation takes only a few minutes.

possible VSWR and then locking the
barrel in place with a setscrew. Metal
parts are chrome-plated solid brass. The
transformer coil is moisture -proof, and
the trapping of moisture within the antenna base is eliminated by a triple
washer arrangement with a drain hole.
The suggested list price is $34.95.

RADIO' TV

FIIFI STEREO

®

COontlr Mod&

AUTOMATIC
TUBE TESTER
No. 38.802

Automatic Tube Tester (148)
Portable Amplifier (146)
The all -transistor "Ampli -Vox" Model
S-700 is powered by flashlight batteries
and is designed to deliver professional quality sound. A single control turns

Dynamic Microphone (144)
A shock -mounted cardioid dynamic microphone, the Model 8000 was designed

basically for home -recording applications; however, it is also suited for use
in churches, schools, location broadcasting, etc. The cartridge produces a smooth
frequency response from 70 to 15,000
cps. Under normal operating conditions,
the diaphragm retains its original level of
performance throughout the life of the
microphone. This LTV University product sells for $29.95 and carries a five-year
warranty against faulty material and
workmanship.
98
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the unit on and off and adjusts the
volume. This Perma-Power amplifier is
rated at 25 watts EIA music power, 40
watts peak. Its two inputs make it suitable for use with a microphone and a
tuner, phonograph, or tape recorder;
outputs are provided for two 8 -ohm
speakers. The amplifier measures 83/s"
x 31/2" x 83/4 " and weighs 7 lb. with
batteries. Net price is $69.95 without

Automated tube testing and simplicity
of operation are provided by the Model
36-802 counter -model tube tester. The
GC Electronics Co. unit tests 7-, 9-, and
10 -pin miniatures, 5- and 7 -pin nuvistors,
novars, compactrons, octals, loktals,
fuses, panel lights, and vibrators. Grid cathode leakage up to 6 megohms or
filament-cathode shorts up to 500K ohms
can be detected. A leakage and quality
test for multisection tubes is also provided. A shorted tube actuates a flashing
sign; at the same time, the tester is automatically deactivated to prevent damage.
The tester is warranted for 90 days and
has a suggested net price of $325.00.

batteries.

Power Supply (149)

Mobile Antennas (147)
A new "Band Spanner W-600" line of

13

antennas developed by Webster Mfg.
Co. covers frequencies in the 25 -to -54 me
and 144 -to -470 me bands. The selected
antenna can be tuned to match a particular transmitter by rotating the lower
barrel of the antenna base for lowest

A new dual -voltage power supply, of
low cost and high stability, provides
both positive and negative voltages from
individual outputs. Up to 300 ma can be
drawn from the two outputs simultaneously; adjustable output voltages range
from 0 to 15 volts. Ripple and noise are
less than 5 my at 15 volts and 300 ma.

mn egard
Dealer of the month
The instrument, intended for use by
transistor circuit designers and experimenters, requires a maximum input of
100 watts at 117 volts, 60 cps. The
Buckeye Stamping Co. Model PS -100
measures 7" x 5" x 4", weighs 21/2 lb,
and sells for $49.95.

Antennacraft

12

84, 85
67
76
81

Co.

Arco Electronics, Inc.
B & K Mfg. Co.

Div. of Dynascan Corp.
Blonder -Tongue Labs
Bussmann Mfg. Div.

Transistorized Inverter 1150)
The 12.6 -volt output from a storage battery can be changed to 115 volts AC
by use of Merit's new inverter, Model

50, 51, 53, 54, 62

solve both problems."

2N234A power transistors to supply 50
watts intermittent or 40 watts continuous
output power. The unit is housed in a
steel case with a green finish. A 3 -foot
cord with attached plug is provided for
connection to a cigarette -lighter
receptacle.

16

55, 57, 59
76

Delco Radio Div.

79

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
Electro -Voice, Inc.
Electronics Communications, Inc.
Enterprise Development Co.

27
80
83
47

Finney Co.

Winegard salutes Mesa T.V.

Electronics Co.
Grantham Schools, Inc.
Hallmark Instruments
Heath Co.
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.

63
47
90
95
17

JFD Electronics Corp.
Jensen Mfg. Co.
Jerrold Electronics

Cover 2
40
14, 15

L.A. Tuner Exchange
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp.
Lectrotech, Inc.
Littelfuse, Inc.

84
39
88

Cover

4

Mallory, P. R. & Co., Inc.
Mercury Electronics Corp.
Miller, J. W. Co.
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

22
68
95
60

Nortronics Co.. Inc., The

52

Oaktron Industries, Inc.
Ohmite Mfg. Co.
Oxford Transducer Co.

12
94
97

Planet Sales Corp.
Precision Tuner Service

92
52

Quam-Nichols Co.
Quietrole Co.

82
92

Stereo Ceramic Cartridge (151)
Positive scratch protection is one of the
prime features of the new "Featheride"
stereo ceramic cartridge from Electro Voice. The protection is assured by a
spring -suspension mechanism that permits the cartridge to pivot when sudden
force is applied, bringing the front end
(and therefore the stylus) up off the
record surface and bringing a soft "sole"
to bear on the record surface. The
"Featheride" is offered in two types,
usable in phono units tracking at any
force between 2 and 6 grams. It can be
mounted in any tone arm having standard 1/2" or 7/16" mounting centers.

RCA Electronic Components and
Devices
Cover 3, 45, 65, 69

Raytheon Co.

61

77, 92
73
9

71

46, 48, 91, 93
70
10
13

Terado Corp.
Texas Crystals
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.

96
96
74

University Loudspeakers, Inc.

49

Weller Electric Corp.

Winegard Co.

Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co., Inc.

89

86, 87, 99
96

&

Radio, Boulder, Colorado

18, 19

GC

Sprague Products Co.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

reception. Winegard Colortrons

41-44
20, 21

Castle TV Tuner Service
Channel Master Corp.
Cleveland Institute of Electronics

Sams, Howard W. & Co., Inc.
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Semiconductor Div.
Tuner Service
Seco Electronics, Inc.
SENCORE, Inc.
Sonotone Corp.

Iry Beringhaus says: "Here, at the
base of the Rockies, we have a tremendous problem with wind and

INV-12-40. The inverter uses two

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
ATR Electronics, Inc.
Admiral Sales Corp.
Alliance Mfg. Co.

No. 25 of a Series

Space -Saver Fuseholder (152)
A new compact, miniature space -saving
fuseholder has been developed by Bussmann. The panel -mounted unit is only
13/4" long and extends just 29/32" behind the front of a panel. It accepts

fuses and can easily be converted to take 9/32" x 11/4" fuses by
changing the screw-type knob.
1/4" x 11/4"

Iry Beringhaus has been in the rugged
country around Boulder for just two
years after spending five years as a
dealer under the warm Miami sunshine. In both locations he has been
a Winegard booster, and now finds the
tremendous power and rugged construction of Winegard even more
advantageous.

In servicing all of Boulder and the
three surrounding towns of Lafayette,
Louisville and Nerdeland, Iry has installed Winegard antennas in homes,
motels and a variety of business locations. Says Irv, "The performance of
Winegard antennas and antenna systems in this extremely rugged terrain
has pleased both me and my customers tremendously."

The confidence Iry Beringhaus has
shown in Winegard comes from installing Winegard antennas for seven
years and seeing them in action under
the most taxing conditions. He's one
more important service man who
knows Winegard's standards of excellence first hand.

.

I®= ANTENNA
Burlington, Iowa
Kirkwood
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FREE Catalog and

TERADO

-

Bulletin on Galaxy Model
transistorized DC -AC power inverter.*
122. VOLKSWAGEN-Large, 60 -page illustrated booklet, "The Owner's Viewpoint,"
describes how various VW trucks can be
used to save time and money in business
enterprises; including complete specifications on line of trucks.
121.

50-205

Literature Service

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

*Check "Index to Advertisers" for further information from these companies.
Please allow 60 to

ANTENNAS

&

77.

phonic broadcasts.*

78. CLEAR BEAM -Catalog

listings for an
additional line of indoor antennas.
79. FINNEY
Catalog No. 20-307 listing
four newly announced multielement, single -boom, VHF -FM antennas.*
80. G. F. WRIGHT-Catalog sheets on guy
wire used with outside antenna installations.
81. JERROLD-Illustrated brochure describing full line of new antenna preamplifiers and Paralog antennas.*
82. JFD-Literature on complete line of
VHF, UHF, FM, and FM -stereo antennas. Brochure showing converters,
amplifiers, and accessories; also complete
64-65 dealer catalog.*
83. MOSLEY ELECTRONICS
Illustrated
catalog giving specifications and features
on large line of antennas for Citizens
band, amateur, and TV applications.*
84. TRIO -Brochure on installation and materials for improving UHF translator reception.
85. WINEGARD-"Factfinder" describes new
channel coupler that mixes, equalizes, and
transforms to 75-ohm cut-channel antennas.*
86. ZENITH -Informative bulletins on universal loudspeakers and new line of log periodic vee-type antennas for FM and
monochrome or color TV.

-

-

AUDIO
87.
88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.
97.

100

&

HI-FI

days for delivery.

98.

ACCESSORIES

ALL CHANNEL PRODUCTS -New
catalog showing Rembrandt Model 283
outdoor antenna for VHF, UHF, and
FM reception.
ANTENNACRAFT-Latest information
on FM antennas, featuring new omnidirectional model for multiplex or mono-

76.

90

99.

100.

-

-

of Citizens band radios, including Model
C-60 two -channel, 100 -mw transceiver.
102. ELTEC
Information concerning FM

-

communications monitor -receiver and frequency -standard calibrators.
103. GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE
Brochures describing two-way radio systems
for all types of applications.

REPORTER/September, 1964
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TEST

EQUIPMENT

126. B & K -Catalog AP -21R

describing uses
for and specifications of new Model 1074
Television Analyst, Model 1076 Television Analyst, Model 850 Color Generator,
Model 960 Transistor Radio Analyst, new
Model 445 CRT Tester -Rejuvenator, new
Model 250 Substitution Master, Model 375
Dynamatic VTVM, Model 360V -O -Matie
VOM, Models 700 and 600 Dyna-Quilt

-

104.

105.

PEARCE-SIMPSON-Specification brochures on Companion II and Escort Citizens band transceivers.

REGENCY-Information on newly introduced Citizens band transceivers and
Monitoradio.

COMPONENTS
106.

BUSSMANN -Bulletin SFUS listing complete line of Buss and Fusetron smalldimension fuses by size and type. Indicates proper fuse holders and gives list
prices.*

-8

CENTRALAB
-page catalog listing
Fastatch II exact replacement controls
and accessories.
108. GC ELECTRONICS
Updated Weisco
phono drive chart #FR -236-W.*
109. IEH-Transistor interchangeability list;
also cross-reference chart for auto -radio
107.

-

111.
112.

113.

transistors.
ONEIDA-Catalog on line of electronic
components and replacement items.
PERMACEL-Bulletin describing line of
plastic tape and plastic parts box.
RCA BATTERIES -Manual BDG-111 includes battery theory and applications,
electrical and mechanical characteristics,
and terminal connections on all types in
the RCA line.*
TRIAD -10 -page color -TV replacement
guide for yokes, flybacks, vertical -output,
and power transformers.

114.

CASTLE -How to get
service on all makes and
vision tuners is described
ping instructions, labels,
also included.*

115.

116.

Tube Testers, and Model 1070 DynaSweep Circuit Analyzer.*
127. EICO
New 32 -page, 1964 catalog of
test instruments, hi-fi components, tape
recorders, and Citizens band and amateur
radio equipment.*
128. HICKOK-Complete description and specification information on newly introduced
equipment -Model 662 installer's color

-

129.

130. MERCURY -Description

131.

132.

133.

134.

fast overhaul

models of telein leaflet. Ship-

capacitor analyzer.

loscope.

and tags are

PRECISION TUNER-Literature supplying information on complete, low-cost
repair and alignment services for any
TV tuner.*
YEATS-The new "back -saving" appliance dolly Model 7 is featured in a fourpage booklet describing feather -weight
aluminum construction.*

TOOLS

138.

ATR-Descriptive literature on selling
new, all-transistor Karadio, Model 707,
having retail price of $29.95. Other literature on complete line of DC-AC inverters for operating 117 -volt PA aystems

and other electronics gear.*
GREYHOUND -The complete story of
the speed, convenience, and special service provided by the Greyhound Package
express method of shipping, with rates
and routes.

119.

LECTROTECH-Bulletins on new color TV test instrument, meter-protective devices, and substitute for VTVM battery.*

120.

PERMA-POWER
Catalog sheet
transistorized garage -door opener.

-

on

-

LITE Descriptive bulletin on
line of Magnifiez fluorescent lamps.
ADEL-Literature on "Nibbling Tool"
that cuts, notches, and trims round or
irregular holes to any size over 7/16";
ideal for radio chassis, templates, or
shims.

137. ACME

139.

118.

and specification brochure on Model 1400 in -circuit
capacitor tester; also information on
line of other test equipment.*
SECO -12-page instruction manual for
Model 980 and 990 color -bar generators;
includes schematics, waveforms, and
specifications.*
SENCORE-Question-and-answer bulletin
on new Model MX-129 Multiplex Analyzer and Model CR -128 Picture -Tube
Tester -Rejuvenator. *
SIMPSON-Latest series of VOM's is
described in test -equipment bulletin; also
information on line of automotive test
equipment.
SPRAGUE -Catalog on TO -6 Tel-ohmike

TRIPLETT-Sheets giving basic information on complete line of VOM's.*
136. WATERMAN-Technical data and photos
on pocket-size OCA -11A industrial oscil-

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

117.

generator; Model 580 portable tube tester;
Model 727 multiplex generator; Model
235A portable field -strength meter.*
JACKSON -Complete catalog describing
all types of electronic test equipment for
servicing and other applications.

135.

SERVICE AIDS

-

PF

-

describes new Q-G audio receptacles.
WILDER-Literature describing matching stereo hi-fi speaker system.

101. CADRE -Catalog sheets on complete line

NUTONE-Two full -color booklets illustrating built-in stereo music systems and

intercom-radio systems. Includes specifications, installation ideas, and prices.
OAKTRON-"The Blueprint to Better
Sound," an 8 -page catalog of loudspeakers and baffles giving detailed specifications and list prices.*
OXFORD TRANSDUCER -Product information bulletin describing complete
line of loudspeakers for all types of
sound applications; including replacements for public address and intercom
systems.*
PHILMORE
Information concerning
two-way loudspeaker system with built-in
crossover network.
QUAM-NICHOLS-New catalog listing
replacement speakers for background
music, public address, and hi-fi applications.*

SONOTONE-Specification sheet on new
stereo and mono crystal replacement
cartridges.*
SWITCHCRAFT Product Bulletin 141

COMMUNICATIONS

110.

ACTION
Brochure titled "We make
sound work for you" shows how sound
fits into every type of business.
ADMIRAL -Parts and accessories catalog listing replacement components; also
includes cross reference for phono needles
and cartridges.*
ASTATIC-Catalog on microphones,
phono cartridges, and needles; also crossreference indexes for needles and cartridges.
ATLAS SOUND-New 1964 catalog No.
564 contains illustrations and specifications on PA speakers, microphone stands
for commercial and industrial installations, and other new products.
GIBBS SPECIAL PRODUCTS -Folders
describing principles of sound reverberation and Stereo -Verb reverberation units
for automobiles.
GROMMES-PRECISION
Specification
sheets on AM, FM, FM-MPX tuner and
stereo amplifier; also sheets on publicaddress line.

-

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS
"Pocket Electronics Data
Guides" with handy conversion factors,
formulas, tables, and color codes. Additional folder, "Choose Your Career in
Electronics," describes home -study electronics training program, including
preparation for FCC -license exam.*
124. RCA
INSTITUTES
64 -page
book,
"Your Career in Electronics," detailing
home study courses in TV servicing,
communications, automation, drafting,
and computer programming; for beginners and experienced technicians.*
125. HOWARD
W. SAMS -Literature describing popular and informative publications on radio and TV servicing, communications, audio, hi-fi, and industrial
electronics; including special new 1964
catalog of technical books on every phase
of electronics.*
123.

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT-Timesaving techniques in brochure from En deco demonstrate improved desoldering

and resoldering techniques for speeding
up and simplifying operations on PC
boards.*
140. LUXO LAMP-Catalog on line of "touch and-stay -put" lamps.
TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS

141.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS -New listing includes Mullard range of

electron tubes for TV, Radio, and Hi-Fi
replacements;
includes cross-reference
guide.
142. SEMITRONICS-New updated 16" x 20"
wall chart CH10 lists replacements and
interchangeability for transistors and
diodes.

WHERE THE SILVERAMA® SCREEN BEGINS
TV picture quality depends on precise control of phosphors
Television picture quality depends on the quality of the phosphor
screen inside the faceplate. That's why every RCA Silverama replacement picture tube is completely rescreened-in the same painstaking manner and with the same precision-as RCA picture
tubes produced for use in original equipment. Before receiving
their new Silverama screens, reused glass envelopes are scrubbed
completely clean and given a series of chemical baths internally to
restore them to the peak of their optical capabilities.
RCA produces and develops its own screen phosphors. These are

Drying ovens remove

formed by reacting solutions of zinc sulfate and zinc and cadmium
sulfates with hydrogen -sulfide gas in this complex precipitator,
(above). The resulting zinc sulfide and zinc -cadmium sulfide are
then activated, fluxed, fired, washed, dried, and screened to form
phosphors which emit blue and yellow light, respectively. These
are carefully blended to produce phosphors that possess the pleasing "white", high light output, and uniform smoothness, which
characterize RCA Silverama picture tube screens.
Make RCA Silverama your first choice in picture tubes.

Phosphors are blended
for best screen quality

moisture from phosphor
RCA ELECTRONIC

Base materia s are 'fired
to form the phosphors

COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

NEW MICROFUSE
THE PIGTAIL VARIETY
(279000) SERIES

THE SUB -MINIATURE FUSE
HOLDER (No. 291001)
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